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National Health Insurance in Taiwan: Welfare Analysis and
Hospital Competition
1. Introduction
Health economics is a distinct specialty within economics inasmuch as health
care policies are dominant economic and political issues in most western countries as

well as in newly industrialized countries. With economic development , nearly every

country around the world experienced rapid increases in health care spending in the

past two decades.

In order to

governents implement

stabilize the growth

of medical expenditure

various types of health care policies to regulate health care

market. In this dissertation , I consider any health care system as consisting of three
players , which are consumers , providers ,
policy, three important

and payers. In order to study health care

relationships needed to be evaluated:

(l) the relationship

between consumers and providers, (2) the relationship between consumers and payers

(the governent in the NHI system), and (3) the relationship between providers and
payers (the governent in the NHI system). Based on these underlying relationships

three essays that explore health care policies from the social welfare perspective are
presented in Chapter 2 thr

Chapter

Chapter 2 evaluates Taiwan s new co- payment policy, enacted on July 15 2005.
The co-payment policy is typical of demand-side regulation in the health care market

and is intended to infuence consumer behavior via a pricing mechanism. The demand
for health care is caried out by a two-part decision making process , which is the

underlying relationship between consumers and providers in the health care market.

The first par is characterized by the consumer initiating a physician contact in the
event of an ilness. After his/her first contact , the physician determines how extensive
a treatment he/she should

receive (the second par decision- frequency decision).

Since health care utilization is often measured by a discrete number (i. , zero usage

or positive integer usage), the so-called hurdle count data model (or two-par

count

data model) is used to assess the discrete nature of health care utilization into the twopar decision

making process. We show that the new co-payment policy is unlikely to

change consumer behavior of seeking care , and we then go on to estimate the welfare
effect due to the new co- payment policy.

Chapter 3 presents the impact of user fees on the choice of health care under
Taiwan

s health care system. This chapter is a sequel to Chapter 2. The nested

multinomiallogit model (NMLM) is used to simulate the potential pricing-out effect
as well as the welfare effect due to various user- fee

policies. The policy simulations

performed in this chapter allow us to estimate the wilingness-to-pay for a universal

coverage health plan. Our estimate

of the wilingness- to-pay,

which bridges

the

underlying relationship between consumers and payers (the governent) in the health
care market , can serve as a reference for instituting a

premium policy if the

governent intends to implement a universal coverage health plan un4er its health
care system.
Chapter 4

studies hospital competition under the Global Budget Payment

System (GBPS). The

GBPS is a reimbursement

system which restricts medical

expenditure at a fixed level for a given period. Many European countries , as well as
Canada and Taiwan ,

adopted this payment system to reimburse hospitals for the

purose of medical cost control. To study the reimbursement system is actually to
analyze the underlying relationship between providers and payers in the health care
market. Many previous theoretical studies criticize the GBPS in two ways: First, the
GBPS fails to induce the first best allocation in terms of quality-enhancing and costreducing efforts that can be achieved
Second ,

the treadmil effect ,

by the

Prospective Payment System (PPS).

describing a phenomenon in which hospitals provide

more health care services in accordance with a lower reimbursement payment under
the GBPS , would result in a worse welfare outcome because hospitals would lower

quality of care in response to the lower reimbursement payment. We show that the
GBPS can perform just as well as the PPS from the social welfare perspective , and

the treadmil effect could be a sign of welfare improvement as long as competition
(measured by the number of hospitals and the mobility of patients) among hospitals is

sufficiently high in the health care market. In contrast with these two criticisms , our
results suggest that the GBPS does not necessarily lead to a lower quality of care.

Chapter 5 presents the major contributions of this dissertation, and avenues for
future research are also discussed.

2. The new co- payment policy under Taiwan s National Health

Insurance: Welfare gain or Welfare loss?
1 Introduction
A National Health Insurance (NHI) program was implemented in Taiwan in
1995. Approximately 99% of Taiwan residents have benefited from this program , and

public satisfaction with the program topped 81 % at the end of 2004 (Chang, 2005).
Due to the public s opposition to premium increases , the NHI's expenditures have
outstripped its revenues since 1998. ' Thus , the question of

financial sustainability

moves to center stage for the NHI policy in Taiwan.
Since the

launch of NHI program

in 1995 , ambulatory care medical

expenditures have constituted the largest proportion of total medical expenditue.
2004 , approximately 65% of medical expenditures were spent on ambulatory care , of

which 54% went

to

hospitals (Bureau of National

Health Insurance , 2005a

Department of Health 2005a). There are two major reasons for the large reliance on
the hospital sector.

First

, the residents of Taiwan have a strong belief that hospitals

can provide better quality care than clinics because they have advanced equipment
and better- trained physicians (Chen , 2003). Patients prefer to receive treatment from

hospitals rather than from clinics , even when they only have a minor ilness
(Chen , 2003). Second, the reimbursement payments for ambulatory care to hospitals
are around 2- 4 times higher than those of the clinics (Bureau of National Health

Insurance , 2005b). Given such a strong economic incentive , most hospitals in Taiwan

now reward their staff physicians largely on the basis of the number of patients seen

procedures performed , and lab tests ordered. It follows that physicians in hospital are
wiling to keep patients in

ambulatory care ,

possibly triggering physician- induced

demand (Cheng, 2005).

In order to reduce the NHI's medical expenditure , a new co-payment policy was
implemented on July 15 ,

2005. The objective of this policy is to encourage patients

with minor ilnesses to seek ambulatory care at local clinics rather than at hospitals
which are more expensive. The new co-payment policy raises co-payment fees for

ambulatory visits at hospitals ,

except in cases of

referral by local clinics. The

objective of this paper is to assess this co- payment policy from two perspectives. First

wil this new co-payment policy provide suffcient incentive for patients to participate
in a referral

system? Second ,

how much welfare gain or loss wil result from the

implementation of this new co- payment policy?

Notwithstanding the Bureau of National Health Insurance (BNHI)'s claim that
the new co-payment policy would reduce expenditures by creating a referral system

it appears that this policy is doomed to failure. The failure comes from insuffcient

incentives to induce patients to participate in the referral system. According to the
new co- payment policy, if a patient were referred to the district hospital from a local

clinic , his/her minimum total cost for ambulatory care would be NT$300 , much

higher than the cost would be if he/she went directly to the hospital and bypassed the
referral system (NT$180) (see section 2.2 for details).

Since it is doubtful that this new co-payment

1 1 US dollar = 31.

5 NT dollars

policy wil promote the

referral

system in Taiwan , we largely focus on how much welfare loss (or gain) would be

caused by the policy. To this end , we estimate the demand for ambulatory care ?

This

estimate allows us to evaluate the recent determinants of the health care utilization
and calculate the potential welfare effects. The estimation of the demand for health
care is

different from that of the demand for other commodities.

For example

whether or not to buy a computer and how much to spend if a computer is bought are

decisions jointly made by the consumer. However,
health care services is a two-par

decision

the patient' s

decision to utilize

makng process. Patients themselves first

decide whether or not to visit the physician (hereafter referred to as simply contact
decision), and second , the physician and the patient jointly determine the intensity of
treatment (hereafter referred to as simply frequency decision).

Maning et al. (1981) propose a two-part model , incorporating contact and
frequency decisions ,

to estimate the

demand for health care.

Since then

many

empirical studies have utilized a two- par model to estimate demand. For instance

some research

focuses on the impact of

insurance on health care utilization

(Manning et aI. , 1987; Nolan , 1993; Hurd & McGary, 1997). Other research analyzes

the factors affecting the demands for alcohol and tobacco (Maning et aI. ,

1995;

Chaloupka & Henr, 1997; Ross & Chaloupka, 2004). Donaldson et al.(1998) applied
the two-part model to investigate the factors affecting wilingness to pay for specific

health care services in Norway. Bradford et al.(2002) use the two-part model as a
2 "Utilization"

and " demand"

are used interchangeably throughout this paper. The data used in this

paper cannot distinguish " demand" from " utilzation , because we do not have information relating
to either "

an episode of medical service "

or " an

episode of ilness "

for each

observation. For

discussion of the discrepancy between " utilzation" and " demand" see Stoddart and Barer (1981).

methodology 3

to estimate cost of treatment for benign prostatic hyperplasia

, among

others.

It is also important to consider the discrete nature of health care utilization when

modeling the demand for health care. Since patients have either no use or a positive
number of uses (i. , non-negative integer value), the use of linear regression models

to model health care utilization wil result in ineffcient ,

estimates (Long, 1997).

inconsistent , and biased

In light of these shortcomings , a number of

studies

emphasize the application of the count data models to analyze health care utilization.
For example ,

Cameron et al. (1988) use a negative binomial model to analyze the

impact of health insurance on health care utilization in Australia. The negative
binomial model fits data especially well when overdispersion (variance is greater than

mean) is exhbited in the raw data. For most empirical

studies in health care

utilization , the excess of zero counts is so great that the negative binomial model is

not appropriate. However, if we treat zero counts and positive counts as two different

stochastic processes within a hurdle model , the problem raised by the excess of zero
counts is eliminated (Mullahy, 1986).

There are many empirical studies that use a hurdle model for count data to study

health care utilization. Pohlmerier and Ulrich (1995), for example , use a negative
binomial hurdle model to investigate the determinants of the demand for ambulatory
care in Germany. They estimate a binar

outcome model of the contact decision ,

and

3 They fIrst estimate the probability of receiving the transurethral resection of the prostate (TURP)
given a benign prostatic hyperplasia diagnosis using a logit regression. The second step is to estimate
the log ofTRUP cost for the population that actually received the procedure.

then estimate a left truncated negative binominal model for the frequency decision.
The parent distribution for the specification of the two- par

decision

making process

is the negative binomial model. A similar specification is used in Gerdtham s (1997)
study. He specifies the contact decision as a logit model and the frequency decision as

model for testing the hypothesis of horizontal

a truncated negative binominal

inequality in the delivery of health care in

Sweden. Guru (1997) introduces a

semi- parametric hurdle model for count data to analyze the factors affecting health

care utilization covered by Medicaid in the US. More recent health care examples of
hurdle models for count

data can be seen

in

Lahiri & Xing (2004),

and

Brown et al. (2005), among others.

Although the hurdle model for count data is strongly advocated and widely used

in literatue to model health care utilization , few studies in Taiwan have applied it for
investigating the determinants of health care utilization. Cheng & Chiang (1998) use

the Poisson hurdle model to analyze the disparity of health care utilization in the
pre-NHI period. They use a scale parameter to correct overdispersion in their data.

The scale

parameter, however

, wil enlarge

coeffcients , and hence make their

(Cheng & Chiang, 1998

the covariance matrix of

estimates

estimated

less likely to be significant

615). The negative binominal model , fitted with

correction for sample selection

bias

, is used in

Su (1999) to

investigate medical

cost-containment for implementing NHI in Taiwan. He finds that price (out-of-pocket

payment) has a significantly negative impact on health care utilization , and therefore
a higher price imposed on the NHI is suggested to reduce the fiscal burden of the NH1.

Even with the two-stage estimation process , the implicit assumption

in the sample

selection model is that the decisions whether or not to visit a physician and how
intensely to receive treatments are simultaneously made by the patients (Maddala
1985). Liu & Chen (2001) apply the negative binomial hurdle model to analyze the

effect of NHI on health care utilization

in

Taiwan. Their analyses mainly focus on

examining the determinants of health care utilization under the NH1. The estimate of

price elasticity for health care demand is not available in their study. Hence , they are
not able to evaluate the impact of the

new co- payment policy on

health care

utilization.

A very limited number of papers evaluates co-payment policy in Taiwan.

Liu

and Rome (2003 , 2004) use a descriptive analysis and OLS regression analysis to
evaluate the impact of drug co-payment

policy enforced

in 1999 on the

elderly

population. The 1999 drug co-payment policy imposed no charges for outpatient

prescriptions costing less than NT$IOO. An additional charge ofNT$20 was imposed
for every increase in drug costs of NT$1 00 (lower bound of the drug co-payment

schedule) until NT$500 (upper bound of the drug co- payment schedule). The main

finding in Liu and Rome (2003 , 2004) is that , in response to the drg

co- payment

policy, the physician tends to prescribe the drgs costing close to the lower bound
(save the patient' s

out-of-

pocket payment) and the upper bound (exploit the BNHI

due to no fuher financial burden for patients beyond the upper bound) of the drug
co- payment schedule. Non-essential drugs are more expensive than essential drugs in

Taiwan. For those who need non-essential drugs , the physician wil prescribe more

non-essential drugs in order to meet the upper bound of the drug co-payment schedule.

For those who don t need non-essential drugs , the only way for a physician to meet
the lower bound of the drug co- payment schedule is to prescribe less essential drugs.
co-payment

Liu and Rome conclude that the drg

policy decreased the essential drug

utilzation but increased non-essential drug utilization for the

elderly. The drg

co-payment policy did not reverse the trend of prescription drug cost increases in

hospitals. Although they do address the fact that the drug co- payments could have had
adverse effects on patients , no further assessment was done in their papers.

In this study, we use the negative binomial hurdle model to estimate the demand

for ambulatory care. The negative binomial hurdle model allows us to incorporate the
two- part decision making process and the discrete nature of health care utilization in

analyzing the determinants of health care utilization. Price elasticity, quality elasticity,

and education elasticity are also estimated. Using price elasticity as a parameter, we
then calculate the welfare effects of this new co- payment policy, as well as the social
welfare cost due to the implementation ofNH1. To the authors ' best knowledge , this is

the first research to evaluate the impact of this new health policy on social welfare in
Taiwan.
This paper is organized as

follows: Section 2.2 briefly describes the NHI

co- payment policies since 1995; Section 2. 3 introduces the empirical model; Section
2.4 describes the data used in the analyses; Section 2. 5

Section 2. 6

presents social welfare

explains the empirical findings;

analysis; and a brief conclusion

avenue for future research are drawn in Section 2.

as well as an

2 Background
Taiwan s NHI is a governent-ru , single- payer national health insurance plan

financed by premiums (eararked tax) collected from employees , employers , and the

governent. It offers all citizens equal access to comprehensive health care regardless
of their financial status. The covered benefits include ambulatory service , in-patient
service , emergency care , dental treatment , eye care , maternity delivery, rehabilitation
service , preventive medical service , Chinese medicine , and prescription drugs. Since

this program is very generous , the design of NHI includes a co-payment mechansm

to provide an incentive for the beneficiary to limit health care use. However, even
with cO': payments

, medical expenditures have grown rapidly since the NHI was

launched in 1995. In 1998 ,

the NHlbegan ruing

a financial deficit that forced the

BNHI to reconsider the effectiveness of the co-payment mechanism. As a result , the
BNHI adjusted NHI's co- payment policies in 1999. The adjustments in co- payment
policies , implemented in 1999 , include a co-payment for prescription drugs and an
increase in co- payment

fees for excessive medical visits (over 24 visits per year).

The 1999 co-payment policy adjustments had the immediate effect of controllng

over-utilization of health care services. A slight modification

in co- payments

for

curbing excessive medical visits was made in 2000.

Nevertheless , the NHI's fiscal diffculties did not end

yet. In fact ,

the main

4 A Departent of Health internal study in 1999 showed that around 95. 74% of patients , whose
number of annual ambulatory visits exceed 24 , actually only had minor ilnesses. Based on that study,
the 24-visit limit is a criterion to defIne excessive medical visits. Due to the public s strong
opposition to the co- payment policy in 1999 , the BNHI did not use this criterion until 2000 (see
Chen , 2003 for details). Note that the 24-visit limit does not apply to those who have certain chronic
conditions (see Bureau of National Insurance , 2004).

reason for the NHI's financial diffculties was resistance to raising premium rates
voiced by the public and politicians. Over the entire period , from 1995 to 2001 , NHI
revenues increased at an average anual rate

of 4. 26

6.26% (Cheng, 2003). Durng the same period ,

unchanged. Facing NHI's imminent

% , and expenditures increased at

the NHI premium rates remained

banptcy, the governent was able to increase

both premiums and co-payment fees in 2002. The premium rates were increased from

4.25% of salary income , to 4. 55%. For the majority of the insured public , the average

premium was increased by, at most , NT$40 per month (Taipei

Times , Aug 12 2002).

The 2002 co-payment policy raised co-payment fees for ambulatory visits at regional

hospitals and academic medical centers from NT$100 and NT$150 to NT$140 and
NT$210 , respectively. Together with

the comprehensive global budget payment

system , implemented in 2002 , the adjustment of co-payment fees and premium rates

kept NHI at the edge of a financial breakeven level until 2004.
In order to prevent another

financial crisis , the BNHI implemented a new

co-payment policy on July 15 2005. This new policy is designed to entice patients to

choose health care providers at a clinic for their first ambulatory visit instead of at a
hospital , thus reducing medical expenditures for ambulatory care. Specifically, the

new policy increased co-payment fees for outpatients at district hospitals , regional
hospitals ,

and academic medical

centers to NT$80 , NT$240 and NT$360 ,

from

NT$50 NT$140 , and NT$21 0 , respectively. 5 The co-payment fees for outpatients at

5 The new co- payment policy also increased the co- payment fees for emergency room care at regional

hospital and academic medical research center to NT$300 and NT$450 , from the present NT$21O
and NT$420 , respectively.

local clinics remain NT$50. Patients who are referred to the hospital pay a NT$50
co- payment at local clinics in addition to the hospital co-payments, which are NT$50

NT$140 , and NT$210 at district hospitals , regional hospitals , and academic medical
centers , respectively. The co-payment policies for ambulatory care from 1995 to 2005
are displayed at Table 2.1-

Non- Referral

Referral

Non- Referral
240

140

1998
201- 300

Source: Bureau of National Health Insurance and Liu and Chen (2002)
Unit: 1 US$=31. 5 NT$

1999 and after

1995-

Table 2. : Drug Co- payment Policy (NT $)
Total drg cost Below 100 101-200
301- 400

Resource: Bureau of National Health Insurance and Liu and Chen (2002)
Unit: 1 US$=31. 5 NT$

50 plus co-payment in Table 1

Start from the 49 Ambulatory visits Start from the 25 Ambulatory visits
th
th
Start from the 157 Ambulatory visits Start from the 157 Ambulatory visits

401- 500

100

Above 501

100 plus co-payment in Table

Co-payment /per visit

: Co- payment Policy for Excessive Utilization (NT $)

140

Referral

210
Referral
Non- Referral
210
360

Ambulatory Visits in 1999 Ambulatory Visits in 2000 and after

Table 2.2

Unit: lUS$=31. NT$

Source: Bureau of National Health Insurance and Liu and Chen (2002)

2002-2004
2005

Although the BNHI expected that this new co-payment policy would effectively
promote the referral system in Taiwan ,
suffcient incentive for

the pricing

mechanism does not provide

patients to paricipate. Analysis of the success

co-payment policy needs to include the full out-of-pocket

of the

costs to the consumer

which are the co-payment plus registration fees. Registration fees are levied per
contact with the provider. They are set by the relevant providers ' associations with

ceilings imposed by NHI law. In general , patients are charged NT$150 registration
fees at regional hospitals and academic medical centers and NT$100 at district

hospitals and clinics for each visit. By examining registration
the insuffcient incentives

Table 2.4).

fees

, we can ilustrate

provided by this pricing mechanism (see Figure 2. 1 and

Table 2.4: Costs comparison for ambulatory care (NT $)

Referral from Local Clinics
Total Cost
Clinic Level Hospital Level
(A)+(B)
(B)
(A)

Refer To

District

150
(50+ 100)

Hospital c

Regional

150

Hospital c

(50+100)

Academic
Med. Center

150

(50+100)

150
(50+ 100)

300

290
(140+ 150)
360
(210+ 150)

440

N on- Referral

Total Cost
(C)
180
(80+ 100)

390
(240+ 150)

510

510

(360+ 150)

Unit: NT$, 1 US$=31. 5 NT$.
Co- payment fee in clinic level is NT$50.

Regional hospitals and academic medical centers charge NT$150 for registration fees.

District

hospitals and clinics charge NT$l 00 for registration fees.

If a patient follows the referral system promoted by the BNHI , he/she first seeks

ambulatory care at a local clinic. Provided that the patient' s

ilness is serious ,

physician at the local clinic wil refer him to a hospital. The patient' s
ambulatory care is from A to B ,

as ilustrated in Figure 2.

the

path to seek

1. If the patient does not

follow the referral system , his/her path to seek ambulatory care is path C (Figure 2.1).

Since the NHI gives

patients the right to freely choose their health care

providers , the question is whether or not the patient wil follow the referral system.
Table 2.4

pathway A

displays the mirimum out-of-pocket payments under each alternative
B or pathway C. If the patient follows the referral system , he wil have

to pay at least NT$300 , NT$440 , and NT$51 0 at the end of each ambulatory visit to

district hospitals , regional hospitals , and academic medical centers , respectively. The

patient , who expects that treatment in a hospital is necessary,

wil

not paricipate in

this referral system. The cost for ambulatory care with and without a referral is the

same if he/she chooses care at academic medical centers , and it is NT$50 and
NT$120 less if he/she chooses care at regional hospitals and district hospitals
respectively. Hence , this pricing mechanism wil not generate the desired result , due

to insuffcient incentives for patients to paricipate in the referral system.
The incentive problem affecting whether or not a patient paricipates

in the

BNHI's referral system is a typical principal-agent problem in economics theory.

Namely, the principal (BNHI) wants to induce

the agent

(patients) to take some

actions (follow the referral system) which are not desired by the agent (patients). The

principal (BNHI) has to impose two constraints on the agent (patients) to achieve
his/her objective. The first is called paricipation constraint , meaning that the

principal (BNHI) must design a pricing mechanism that insures the agent (patient)
obtains at least some reservation level of goods or services in order to be wiling to

paricipate. The second is called incentive compatibility, meaning that the agent will
take the best action (i.

, follow the

referral system) from the viewpoint of the

principal (BNHI). If the paricipation constraint is not satisfied , the options provided
by the principal to the agent are not feasible , meaning that the incentive compatibility
wil never be

satisfied (Varian , 1992).

As indicated

in Table 2.4

, the new co-payment policy does not satisfy

participation constraint in the principal-agent

the

theory. The dissatisfaction of the

participation constraint generated by this pricing mechanism wil deteriorate fuher
non-monetary costs (such as the cost

of

transportation time ,

if

waiting time , and

complexity of referral paperwork) are added into the cost of

paricipation in the

referral system. In addition , this pricing mechanism relies most on the patient'

expectation of whether or not he needs treatment in a hospital. Assuming risk-adverse
behavior in seeking care ,

for a patient to minimize expected cost , he will first seek

care from a hospital rather than from a clinic. Consequently, this new co- payment
policy results in the anti-referral phenomenon curently

prevalent in Taiwan.

Since the new co-payment policy is unlikely to promote the referral system in

Taiwan , our focus is on the estimation of the welfare loss (or gain) resulting from the
new co-payment policy in the following sections.

3 Model Specification
The hurdle model for count data is used in this paper to incorporate two aspects

of health care utilization: the first one is that the distribution of the number of
ambulatory visits can take only non-negative integer values; the second one is that the
decision to utilize health care service is a two- par decision making process. To

understand the econometric specification of the hurdle model for count data, we star
with the introduction of basic count data models.

(1) Basic count data models
Let

Jii

be a random variable indicating the number of ambulatory visits , and let

represent the mean of the number of

follows the Poisson distribution with parameter

ambulatory visits. The probability that

Jii (Jii

0) is

(1)

PrtY

Yi

, Yi

,u;)

3,. . . . .

= 0

Y;'

Typically,

is regarded as an endogenous variable. To incorporate

Yi

exogenous variables

(2)

InJlj =

Jli

3,.....

x;fJ

where

can be specified by equation (2).

fJ

are colum vectors of parameters and exogenous variables

and

respectively.

Equation (1) implies equality
variance. However,

of the conditional

mean and the conditional

the equi- dispersion propert rarely fits in practice , since the

conditional variance is greater than the

conditional mean in most applications.

Furhermore , the negative binomial model is useful for predicting probability, not just
modeling the mean. Hence , we assume that our dependent variable follows a negative

binomial distribution which allows inequality

conditional variance. To derive

of the conditional

mean and the

the negative binomial model , the unobserved

heterogeneity between individuals (G ) is included in equation (2). Hence , we obtain

(3)

In,U; =

We define

Note that

3,.....

x;fJ

E(o

E(oJ

= exp(cJ and assume

= I implies

E('uJ =

,uj

= I for the

Hence , the distribution of

follows:
(4) PrtY

Yi'

exp(-,U ),U/
Y;

purose of identification.

exp(- ,u; ;(,uAY'
Y;.

given

is as

) -

;.

be a random variable following Gama distribution

Let

=a

That yields the negative binomial distribution for

:; 0, and integrate over

(5) PrtY

yJ

r(y;

bJf(bJdb

fpr(Y

with

r(y;

E(Yi

6 with parameter

J.;

Var(Yi

and

+a
+ l)r(a )

,uJ1

J.; a

a,uJ

Cameron & Trivedi (1986) termed equation (5) the negative binominal II model
and

(hereafter referred to as simply Negbin model). Since

J.i

are positive ,

it is

clear from equation (5) that the variance exceeds the mean. The Negbin model can be

estimated by the maximum likelihood estimation. The maximum likelihood function

is wrtten as:

(6 L

;=1

IT

Pr

tYi

x a

i=1

l)r( -

r(

(2) Hurdle count data model (Two-part

J.i a

J.i

count model)

The two part-part decision making process

was emphasized by the

health

economists associated with the Rand Corporation to model health care utilization in
the early eighties (e. , Maning et aI. , 1981; Duan et aI. , 1983 , 1984 , 1985 , Maning
et aI. , 1987). The

preference ,

first par decision (contact decision) depends on the patient'

while the second par

decision (frequency decision) depends on the

physician s preference. This implies that those two decisions making processes have
6 We can impose other distributions

on

1(6

to carr out the

integration in equation (5). For

example , Dean et al.(1989) used the inverse- Gaussian distribution, and Riphahn et al.(2003) used
log-normal distribution. Due to not having a closed form in the likelihood function , these optional
distributions are computationally intractable in the estimation process.

to be treated as two different stochastic processes. Therefore , we assume that
and

12 (Yi

are any probability distribution fuctions

for non-negative

(Yi

govern the contact decision (hurdle part), and

f.(yJ

f. (y;

integers. Let

govern the

stochastic

process once the contact decision has been made. Thus , the probability of distribution
of the hurdle count model (two-par
(7) PrfY

= OJ =

(8) PrfY

f. (Yi

= (1-

Note that 1-

count model)

= 0)

PrfY

= OJ)*

PrfY

I-f.(Yi

=O)

1- 12 (Yi

= 0)

f. (Yi

Yi

f(Y

Yi

12 (y;

)- OJ

Il

, y=123.....

= 0) is the probability that the contact decision has

made (hurdle has been passed), and 1for

is given by:

(Yi

been

= 0) is the trucation normalization

. The idea underlying equations (7) and (8) is that if health care utilization is

positive , the " hurdle "

is crossed ,

and the conditional distribution of the positives is

governed by the trucated count data

health care utilization are

used to

model. Thus ,

the observations with positive

estimate those parameters pertaining to the

frequency decision , while the entire samples

are used to estimate those parameters

pertaining to the contact decision.

To implement the hurdle count data model , the
separated , so that the first

sample of

observations is

observations have positive visits , and the other

N-m

observations have no visits. The likelihood fuction for the hurdle count data model is
given by

(9)L

=O))*fI

ITCt;(Yi
i=m+\

:0)

J;(Yi
(Yi

i=1 I Iz

1=1
O)Y-d

(Yi

IT Ct;

(1-

J; (Yi

- 0)

o)y,

(yJ

- Iz
fI
1=1 1 Iz

(Yi

(Yi

= 01 * 0

= 1 , if a contact has occurred.

where

= 0

, otherwise.

Equation (9) is the econometric specification proposed by Mullahy (1986). The
first term on the right- hand side (=
fuction with a

) of equation

(9) depends on the likelihood

binary process (zero vs. positive visits), while the second term on the

right-hand side(= 0

) of equation (9) depends on the likelihood fuction of a

trucated-at-zero model for strictly positive visits. Since 0 j and 0 z

maximizing the likelihood fuction

are separable

is equivalent to maximizing 0 \ and

0 z

separately. It is worth pointing out that the separability in equation (9) does not come

from any independence assumption in the model but from the way we specify our
conditional distribution.

There are

many ways to

specify 0

and O , In

this paper, the

truncated-at-zero negative binominal model (truncated Negbin model) is chosen to

specify 0 z

due to the over- dispersion in our

data. The elasticity of demand

conditional on positive use of health care derived from 0 z

does not have a closed

form. The Probit model , which does not have a closed form for the elasticity of
demand in seeking care ,
estimation of the

either

, is chosen to specify 0 1

for the consistency in the

elasticity of demand. The same settings are found in

Grootendorst (1995) and Brown et al. (2005). Formally,

and O

are specified as

equation (10) and equation (11), respectively.
:;0 if I =x;r+17;
Y;

= 0

if

=12...

otherwise

;;d

where

17;

(11)P tY= y Iy

:;O

N(O

is a colum vector of parameters.

I), r

(Y;

:;OJ=
1-

l(Yi +a
= 0)

12 (y;

+ l)l(a

l(y;

I(1 +

J1;
J1;

aJ1;

J1;

with

E(y;

Y;

:; 0) =

= 0)

1- 12 (Yi

E(Yi
Var(y;

Y;
x (1-

:; 0) =

12 (Yi

o)a E(Yi

Yi

:; 0))

= 0)

(Y;

Equation (5), and

where

1- 12 (y;

l (See Grogger and Carson , 1991 for details)

aJ1;

= 0) = 1- (1 +

The probability of the contact decision (crossing the hurdle) is denoted by
1- 1;

(Yi

= 0) =

PrtI

:; OJ =

cD(x

where cD(.) is the cumulative density fuction of the

r),

normal distribution. The probability
cD(x

r)*

)/(1-/2 (Yi

=0)).

If

of the frequency decision is denoted by

is the trcated Negbin

a:;O,

model. The

model specification using equations (10)-(11) is called the negative binomial hurdle
model (Negbin hurdle model). If

-- 0,

collapses to the trucated-at-zero

Poisson model (truncated Poisson model) (see Cameron & Trivedi , 1998 for details).
When O

is the truncated Poisson model , the model specification using equations

(10)-(11) is called the Poisson hurdle model.

(3) Specifcation test
Several specification tests wil be implemented prior to analyzing our empirical

results. The Poisson tye

count

data models (Poisson model or Poisson hurdle model)

are limiting cases of the Negbin type count data models (Negbin model or Negbin
(a)

hurdle model) if dispersion parameter

is close to zero (Cameron & Trivedi , 1998).

= 0 to see whether the Poisson type count data models are

We test the hypothesis

suitable for our data. Thus , the Wald test , together with the likelihood ratio test (LR
test), are applied to test the hypothesis for

= o. Note that the non- hurdle

count data

models (Negbin model and Poisson model) are not special cases of the hurdle count

data models (Negbin hurdle model and Poisson hurdle model). The Wald test is not
applicable , so the LR test is used to test whether the hurdle count data model or
non-hurdle count data model is satisfied by our data. Namely, we apply the LR test to

determine whether our data are in favor of the two- part decision making process or
the simultaneous decision making process. The Wald statistic and the likelihood ratio

statistic are wrtten as equation (12) and equation (13), respectively.
(12) W = (R

where

r)'(RV( )R'

is the number of restrictions; R = (0

, I J and

r =0

are the maximum likelihood estimates of the trucated

Negbin model.

) are estimates of the corresponding covariance matrices.
2(logL

(13)

where

logL ):: x

is the number of restrictions.

is the numerical value of the likelihood fuction

computed from equation (6).

is the numerical value of the likelihood fuction

computed from equation (9).

Since the trucated Negbin (or truncated Poisson) model is separately estimated

in the Negbin hurdle (or Poisson hurdle) model , the corresponding Hausman test of

the Negbin (or Poisson) model against the trucated Negbin (or truncated

Poisson)

model is also performed in our estimation. The Hausman test statistic is as follows:

(14) H =

where

(Pu

/3R

/3u

YCV(PU

V(PR ))(PU

are the ML estimates of the Negbin (or Poisson) model.

are the ML estimates

of the

trucated Negbin (or trucated Poisson)

model.
v (/Ju ) and

V (P R

are estimates of the corresponding covariance matrices.

is the number of restrictions.

2.4 Data description

Data for this study were originally collected for the BNHI's Out-of- pocket
Payment project (Identification Number- DOH92- HH- I006) in 2004. A total of 1 500

individuals were selected

in the middle of Taiwan

, 7 through

a probability

7 Four administrative areas are in the middle of Taiwan. They are Taichung City, Taichung County,
Changhua County, and Nanto County. Taichung City, comparable to Taipei City, represents a tyical
metropolitan area in Taiwan. Nanto County, covered by mountainous areas , represents a tyical

remote area in Taiwan. Taichung County and Changhua County, where a variety of manufactuing
and far industries is located , represent tyical rual areas in Taiwan. Samples selected from these
areas are representative samples.

proportional to size of

from February 1

clusters sampling. Face- to- face interviews were conducted

st to March 31 st in 2004. The effective sample size is 1063 individuals

which represents a response rate of 71%. The completed questionnaire
answers to

questions about a wide range

included

of micro- level information , such as

socioeconomic characteristics and variables on health care utilization ,

as well as

variables on health care satisfaction and health conditions. More detailed information
on the data collection procedure is reported by Lee et al.(2005). We now describe all
ofthe variables used in our analyses as follows:

(1) Dependent variables

The dependent variable in the trucated

Negbin model

is health care utilization

measured by the number of ambulatory visits within a two-month surey period. In
Taiwan , physicians who practice in clinics do not have hospital admitting privileges
and hospitals have developed large ambulatory deparments and affliated

clinics for

primary care. Due to the absence of a comprehensive referral system and complete
freedom to choose providers , the number of ambulatory visits includes physician
visits from both clinics and hospitals. In the Probit model , the dependent variable is a

1) dichotomous variable (called IU), where

one

indicates the positive use of

ambulatory care (in either clinics or hospitals) and zero indicates no use of any
ambulatory care.

In our samples , the mean and the variance of ambulatory visits are 0. 57

and 5.23

respectively, showing a considerable over- dispersion in raw data (see Table 2. A.1 in

Appendix 2. 2

for the frequency

distribution). Hence , the Negbin type count

data

models (the Negbin model and Negbin hurdle model) are a reasonable choice for our

analyses. If we apply the Negbin hurdle model for our data analyses , however, two
possible problems may bias our estimation. The first is the misclassification of the

first visit as a contact decision if it belongs to an ilness episode from the preceding

period. The second is that there may exist multiple ilness-spells and multiple
first-contacts in the subsequent visits involved in the frequency decision (Pohlmeier
and Ulrich , 1995). Without fuher

information ,

we have no solution for the first

problem. For the second problem , ifthe observation period is long, the probability of

observing multiple ilness-spells and multiple first-contacts wil be higher so as to
raise a more serious estimation bias. Our observed period , however, is only two

months and approximately 89% of the individuals in the sample have at most one
ambulatory visit (see Table 2.

1 in Appendix 2.2 for details). Thus , we assume that

multiple ilness spells and contacts are

rare in our samples.

(2)Independent variables
(a) Socioeconomic factors

The price of ambulatory care is measured by an out-of- pocket payment per visit.
The patient' s

out-of- pocket

payments include co-payment fees ,

co- payments

for

specific treatments (i. , Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Tomography Scaner
Computerized Tomography Scaner), and

registration fees. Approximately 80%

observations did not use health care services during our study period. As a result
8 Santos Silva and

Windmeijer (2001) provided a method to test the single ilness spell hypothesis.
They specified the over- dispersion parameter as an endogenous variable depending on independent

variables. In this study, we specify

the over- dispersion parameter as a constant , which is a

conventional way to specify the over- dispersion parameter in the count data models. Their test can
not be applied directly to our study.

mean price computed from the positive use observations , taken as an expected price
was assigned to them. The same method of correcting for missing price data is used in

Ross and Chaloupka (2004). By the law of demand , we expect that the price of health

care has a negative impact on health care utilization. Some individuals purchase a
supplemental health insurance (private medical insurance). For these individuals , the

supplemental health insurance plan may reimburse out-of- pocket payments to them.
In our empirical model , a dumy variable for supplemental health insurance (SHI) is

included in our analysis to capture the influence of this payment method. If a person

purchases a supplemental health insurance during the observed period then SHI=l

and if not SHI=O. The purchase of a supplemental health insurance is expected to
have a positive impact on health care utilization.

Due to universal health care coverage and weak links between the cost of health
care services and individual' s

out-of-pocket payments under Taiwan

s NHI ,

both

physicians and patients have the incentive to supply and demand the maximum
amount of

service. Hence , the income variable in a regression on the number of

ambulatory visits is more likely to reflect opportunity cost rather than to capture the

income effect. Individuals with higher incomes

yield higher opportnity

costs for

losing their health. An income dumy variable (M) is used to divide the sample into
two income groups with

different opportunty costs for losing health. Hence ,

if

household income per month is higher than NT$30 000 , then M=l , and if not M=O.

The figure NT$30 000 is chosen because that figure is close to the monthy income

level used to define the low income household. Since some respondents

in our

sample do not report their income level , we used a dumy variable (UM) to indicate
those observations. Due to the relatively small sample size in our study, including this

dummy variable prevents us from losing observations.

In addition , family size

measured by the number of people in a household , is used to deflate

household

income into per capita level income. We expect that family size may have a negative
impact on health care utilization.

The positive relation between education and health status

is presented

Grossman (1972). He proposed that a better-educated person is more likely to have

knowledge about the use of medical and other inputs to stay healthy, so education
may contribute to a more effcient production of health.

10 Using his theory, we expect

education to have a negative impact on health care utilization. Education, measured
by years of formal schooling, is used to test this theoretical prediction.

The Visit-specific Satisfaction Questionnaire (VSQ), developed by Ware &
Hay (1988), is used to measure the quality of ambulatory care. In this study, all

respondents were asked to

answer all questions in the

VSQ, provided

by

Rubin et al. (1993), about satisfaction regarding ambulatory care in the past six
9 The Taiwan

governent defines low income persons as those whose monthly earning were less than
NT$8 529 in 2004 (Ministr of Interior, 2005). At the same time , average family size is 3. 5 in
Taiwan (Directorate General of Budget , Accounting and Statistics , 2005). We defme the low income
household as the one earning less than NT$29 852(=NT$8 529*3. 5) per month. The original dataset
only contains a monthly household income variable with four intervals: less than NT$10 000
NT$1O 001 NT$30 000 , NT$30 001 NT$50 000 , and over NT$50 000. The figure NT$30 000 is
used to defme the dummy variable of income.

10 Another possible explanation relies on the rate of time preference hypothesis (Fuchs , 1982).

According to Fuchs s hypothesis, a person who intends to invest more in hislher education has a low
rate of time preference , as does a person who intends to invest more in hislher health. Both Fuch'
hypothesis and Grossman s theory imply the positive correlation between education and health
status.

months. 1 1 The VSQ score , ranging from 0 to 100 (converted from the Likert method

of sumated ratings of VSQ), is used here as a proxy for an individual' s satisfaction
with ambulatory care. Since a higher VSQ score indicates a higher satisfaction , we
expect the VSQ to be positively related to health care utilization.

(b) Need (morbidity) factors
The 36- item short- form health survey (SF- 36)

is widely used to survey health

status in the Medical Outcome Study. The SF- 36 includes one multi- item scale that

assesses eight health concepts (Ware & Sherboure ,

1992).

12 By comparing the

quality of general health measurement and of life scales , McDowell and Newell
(1996) conclude that SF- 36 has a higher reliability and validity in measuring general

health status than of life scales. The SF- 36

score ,

ranging from 0 to 100 (converted

from the Likert method of summated ratings of SF-36), is positively correlated with
an individual' s

general health

status. Hence , a negative correlation between SF-

score and health care utilization is expected.

In addition to SF-

, gender and age variables are included to capture imperfect

measurements of morbidity for individuals of different ages or sexes. Gender is
represented by a dummy variable for male (Male=l , Female=O). Age is defined by the
surey year minus

the year of the birth. Grossman (1972) uses human capital theory

11 Rubin et al.(1993) applied VSQ to assess patient satisfaction for their ambulatory care in nine
dimensions , which are technical skils , personal manner, appointment wait , convenience of the offce
location , telephone access , offce wait, time spent with the physician , explanation of what was done
for a patient , and overall care. The VSQ used for the original data collection excludes the telephone
access dimension which is not relevant in Taiwan (Lee et al. , 200S).
12 The eight concepts are I) limitation in physical activities because of health problems;2) limitation in
social activities because of physical or emotional problems 3) limitation in usual role activities
because of physical health problems;4) bodily pain;S) general mental health;6) limitation in usual
role activities because of emotional problems;7) vitality (energy and fatigue); and 8) general health
perceptions. Ware & Sherbourne (1992) provided a detailed discussion in those eight concepts.

to model the demand for health and health care. Under his model , everyone has his
own health capital stock and the rate of depreciation in health capital stock increases
with age , so the elderly tends to

demand more input (use more health care) to

maintain health. Thus , we expect a positive correlation between age and health care
utilization. 13

The definitions of all variables used in this study are sumarized in Table 2.
and the sample descriptive statistics are shown in Table 2. 6. As indicated in Table 2.
for respondents with positive use of health care ,

the average ambulatory price is

NT$ 257. 95. The mean of ambulatory visits is 2. 75 within a two-month period. The
anual ambulatory

visits per person (converted from a two-month period) are 16.

(=6*2. 75), slightly higher than the average number of ambulatory visits (15. 012) in

2004.

For the entire sample , twenty-one percent of observations used health care

services within a two-month period , and the average age is 38. 53. All observations are

almost equally spilt between males and females , 51 % V. s. 49% , respectively. Sixty
percent of observations reported monthly household income to be over NT $30 000

and eleven

percent of observations did not

report income. Sixty percent

of

observations have a supplemental health insurance in addition to NHI. Average
13 In order to understand the non-monotonic effects of age , age square was included in our analysis.
However, the log likelihood of specification including age square (- 379. 834) is much smaller than
that of the curent specification (- 3S8. 024) in the estimation of the trcated Negbin model. The
statistic is negative , which fails to reject the specification excluding age square. Therefore , the age
square is excluded in our model specification.
14 The number of total ambulatory visits is 332 282 090 , reported in the Annual Statistics Report for

2004 NHI (Deparent of Health , 200Sb). At the same time , around 22 134 270 persons were
covered by the NHI (Bureau of National Health Insurance , 200Sb). The average number of
ambulatory visits is IS. 012 ( 332 282 090/22 134 270). In addition , approximately 94.44% of the
beneficiaries use health care services covered by NHI in 2004 (Departent of Health , 200Sb). Hence
it is relevant to compare the annual visits based on positive utilzation observations with the annual
visits based on the whole population (all beneficiaries).

education is 9. 34

years ,

representing that , on average , a respondent's education level

is junior high school. Average family size is 4. 52. The means of VSQ and SFscores are 68. 13

(against 100) and 59. 59

(against 100), respectively.

Table 2. 5: Variables Description

Variables
Indicator of Use (IU)
Ambulatory Visits (Q)

Price of Health Care (P)

Quality of Ambulatory
Care Score (VSQ)
Health Status (SF- 36)
Age
Sex
Family Size (FS)
Education (ED)
Income (M)

Unidentified Income (UM)

Supplemental Health
Insurance(SHI)

Description
IU=l , Positive Use , IU=O , others.
Number of visits to a physician within a two-month
perspective diary record.
Out-of- pocket payment per visit , including
co-payment fees , co- payments for specific
treatments, and registration fees per visit.
Visit- Specific Satisfaction Questionnaire Score
(Ware&Hays , 1988 , Rubin et al. 1993)
SF- 36 Score (Ware & Sherboure 1992)
Age in years; surey year minus year of birth
Male= 1; F emale=O

Number of persons in a household
Years of formal schooling
Monthly household income; M= 1 , Monthly
household income is not less than NT$ 30 000; M=O
otherwise.
UM=l , Monthly household income is not reported.
UM=O , others.
Supplemental health insurance participation during
observed period; Yes=l ; No=O

Table 2. 6: Descriptive Statistics

Mean

Variables

All Respondents (N=1063)
Indicator of Use (IU)
Quality of Ambulatory Care (VSQ)
Health Status (SF- 36)
Age
Education (ED)

0.41

68.
59.
38.
9.34

UM=O others
Supplemental Health Insurance
(SHI)
Yes=l , No=O
Respondents with positive use
(N=220)
Ambulatory Visits (Q)
Price of Health Care (P)
For continuous variables ,

17.12
19.

1.92

Family Size (FS)
Sex (Male=l , Female=O)
Household Income (M)
NT$30 000
M=l if Income
M=O if Income' NT$30 000
Unidentified Income (MU)

UM=l ifIncome is not reported

Standard
Deviation

0.49

0.11

0.49

257.

the missing values are assigned by

4.40
489.
sample mean , while for dumy

variables , the missing values are included by adding another dumy variable. After correcting for
missing values , all observations are used to estimate Probit model for the contact decision and 220
observations are used to estimate the trncated Negbin model for the frequency decision.

5 Empirical Results
In this study, four count data models are estimated to test whether the N egbin
hurdle model (namely, the two-part decision making process) is appropriate. We

describe our hypotheses testing procedure as follows. First , we test the existence of
overdispersion in our data so as to select our model specification between the Poisson

type count data models (Poisson model or Poisson hurdle model) and the Negbin type

count data models (Negbin model and Negbin hurdle model). If the over- dispersion
equals zero , then the Nebgin model and the Negbin hurdle model reduce

parameter

to the Poisson model and the Poisson hurdle model , respectively. Hence , the Wald test
and the corresponding LR test are used to test the following: (1)
against

H A

Negbin model ,

and (2)

H0

H 0

Poisson model
H A

Poisson hurdle model against

Negbin

hurdle model.
Second , two additional hypotheses are tested to choose our model specification
between the non- hurdle count data models (Poisson model or Negbin model) and the

hurdle count data model (Poisson hurdle model or Negbin hurdle model). Since the
non- hurdle count data models and hurdle count data models are not nested with each

other in our model specification ,
(3) H
against

: Poisson model againstH

H A

the

LR test is used

to test the following:

Negbin model

Poisson hurdle model , and (4)

: Negbin hurdle model.

Third , due to separate estimation for the trucated
Negbin model , the Hausman tests of the non- hurdle

Poisson

model and truncated

count data models against the

truncated count data models are also performed to test two additional hypotheses:
(5)

model against

Poisson model againstH

H A

Trucated Poisson model

: Truncated N egbin model.

, and (6)

Negbin

:;0)
X(l)

",w-.,,:*,,,,,,

H A

I)

= 668. 00

W,,
""'-o""'''",''0= 'W W.,,WW,,;

2)

: Truncated Negbin

Nebin Model

= 4993
(12)
. **

: Negbin Hurdle

Trucated

Negbin Hurdle

= 0)
Wald Test
) =162. 82**

X(I = 280. 55 **

LR Test

,, """"'""""'" m '''''''-o''

Trucated Negbin
Model
'=''''''X-

Probit Model

Negbin Hurdle Model

(a:; 0)

(a

(2) H : Poisson Hurdle

Probit Model

Poisson Hurdle Model

Poisson Model

"",,"W.W""
'-o_-''''''' '-o""

**

= 951.09**

Nebin Model

LR Test

H A

= 715. 96 **

: Truncated Poisson

Hausman Test

(6)

(4)

I)

: Poisson Model

HausmanTest

H A

(5) H 0

LR Test

: Poisson Hurdle

Figure 2.2: Specification Tests - (** indicates a p-value ofless than 1

''''''''''A '

(Non- hurdle model)

.43

Wa1d Test

Negbin Model

Negbin Model

X(I =946.

: Poisson Model: LR Test

'''''''',"0'"''=''' , ' ==W, ' '''w'-

(a

H A

(a=O)

(1) H

(Non- hurdle model)

Poisson Model

H A

Figure 2.2 gives the results for the specification tests. As indicated in Figure 2.2
the LR test statistic and the Wald statistic for testing the hypothesis (1) for the Poisson
= 946. 58

model against the Negbin model are

and

= 87.43, respectively. These

two statistics conclude that the Poisson model is rejected at the 1 % significance level.

This result provides the statistical evidence to show the existence of over- dispersion
in our data. In addition , the LR statistic for testing the hypothesis (2) for the Poisson
= 280. 55

hurdle model against the Negbiri hurdle model is

= 162.

Wald statistic is

and the corresponding

82. These two statistics indicate that the Poisson hurdle

model is rejected at the 1 % significance level as well. Moreover, the LR statistic for

testing the hypothesis (3) for the Poisson model against the Poisson hurdle model
iSX( l) =715. 96.

The LR statistic for testing the hypothesis (4) for the Negbin model

against Negbin hurdle is

2)

= 49.

93. These two LR statistics indicate that the

non-hurdle models (Poisson model and Negbin model) should be rejected at the 1%

significance level. The Hausman statistic for testing the hypothesis (5) for Poisson
model against trucated

Poisson model is

1) = 951.09.

The Hausman statistic for

testing the hypothesis (6) for Negbin model against trucated Negbin

model

00. These two Hausman statistics show that the non-hurdle

models

is

2)

= 668.

(Poisson model and Negbin model) are rejected at the 1 % significance level as well.

(a) Socioeconomic factors

Table 2. 7

displays the estimated

results for the Negbin hurdle model. As

indicated in Table 2. , the price of ambulatory care has a negative impact on both
contact and frequency decisions ,

but only significantly impacts frequency. The

insignificant effect of the price on contact decision suggests that patients are risk

averse when it comes to their health. The negative and significant impact of price on

frequency decision shows that after the first contact , price plays an important role in
the decision regarding the following treatments. Namely, when a patient faces choices

for a scarce resource, the economic incentive (price) is a significant factor in deciding

priorities for one s consumption. Hence , policy makers can use price as an instruent
to change health care consumption. For example ,
level of co-

the governent may set a higher

payment in the subsequent visits (i. , increasing the price in frequency

decision) to decrease individuals ' health care utilization.

The dumy variable for income has a positive and significant impact on both
contact and frequency decisions. This result indicates that those who are in the high

income group have higher opportunty costs of losing their health. The ' dumy
variable for the unidentified income group has a positive impact on both contact and
frequency decisions , but is only significant in the frequency decision. It may be the

case that those who are reluctant to report their income possibly belong to a much
higher income group. Hence , the opportity cost of time and the opportunity cost of
losing health are high. Once the ilness is detected ,

Table 2. A.2 in Appendix 2.2.

the higher opportunity cost of

losing health leads the respondents in the unidentified income group

to use more

health care services in the frequency decision.

Family size reveals a negative impact on both contact and frequency decisions
but the coeffcients are not significant. A person living with a big family may utilize

health care services less than his/her counterparts due to a smaller share of household
income. However, it is plausible that the social support obtained from a big family

may be strong enough to encourage the sick member to utilize health care service
more. A reasonable explanation for the insignificant effect of family size on frequency
decision is that the social support obtained

from other family members possibly

reduces the negative impact of family size on frequency decision.

The estimated coeffcient of education is negative and significant for

both

contact and frequency decisions. This result suggests that education may provide

people more (or better) medical knowledge. As predicted in Grossman (1972), those
who are better-educated are more likely to produce or maintain their health effciently
than their counterpars. The estimated effect of supplemental health insurance (SHI) is

positive and significant on both contact and frequency decisions. This result is

consistent with moral hazard behavior. Those who have

a supplemental health

insurance have a higher probability of contacting a physician and using more health
care servIces.
Quality of care ,

measured by the VSQ score , has a positive and significant

impact on both contact and frequency decisions ,

suggesting that a high quality care

provider wil attract more patients. It also reflects the fact that patients are concerned

about the quality of care provided by health care providers under the NHI. In fact , the
majority of physicians are

employed in hospitals and their salaries are based on

productivity, measured solely by their volume

service quality. As a result ,

most

of

services performed and not by

physicians in Taiwan tend

to shorten the

patient-visit-time to care for as many patients as possible. The physician s practice of

short patient-visit-times may result in misdiagnoses, improper treatments or delays in

proper treatment. Quality of care has become a big concern in the delivery of health
care in Taiwan.

(b) Need (morbidity) Factors

As expected , the estimated effect pertaining to SF- 36 for individual' s

general

health status is negative and significant for both contact and frequency decisions.
Individuals with poor health tend to have

a higher probability of contacting a

physician and wil tend to use more health care services. The estimated coeffcients

on age are positive and significant for both contact and frequency decisions. This
result supports the hypothesis that the rate of depreciation in an individual' s stock of

health capital increases with age; the elderly demands more input to maintain health

status. It follows that the elderly are more likely to contact physicians and utilize
health care service. The estimated effect of the gender dummy is negative on both
contact and frequency decisions but is not significant. This result suggests that there
is not suffcient evidence to say that a female is more likely to contact a physician and
use more health care services than a male.

-----

Table 2. 7: Estimation Results for Equation (9)
Negbin Hurdle Model

Variable

Constant
Price

VSQ

Contact Decision
Probit Model
1.39220
3.46)**
000017
0.11)
013048
(2. 76)**

SF-

Age
Sex

Family Size

Education
SHI

Income

Unidentified
Income (UM)
Dispersion

009008
08)**
006412
(2. 72)**
0.151715
1.68)
025798
1.04)
033208
83)**
381918
(3. 83)**
0.290616
(2. 63)**
0.248201
(1.51)

Parameter (

Sample

LogL
Pseudo

1063
509. 754

07%

Frequency Decision
Trucated Negbin

1.00988
1.41)
000161
14)*

019755
(1.97)*
024184
31)**
016335
(3. 16)**
042979
0.23)
058838
1.06)
042026
69)**
0.448668
(2. 08)*
804186
(3. 83)**
03701
(3. 15)**
5.26084
(12. 76)**
220
358. 024
42. 14%

The sample mean of price is used to correct missing price data.
The asymptotic Z score is in the parenthesis , and asterisks indicate significance at 1 % level(** and
5% level(*

is defmed by Cameron and Windmeijer (1996) for count data models , and is defmed by
Estrella (1998) for Probit model.

Pseudo

6 Social Welfare Analysis

The Bureau of NHI maintained that new co- payment policy would bolster
medical resources and benefit all members in Taiwan s society. Many civil groups

however, were critical of the new co-payment policy arguing that the new co-payment

policy would be ineffective in stemming the waste of medical resources and solving
the system s serious

Times , Jun 18 ,

financial diffculties (Taipei

2005).

predicted that the new co- payment policy would increase the patients '

Some

financial

Times , Jun 18 , 2005). To better evaluate the new co-payment policy,

burden (Taipei

the impact of this new policy on social welfare is analyzed.
(1) Calculation of Welfare

Effects

We ilustrate the impact

of the new co- payment

policy on social welfare in

Figure 2.3. Using methodology presented by Pauly (1969),

the

demand for

ambulatory care without NHI is the straight line D1. As indicated in Figure 2.3 , point

A is the

equilibrium in the absence of the

is charged by

NHI. Full price

providers and paid by patients. The quantity (visits of ambulatory care) is consumed
at

Qi.

from

from

The NHI lowers the price to

Qi.

Hence

to pay for a patient at

indicates the out-of-

is as high as

and increases the quantity to

pocket payments per visit. The willngness

under the coverage of NHI. Thus , the

demand for ambulatory care rotates outward from D

to D2 due

to the

implementation of the NHI. The welfare cost to implement NHI is the area of triangle
ABC , representing the difference between the cost of the additional care (rectangle
ABQ

Qn

and its value to the patient (trapezoid

ACQ

Qi).

In order to facilitate our

(L).

welfare analysis , let us call the area of triangle ABC the welfare loss triangle

:::1-

=1011 08

=13.267

Q;"

=14. 930

Q;; =15.

012

Visits

Figure 2. 3: Ilustration of Welfare Effects

Since the new-co-payment policy raises the co-payment fees in hospitals , the
price of ambulatory care

perspective. First ,
triangle

(L)

the

increases. There are three effects from a social

welfare

new co- payment policy actually reduces the welfare loss

by decreasing some portion of the cost paid by the NHI. After the new

co-payment policy has been put into effect , the demand curve D2 rotates inward to

D3. Point E ilustrated in Figure 2. 3 is the new equilibrium. A patient now has to pay
his out-of- pocket payment at

o per visit , decreasing his ambulatory care from

Q::

The area of trapezoid BCEF is the reduction of the welfare loss triangle due to

to

this new co- payment policy. We term the effect to reduce the welfare loss triangle as

Second ,

(IYL).

the cost-saving effect

the governent (BNHI) also saves

some

reimbursement payments due to the reduction of ambulatory visits. The expenditue
saved in the ambulatory care component is the area of rectangle BCDF. We call the
(IY8).

effect to save reimbursement payments the reimbursement-saving effect

Third

this new co-payment policy, however, also causes a loss of consumer surplus since
the price goes up and in tur ,

pushes down the consumption of ambulatory care. The

EC. We name the effect of

loss of consumer surplus is the area of trapezoid

decreasing consumer surplus the " consumer-surlus-changing effect" : CS-changing
effect

(IYC8

). In order to identify the impact of this new co- payment policy on social

welfare , we specify the welfare loss triangle

(L)

as well as the net welfare effect (IY

W)

due to this new co-payment policy as follows:
(15) L

IYpR

IYL

(16) IYW

(17)

!:pR

(19) IYC8

+ IY8 -

IYC8

IYpR

IYQo

(Net Welfare Effect);
!:po

!:Qo

IYL

(18) IY8 =

(Welfare Loss Triangle);

!:QM

IYQo

(Cost- Saving Effect);

(Reimbursement- Saving Effect) ;

IYpo

IYpo

IYQo

(CS- Changing Effect) ;

Ji

where

IYpR

!:pO

pi

p,O

represents the reimbursement payment.
represents the increase of

co-payment policy.

price due to the

new

flQD

represents the decrease of quantity due to the

Q::

new

co-payment policy.
flQM

Q::

and

pi

represents the increase of quantity due to moral hazard.

Q;

represent the equilibrium price and quantity without NHI.

Q;

and

represent the

Q:

and

represent the

ex ante

ex post

policy equilibrium price and quantity.

policy equilibrium price and quantity.

The formula in equation (15) is used to compute the area in triangle ABC (the
welfare loss triangle

L).

The formulas in equations (17)-(19)

trapezoid BCEF (the cost-saving effect
saving effect; flS),

and

M),

represent the areas in

rectangle BCDF (the reimbursement

EC (the CS-changing effect, flCS ),

trapezoid

respectively. Equation (16) represents the net welfare effect

(flW).

Whether this new

co-payment policy results in welfare gain or loss depends on the difference between

the gross welfare benefit (the sum of the cost-saving effect

flL

and the reimbursement

saving effect , flS) and the gross welfare loss (the CS-changing effect , flCS). If the
CS-changing effect (flCS ) dominates the sum of the other two effects

(flL

+ flS), the

result is a welfare loss. However , if that is not the case, a welfare gain can be obtained.

It is clear (either from equation (15)-(19) or from Figure 2. 3) that the identification of
three price parameters

(Q;

and

welfare loss triangle

Qi:)

(pI,

, and

and their corresponding quantity parameters

is necessary to estimate the net welfare effect (fl

(L).

) as well as the

p!

(2) Parameters Identifcation
= NT$257.

(a) Price parameters

P!

=NT$1101.08

= NT$293.16)

First , the average out-of-pocket payment per visit in our samples is NT$257.
so the

ex ante

policy equilibrium price

is set at

=NT$257. 95.

Second , the

average reimbursement payment for ambulatory care per visit , computed from 2004
NHI statistics , is NT$753. 13.

(including the out-of- pocket

Thus , the full price

payment per visit and the reimbursement payment per visit) is set at NT$1101.08
(=257. 95+753. 13). Third , in analyzing the impact of the new co-payment policy on
the effective price of

ambulatory care ,

we separate each observation s ambulatory

visits into four levels of health care providers (academic medical centers , regional
hospitals

district hospitals ,

and

local clinics). Due to failing to satisfy

the

paricipation constraint shown in section 2.2 , this new co- payment policy is unlikely
to promote the referral system in Taiwan. The increase in co-payment fees due to this
new co- payment policy is added into the patient's out-of- pocket payment without

considering the case of referral. Based on our calculation, the average out-of- pocket

payment per visit wil

increase by 13. 65%

which is consistent with the BNHI's

announcement of a 10%- 14% increase in the price of ambulatory care (cost-sharing)

caused by this new copost

payment policy (Taiwan

News , Jun 18 , 2005). Thus , the

policy equilibrium price o is set at NT$293. 16 (=257. 95* 113. 65%).

16 In 2004 ,

around 22. 134 milion people were covered under

NHI (Bureau of National

Health

Insurance , 2005b), around NT $250.25 bilion were spent on ambulatory care (Bureau of National
2005a), the average outpatient visit number was 15. 012 for each person per year
Departent of Health , 2005a and Bureau of National Health Insurance , 2005b).

Health Insurance ,

(computed from

Thus , the average reimbursement payment for ambulatory care per
(~250250/(22. 134 * 15. 012)).

visit was NT $753.13

+;:

(b) Quantity parameters

(Q;

=15. 012

=13. 267)

=14. 930 and

The average ambulatory visits per person/year were 15. 012 visits in 2004.
Hence , the

ex ante

is set at 15. 012

policy equilibrium quantity

(Q:!)

visits. In order to determine the

for the representative consumer

ex post

policy equilibrium quantity

and we need to know the impact of a 13. 65% increase in effective price on
ambulatory care utilization. The same argument is made to determine the equilibrium
quantity without NHI

As a result , the estimation for the price elasticity of

(Q;).

demand is needed. To facilitate the estimation for the price elasticity of demand , we
specify the expected ambulatory visits for the representative consumer as follows:
(20)

E(y;

= Pr(!

0) * E(Yi

Y;

Taking natural logarithm of both

InE(y;

sides in equation (20), and differentiating

on lnx;, the overall elasticity of demand with respect to variables relating

to policy instruents is as follows:
(21) ;; =;:

(22) ;P

, where

dlnPr(I
dlnx
dlnE(Yi

(23) ;H

=Price , Education , Quality, and

Y;

j dlnx
represents the elasticity of the

probability of seeking care ,

and ;:

represents the elasticity of demand conditional on positive use of ambulatory care.
The overall elasticity of demand (;;)

is the

sum of

can strengthen the effect of policy intervention

and ;:. Because

education

, and quality of care has become a

focal point for the NHI with a universal coverage plan, in addition to price elasticity,

education elasticity and quality elasticity are also estimated to address the curent
health policy issues in Taiwan.

It is important to emphasize that we ,

in fact ,

estimate the demand curve D2

(demand with NHI) because health care utilization data , used to estimate the demand
for health care , were collected under the coverage of the

NHI. However ,

we are

interested in the impact of the increase in price on health care utilization at point C
along the demand cure D

1 (demand without NHI), reflecting

the representative

consumer s true preference. The price elasticity evaluated at the sample mean

implying that price elasticity actually refers to the price elasticity at point H along the
demand curve D2 , does not meet our need to proceed with our social welfare analysis.
Therefore , our instruent to

identify the

ex post policy

equilibrium quantity

(Qj

the price elasticity at point C. Although we are not able to estimate the price elasticity
at point C directly due to data constraints ,

demand cure D2

the price elasticity at point B along the

is the same as the price elasticity at point C along the demand cure

Dl under our linear demand specification (see Appendix 2. 1 for a formal proof). We
can obtain the price elasticity at the point C by evaluating equations (21J-(23J at point
B (i.

pi

=1011.08

=15. 012).

Three types of elasticity are displayed in Table 2. 8. They are evaluated at price
pi

=1011.08 , quantity

=15. 012 , and other independent variables at the sample

mean. The first and second colums (i. ,(l), and (2)) give the elasticity of the
probability of seeking care and the elasticity of demand conditional on positive use of

;-;

;-%

ambulatory care , respectively. The overall elasticity of demand (;-;), the sum of

e

and ;-:' is present in the third colum(i. (3)) As indicated in Table 2. , the overall
price elasticity is around - 0398 indicating an inelastic demand for ambulatory care.

Our result is comparable to other studies estimating price elasticity of demand for
ambulatory care. For example , Newhouse and Phelps

(1976) use physician offce

visits (the same as our study) as a dependent variable to estimate the price elasticity

of demand for health care. Their estimate of price elasticity is -

, indicating an

inelastic demand for ambulatory care as well.

Table 2. 8: Elasticities for ambulatory visits
(1)

(2)

(3)

x. X. X

Elasticity

;-0 - ;-P

PRICE
VSQ
EDUCATION
Elasticities are evaluated at

0243
1.2734
0.4443
p,f=1011.08

0155
1276
0372

+,gH

0398
1.4010
0.4815

=15. 012 and other independent variables at the

sample mean.
b q;

represents the elasticity of the probability of seeking

demand conditional on positive use of health care , and

care , q:' represents the

elasticity of

represents the overall elasticity of

. demand.

Microeconomic theory asserts that if demand is inelastic , producers (providers)

can increase their revenue through increasing

prices. In recent years , in order to

obtain higher revenues , more and more providers in Taiwan increased the effective

price of ambulatory care by raising registration fees and introducing new drugs and

new medical technology which are not covered by the NHI. The providers ' actions to
increase out-of- pocket

mean of anual
is 16. 50

payments for ambulatory care are shown in our sample. The

ambulatory

visits in our samples , based on a two-month study period

(2. 75*6 , see Table 2. 6). The mean price for ambulatory care is NT $257.

which is far higher than the range of the total minimum cost

of ambulatory care

(NT$50-NT$210) in the category from one to twenty- four visits per year (see Table

2.2 for details).

Since a price elasticity of - 0398 is estimated , we can identify the
policy

equilibrium quantity (QI

based on the

ex ante

(Q;)

) and the equilibrium quantity without NHI

policy equilibrium quantity

(Qi:

ex post

= 15. 012

visits). The detailed

calculation process is present at Table 2. A.3 in Appendix 2.2. The new co-payment
policy results in a 13. 65%

per year wil

Qt"

increase of price , so the ambulatory visits for each person

decrease by 0. 082 visits. Hence , the

is set at 14.

equilibrium quantity

930 visits per year. In addition , the full price of ambulatory care is set

at NT$1 011.08 , which is equivalent to increasing the
(Po

ex post policy

ex ante

policy equilibrium price

257. 95) by 291.97 %. A 291.97 % increase of price reduces the ambulatory

visits by up to 1.745 visits per year. Therefore , the equilibrium quantity without NHI
(Q;)

is set at 13.267 visits. All parameters needed in the estimation of welfare effects

are sumarized in Table 2. 9. We can simulate the impact of the new co-payment
policy on social welfare by computing
(15)-(19).

the welfare

effects based on equations

Table 2. 9: Parameters Identification

Equilibrium

Price

Without Insurance
Ex ante
Policy
Ex post
Policy
Change due to NHI
Change due to New Policy

Quantity
=13.267
=15. 012

p!=1011.08
o=257.
o=293.

M =14. 930

D =753.
pI
/:pD

/:QM

=35.21

/:Qo

=1.745
Qt =0. 082

The detailed calculation process is displayed at Table 2. A.3 in Appendix 2.2.

(3) Policy Implication

Before starting our discussion of policy simulation results , we would like to
draw two policy implications by examining three types of elasticity in Table 2. 8. First
the overall education elasticity is - 0.4815 , the absolute value of which is much higher

than that of price elasticity (- 0398). This result indicates that education is a more

effective policy instrument than price for reducing health care utilization. A new

compulsory education policy, extending compulsory education from 9 to 12 years

has been discussed for several years in Taiwan. Our finding, that a longer formal
schooling reduces health care utilization more effectively than price , provides policy
makers with an additional reason to implement the new compulsory education policy.
Second ,

the absolute value of the overall quality

elasticity (1.401) is much

higher than that of price elasticity (- 0398). This finding indicates that patients are

more sensitive to quality than to the price of health care. The figure 1.401 for the
overall quality elasticity implies that if providers improve the quality of care by 1 %

the patients wil increase their visits by approximately 1.40%. This finding is

paricularly interesting in Taiwan s health care industry. The reimbursement payment
system in Taiwan s NHI belongs to the global budget payment system. Under this
payment system ,

all providers in the same sectors share a fixed budget for a given

period. Value points are attached to each type of

health care services establishing

relative costs among types (where the types of health care services
different treatments , medical care , and frequency of

refer to the

consultation provided by

providers). At the end of the period , the budget is divided by the total value points
accumulated by all providers and then the unit price of health care

determined. The BNHt remunerates providers based on the number of

service is

value points

they submit.
In 2004 , the number of

the BNHI's contracted providers was 17 656

(Deparment. of Health , 2005c). It does

. not seem possible for all providers to

coordinate themselves so that each provides a small volume of health care services

and hence obtains a higher profit by generating a higher unit price of health care
service. Chen et al.

(2003) show that prison dilemma equilibrium exists under

Taiwan s global budget payment system. Intuitively, suppose that only two providers

are in the market. They can collude with each other so that each provider provides
one unit of service to get an equal share of budget (market share). However, one can
obtain a higher share of the budget by increasing

other s volume of

provider

service is fixed.

s dominant strategy to

his/her volume of service , given

Without any possibility of coordination,

the

compete with his/her competitor is to provide

a

maximum volume of services. However, when total volume of health care services

increases , the unt price of health care service wil decrease , but the corresponding

cost of health care services wil increase. As a result , an individual provider offering a

higher volume of services (a larger number of value points) may suffer a huge loss
which is an unintended adverse effect. At this point , our findings suggest that quality
competition instead of quantity competition may avoid this unintended adverse effect
generated by the global budget payment system in Taiwan s health care industry.
(4) Policy Simulation

The policy simulation

results are displayed in

Table 2. 10 (the

detailed

calculation process appears at Table 2. A.4 in Appendix 2. 2). As indicated in Table
, the first colum (i. , column (1)) lists the welfare effects at the individual level

(per visit) for the representative consumer, and the welfare effects for the whole
society (aggregated by all consumers) are displayed in the

second column (i.

column (2)). We actually amplify the individual welfare effects to the societal welfare

effects. The implicit assumption ,

allowing us to aggregate the individual welfare

effects to the societal welfare effects

fuction has

, is that the representative consumer s utility

to be in the Gorman form (Varian 1992). The utility fuctions

used in welfare economics , such as the homothetic utility fuction

utility fuction ,

and quasi- linear

fit into this category. Thus , we assume that the representative

consumer s preference is revealed by a utility fuction
welfare analysis.

frequently

with the

Gorman form in our

Table 2. 10 Policy Simulation
Welfare Effects

Variable

Total ambulatory care expenditure
in 2004 (1)
Expected reduction of ambulatory

Expected total expenditure saved

All Population Covered

NT$250 250 000 000
106 885 visits

082 visit

NT $61.44

NT $20 414 876 561

I1Qo

I1pR

% of total reduction of ambulatory
care expenditure (4)=(3)7(1)
Welfare Loss Triangle
!:pR

(5)= L

(2)

AQo

visits per year (2)=

(3)= 118 =

(1)
Individual Level
(per visit)
NT$753.13

8.16%

16%

NT$657.

NT$218 331 164 803

!:QM

Yi

% of Welfare Loss Triangle as

87.25 %

87.25 %

total ambulatory care expenditue
(6)= (5)7(1)

Expected reduction of Welfare

NT$60.

NT$19 937 657, 487

Loss Triangle
(7)=

!:pO

!:pR

!:L

!:Qo

Yi

!:Qo

% of total reduction of Welfare
Loss Triangle (8)=(7)7(5)
Gross Welfare Gain (9)= (3)+(7)

NT$121.44

NT$40 352 534 048

NT$527.

NT$175 160 119 318

+ 118

(9)= /1L

Gross Welfare Loss
(10)=

13 %

9.13 %

cs

*Q

+ M *

4.34

Welfare Ratio (11)=(10) 7(9)

(11)= I1L 7/1W
Net Welfare (12)= (9)-(10)
(12)= I1W
I1L
+ 118
I1C8

NT$405.
(Welfare Loss)

NT$134 807 585 270
(Welfare Loss)

All figures in this table are computed by the estimated price elasticity, and the three medical
statistics , average ambulatory visits , the total population covered , and total expenditue spent on
ambulatory care. The average ambulatory visits were IS. 012 per person per year in 2004
(Departent of Health , 200Sa , and Bureau of National Health Insurance ,

200Sb). The total
population covered is 22 134 270 in 2004 (Bureau of National Health Insurance , 200Sb). Total
expenditue spent on ambulatory

care is NT$2S0 2S0 000 000 (Bureau of National

Insurance , 200Sa).

The detailed calculation process is displayed at Table 2. A.4 in Appendix 2.2.

Health

(=

, this new co- payment policy leads the patient to reduce

According to Table 2.

his ambulatory visits by 0. 082 (=

visits per year (see Table 2. 9). In 2004 , around

22. 134 milion people were covered under

the NHI (Bureau

of National Health

Insurance , 2005b), so the expected reduction in ambulatory visits is around 27. 107

milion visits per year for the entire population. The average reimbursement payment

per visit is

pR
NT$753.13

in Table 2. 9).

Therefore , the reimbursement-saving

effect ( S), computed by equation (18), is NT$61.44 for a single
consumer and NT$20.415 bilion

representative

for the whole society. The aggregate amount of

reimbursement payment saved (NT$20.415 bilion) represents 8. 16%

of total

ambulatory care expenditure in 2004.

The price change due to implementing NHI is set at NT$753.

pR
13

Table 2. 9), the same as the average reimbursement payment per visit. The quantity

increase due to moral hazard before the new co-payment policy was enacted is 1. 745

visits per year (see Table 2.
equation (15) is NT$657. 07

for a single

estimated by

representative consumer and NT$218. 331

bilion for the whole society. The aggregate
(NT$218. 331

(L)

9). The welfare loss triangle

amount of the

welfare loss triangle

bilion) represents 87.25% of total ambulatory care expenditue in

2004.

Manng et al. (1987) used the Rand Health Insurance Experiment data to
(L)

estimate the welfare loss triangle

the welfare loss triangle

(L)

in the US health care industry. Their estimate of

is approximately US $37- $60

$200 billon health expenditure covered by the

bilion against around

health insurance policies in the Rand

/),

Health Insurance Experiment in 1984. The percentage of the welfare loss triangle
from the health care expenditure is around 18. 5%- 30%

((37/200 , 60/200)). Due to a

comprehensive benefits package provided by Taiwan s NHI , the welfare loss triangle

presented as percentage of health expenditure is expected to be much higher than that

of in the Rand Health Insurance Experiment. However, our calculation of the welfare
(L)

may be overestimated due to ignoring positive externalities (e. , the

prevention of

communicable diseases and early diagnosis of conditions) and the

loss triangle

reduction of individual financial risk. Our result could serve as the upper bound of the
(L)

welfare loss triangle

due to the implantation of the NHI in Taiwan.

The changes in effective price resulting from this new co-payment policy is
NT$35.21 (=

po

in Table 2. 9). The

(M),

cost-saving effect

computed by the

formula in equation (17), is NT$60. 00 for a single representative consumer ,

and

NT$19. 938 bilion for the whole society. The aggregate amount of reduction in the
welfare loss triangle (NT$19. 938 bilion) represents 9. 13% of total welfare loss

triangle. In brief, the gross welfare gain is NT$121.44 for a single

representative

consumer , and is NT$40.353 bilion for the whole society.
The new co- payment policy, however , has negative impacts on social welfare.
According to the estimation of the CS-changing effect

CS

) in equation (19), this

new co-payment policy causes a loss of consumer surlus of up to NT$527. 14 for a

single representative consumer. For the entire population covered , the aggregate loss
of consumer surlus is approximately NT$175 . 160

bilion. The loss

of

consumer

surplus exceeds (4. 34 times) the total benefit obtained from this new co-payment

policy. In short ,

the new welfare effect

(L'w)

is a loss of NT$405. 70

for a single

representative consumer , and a loss ofNT$134. 808 bilion for the whole society. This

result suggests that the new co- payment policy may have a huge harful

impact

the beneficiaries of NHI.

This new co-payment policy is considered an effective policy for reducing the

financial difficulties of NHI in the short run , because total medical expenditure wil
decrease by 5. 30% (;:8. 16%*65%), which is close to the 5. 90% average growth rate

of medical expenditure reported in the 2005 Brief NHI Profile (Bureau of National
Health Insurance ,

2005a). Nevertheless , the elder population , more likely to utilize

health care services ,

has dramatically increased since the NHI was implemented. The

number of Taiwanese aged 65 and older increased from 1. 56

milion in 1994 to 2.

milion in 2004. In the same period , the proportion of the elderly (aged 65 and older)
increased from 7. 64% to 9.48% (Deparment of Health ,

2005d). Average

life

expectancy (at birth) also increased. It increased from 71.81 to 73. 60 for males , and
from 77. 74 to 79.41 for females (Deparment of Health , 2005d). Thus , the population

in Taiwan is aging and in greater need of health care services. In addition to aging
population , the diffusion of new technology also accelerates a higher medical cost.

The density of advanced medical devices l? per milion persons increases to 47. 56 in

2003 from 20. 07

in 1994

(Deparment of Health , 2005c). The cost to operate and

maintain these advanced medical devices is rather high. The increase in the density of

17 The advanced medical devices include Computerized Tomography Scanner,

Radiation Isotope

Therapeutic Equipment , Radiation Isotope Diagnostic Equipment , Linear Acceleration Equipment

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Tomography- NMR, and Shock Wave Lithotripsy Equipment.

advanced medical devices means that people wil

have

greater opportnities to use

them and hence, contributes to higher medical costs for the NHI (Chou et al. , 2004).

As a result , we argue that the new co-payment

policy wil

not change the

upward trend in medical expenditure unless the BNHI intends

to continuously

increase co- payment

fees in the following years. A one-shot policy like this wil

not

solve the long ru fiscal problem of the NHI. The NHI law empowers the governent
to implement a floating premium mechanism to balance the medical costs and the

medical revenues of the NHI. However, the Taiwan governent did not adopt this
mechanism due to fierce resistance from opposition parties and the public. Instead of

employing the floating premium mechanism , imposing a higher co- payment fee on
Taiwan s NHI system is bound to increase the financial burden on the poor and sick

who need health care most in our community. Our results echo the criticisms from
civil groups in Taiwan , mentioned previously.

7. Summary

The main goal of this paper is to assess the new co- payment policy, put into
effect on July 15 , 2005 in Taiwan , from a social welfare perspective. We reviewed the

change in co- payment policies since 1995. A discussion of the pricing mechanism in

accordance with the new co- payment policy followed. This new policy intends to
entice those who prefer to receive treatment in hospitals , but do not necessarily need
treatment in hospitals

. to receive

their treatments in local

clinics. However, we

showed that this new policy wil not generate the desired result due to insuffcient

incentive for patients to paricipate in the referral system. The critical flaw in this
policy is that it fails to include the registration fees for each ambulatory visit as part
of the price of ambulatory

care. Moreover, when adding the non-monetary cost

(complexity of paperwork , waiting time , and transportation time , among others) to the

cost for paricipation in the referral system , it wil further strength patients ' preference
to seek care from hospitals first.

The estimation of the welfare effects due to this new policy began with the
estimation of the demand for ambulatory care. Previous studies in Taiwan are not

satisfactory in the sense that they either fail to incorporate two important featues
health care demand (the two-par

decision

making process and the discrete nature of

healthcare utilization) into their model specification (Su , 1999 , for example) or fail to
provide an instruent

(price elasticity) to assess any co- payment policy (Liu and

Chen , 2001 , for example). In this study, we used the Negbin hurdle model to estimate
the demand for ambulatory care. The Negbin hurdle model allows us to incorporate

the two-par

decision

making process and the discrete nature of health care utilization

in analyzing the determinants of health care utilization. Our empirical results show

that all factors have expected impacts on both contact and frequency decisions.

In

addition , three types of elasticity of demand are estimated along with the welfare

analysis. The estimated overall price elasticity, overall quality elasticity, and overall
education elasticity are approximately - 0398 , 1.4010 , and - 0.4815 , respectively.

The absolute value of overall price elasticity is much lower than that of overall

education elasticity, suggesting that education is a more effective policy instruent

than price in reducing unecessary health care utilization. The absolute value of the

overall quality elasticity is much higher than that of price elasticity, showing that

patients are more sensitive to quality than to price of health care. The BNHI has
implemented the global budget payment system in Taiwan s NHI. Under this payment

system , overall revenue of all providers is fixed by a single budget at the beginning of

a fiscal year, and providers are paid on a fee- for-service basis at the end of that fiscal

year. Due to lack of coordination between them ,

providers tend to

compete for

quantity intensely. The intensive competition in quantity usually leads providers to
encounter a huge loss because the unit price and the unit cost of health care service do

not increase proportionally as the quantity of care increases. Our estimate of overall
quality elasticity is approximately 1.40 , indicating that patients are very responsive to

the quality of care. Health care providers should consider quality improvement as a
major competition strategy to avoid the possible loss due to the design of Taiwan

global budget payment system.

The net welfare effect resulting from the new co-payment policy can be
decomposed into three components: The first component is the cost-saving effect
resulting from the reduction of the welfare loss triangle due to the appearance of the

NHI. The second component is the reimbursement saving effect , resulting from the

reimbursement payment saved due to the reduction of health care utilization. The

third component

is the

CS-changing effect (consumer-surplus changing effect),

resulting from the loss of consumer

surlus due to the increase in price and the

decrease in quantity. According to our estimation , the gross welfare gain is around

NT $40. 353

bilion ,

of which NT$ 19. 938 billon comes from the cost-saving effect

and the other NT$ 20.415 bilion is obtained from the reimbursement-saving effect.

The saving from reimbursement payment represents around 8.16%

of total

expenditure on ambulatory care. The figure 8. 16% of total expenditure on ambulatory

care is equivalent to 5. 30% (=8.16%*65%) of total medical expenditure of the NHI.
Compared to a 5. 90% average growth rate of health expenditure of the NHI (Bureau
of National Health Insurance ,

2005a), our results indicate that the new co- payment

policy has an immediate effect in reducing the growth of health expenditurcs in the
short ru. However, the gross welfare gain , the sum of the cost-saving effect and the
reimbursement-saving effect ,

is dominated

by the CS-changing

consumer surplus is as much as NT$ 175. 160

billon ,

effect. The loss of

which is approximately 4.

times the gross welfare gain obtained from this new co-payment policy. Our results
suggest that the new co- payment policy may have a potentially harful effect on the

beneficiaries ofNHI in Taiwan. In addition , we argue that the new co-payment policy
wil not solve

the long run fiscal problem of the NHI because it canot

change

the

upward trend of medical expenditue caused by the aging population and the diffsion

of new medical technologies in the long ru.

The Taiwan

governent should

enact

the floating premium mechansm empowered by the NHI law to balance the medical

cost and medical revenue ofNHI.
Finally, the BNHI anounced that the price of ambulatory care (cost-sharing)

wil increase by 10- 14% due to the new co-

payment policy (Taiwan

News , Jun 18

2005). According to our empirical result , price has a negative impact on both contact

and frequency decisions

but it is only

significant on frequency decision. The

insignificant impact of price on contact decision indicates that patients wil not

change their contact

decision even with higher co- payments , meaning the new

co- payment policy only increases the patient' s

financial burden. If price is high

enough to dominate the patient's expected utility obtained from the NHI , the negative

impact of price on contact decision could be significant. Hence , a higher co-payment
fee imposed on the NHI's beneficiaries , may force some patients , especially the poor

and sick who need

the

health care services most ,

to seek

care from either

self- treatment or alternative treatment rather than from the health care system covered

by the NHI. Pricing some patients out of the NHI health care system is a possible
side-effect due to this new co-payment policy. The magnitude of the pricing-out effect

has a very important policy implication. If the pricing-out effect is strong, it means
that the price of health care is high enough to create a barier

preventing

disadvantaged groups from accessing health care. It follows that the NHI wil lose the
essential equality in accessing care and the comprehensive benefits package. The

pricing-out effect indeed challenges the equity of health care delivery from Taiwan
NHI. Measuring the extent of the pricing-out effect produced by the new co-payment
policy is presented in Chapter 3.

3. The Impact of User Fees on the choice of Health Care under
Taiwan s National Health Insurance
1 Introduction
Taiwan s National Health Insurance (NHI) is a single-payer health care system
with mandatory enrollment. It is administrated

by the Bureau of National

Health

Insurance (BNHI) but depends on market- driven incentives in its mix of publicly and

privately owned hospitals and clinics. Nearly everyone in Taiwan is covered by this
comprehensive insurance. Like other public financing health care systems (National
Health Service system and Social security system) implemented in OECD countries
Taiwan s NHI has been suffering from financial diffculties.

l During the period from

1995 to 2004 , the average growth rate of the NHI expenditures was 5. 9% per year
which is greater than the 4.82% average growth rate of the NHI's revenue (Bureau of
National Health Insurance ,

2005a). The tendency ofthe NHI towards financial deficit

is foreseeable; the growth of medical costs resulting from the aging population and
the adoption of new medical technologies are very often higher than the growth of the
premium resulting from the increase of income.
One solution to alleviate NHI's financial problems is to raise the premium in

accordance with the growth of medical cost. Adjusting premium rates is , however
diffcult for Taiwan s NHI , which is funded mainly by the general public (over 70%).

Governent discussions regarding a premium-raising plan have been met with
tremendous political opposition. As a result , the BNHI has relied on increasing user
1 See Benstetler and Wambach (2006) for the case of Germany, and Elola (1996) for many other
countries.

fees to sustain the NHI program. The NHI's user fee policy becomes a focal point for
health care reform in Taiwan.
Taiwan s NHI system is characterized by four levels of providers: local clinics

district hospitals , regional hospitals , and academic medical centers. The local clinics

are in charge of primar care , the district hospitals are responsible for secondary care
regional hospitals deal with tertiar care ,

and academic medical centers are oriented

to support teaching and research in clinical practices. In order to cary out a referral
system involving the four levels of providers , patients are

charged different co-

payment fees for the different levels of health care provision. The lowest co-payment

fees are charged for health care in local clinics. Due to the patient's free choice of

providers and only a mild co- payment difference between hospitals and clinics
however, most patients in Taiwan do not follow the referral system and often choose

hospitals for their first consultation.

This condition results in ineffcient care

significant waste in terms of the NHI's

and

cost. This is paricularly the case for

ambulatory care.
Ambulatory care expenditue represented approximately 65- 68% of the NHI's

total cost since the NHI was launched in 1995 (Department of Health 2005a).
addition , reimbursement payments for ambulatory care are around 2- 4

In

times higher

for hospitals than for clinics (Department of Health 2005a). During the period from
1996 to 2004 , the reimbursed cases of ambulatory care from hospitals increased by
50. 03% which is far higher than the 22.28% growth rate of reimbursed cases from

clinics during the same period . (Department of Health 2005a). In fact , most of the

ambulatory care cases ,

which were treated in hospitals and then reimbursed , could

have been treated just as well in local clinics. For example , the total number of
ambulatory visits in hospitals for stomach ulcers , a condition easily treated by local
clinics , is more than twce that of local clinics (Deparment of Health , 2005b). The

health care utilization statistics reflect patients ' strong preference to receive care in
hospitals rather than clinics in Taiwan.
In order to change patients ' care seeking behavior as well as to reduce the

financial burden of NHI , the BNHI adjusted the NHI's co- payment policy for
ambulatory care six times within ten years since implementation of the NHI (Chen
2003). Before a new co-payment policy is instituted ,

several important questions

should be taken into consideration in the policy making process. For example , do co-

payment fees really change health care utilization? If the co-payment fees change
patient behavior in seeking care , what percentage of

patients wil switch

from

hospitals to clinics given different co-payment fees? Do co-payment fees imposed on

the NHI have regressive

effects? If the effects are regressive ,

the poor would be

priced out of the NHI system because they are more sensitive to price than the rich.
What is the extent of this possible pricing-out effect? What is the welfare effect of a
co-payment policy?

To obtain some insight into these questions , the impact of user fees on patients

choice of health care should be analyzed through policy simulation. To date ,

the

research on this subject is limited in Taiwan , and the research that has been conducted
is not grounded in a strong theoretical foundation or fails to provide

important

information for policy makers. For example , Chen et al. (2005) and Liu and Wu
(2001) use a multinomial logit model to investigate factors affecting individual'
choice of health care under Taiwan s NHI. However,

the former study does not

include the price variable in their analyses , and the latter study allows the coefficients

of the price and income variables to vary between alternatives , which does not satisfy
stable utility maximizing behavior (Gertler et al. , 1987)? Chiang et al (2002) treat co-

payment as an attribute of choice and apply the nested multinomial logit model
analyze the impact of co-payment

fees on the choice of health care under Taiwan

NHI. A significantly negative impact of co-payment on the choice

of health care

providers is reported in their study. They suggest that co- payment is an important
policy instruent in changing

patient behavior for seeking care. However,

estimation of inclusive coefficients is negative , showing

that their model is not

consistent with utility maximizing behavior as well (McFadden ,
these studies neither include the

their

1981). In addition

self-care alternative in their analyses nor did they

estimate price elasticities of demand for health care. Although the studies mentioned

above provide a jumping off point for our research ,

the results provide limited

information to better inform policy makers of a co- payment policy decision.
In contrast to literatue in Taiwan , there is a

exploring the factors affecting individuals '
For example ,

Gertler et al. (1987)

substantial body of literatue

choice of health care in other countries.

study the impact of user fees on the choice of

2 If the condition that the coeffcients of price and income variables are constant across alternatives
does not hold ,

that implies that two alternatives which produce the same amount of health for the
same price and income can lead to two different levels of utility, which does not satisfy transitivity
axiom of consumer preference.

health care services in Peru ,

and also perform user- fee simulation on the welfare

effects. The major contribution of their study is to show that the model specification
(specifying the price effect to be independent of income) frequently used in the

estimation of discrete choice demand for health care is not consistent with stable
utility maximization behavior.

Along the lines of Gelter et ai. (1987), the literatue on the discrete choice
demand for health care has been studied from different perspectives. Some studies
model the non-monetary cost directly into the budget constraint , and hence , evaluate
. the impact of time

price on the choice of health care (Dor et aI. 1987 ; Gelter and van

der Gaag. , 1990 , Puig- Junoy

et aI. ,

studies focus on constructing a

1998). Other

flexible model specification for the discrete choice of demand for health care (Dow

1999; McNara, 1999). Many studies emphasize the impact of quality on the choice
of health care

(Mwabu et ai. 1993

; Hotchkiss ,

1998; Sahn and Younger,

2003).

of irrelevant alternative

Several researchers

try to release the independence

assumption (IIA) by

estimating the multinomial pro bit model (Akn et aI. ,

1995;

Bolduc et aI. , 1996). The recent example of the discrete choice demand for health care

can be seen in Borch (2005), among others.

In order to fill the gap in studies of user- fee impact on the choice of health care
in Taiwan , this paper investigates the determinants associated with the decision to

choose health care ,

and also includes the user- fee

policy simulations for the most

recent health care policies in Taiwan. Since the discrete choice demand in Taiwan is

composed of five options of health care (four levels of providers plus self-care

option), we did not use the multinomial probit model to estimate the demand in order
to avoid an intractable calculation in the estimation process. Instead , the nested

multinomiallogit model , which has a tractable computation property and restricts the
IIA assumption within a nest as close substitutes , has been chosen for our study.

This paper contributes to the literatue

on the discrete choice

demand for health

care in three ways: First , the phenomenon of health care choice across different levels

of providers does not exist in OECD countries with NHI style health care systems
because people are required to follow a referral system in these countries. Our study
of the choice of health care across

different levels of providers is unique and can

serve as a reference for those countries which intend to offer their people the right to

freely choose their providers under their health care system. Second , many previous
studies investigating determinants for the choice of health care indicate that user fees
have a regressive effect on the choice of health care (Gelter et aI. , 1987 or Borch

2005 for a recent example), which implies that user fees could price some patients out

of a health care system. Our study simulates the extent of a pricing-out effect due to
various user- fee

policies , something that has not yet applied to the NHI policies in the

literature. Third , we explore the compensating variation (CV) associated with the two

of the most recent health care

policies in

(enacted on July, 15 , 2005), and

Taiwan: (1) the new co-payment policy

(2) the new premium policy for the second

generation NHI (stil in the planng stage) for the first time.

Policy implications

obtained from our simulation results can be used to address the potentially harful
effects on a health care system in which a huge proportion of population is under-

insured.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 3.2 introduces the
empirical model; Section 3.3 describes

the data used in the analyses; Section 3.4

interprets the empirical findings; Section 3. 5

investigates the price

income effects; Section 3. 6 presents policy simulation; Section 3. 7

elasticities and

concludes with a

sumar of the findings and their implications for the user fee policies.

2 Model Specifcation

When an illness occurs , an individual

faces

+ 1 alternatives of health care

+ 1 that maximizes hislher

and he/she is assumed to choose a feasible alternative

utility subject to the budget constraint and health production function (i. , health
technology). A linear utility fuction may not be consistent with utility maximizing
behavior (Gertler et aI. , 1987; Dow, 1999) since it would lead price to be independent

of income. To avoid this matter, we define a conditional utility fuction

with a

consumption second order term (Gertler et aI. 1987; Dor et aI. , 1987). The conditional

utility fuction together with the budget constraint and the health production fuction
are given by
Uq

1J 1J 1J 1J
Hq

Y=C+P
1J
Hq

1J

Plj
ij

o ao

a

+ 8q

)'

where

U ij

is the conditional utility

)'

fuction; 8

is a random taste shock; C

ij

ij

is the

consumption of composite goods other than health care (net consumption);

non-monetary cost of access to provider

of care charged by provider

; r; is the

j; H

ij

and

j (Qij

is price

represents the health production fuction

the sum of the individual' s original health status
obtained from the provider

individual i' s income;

); X

and the health improvement

are the observed individual' s

are the unobserved individual'

which

characteristics

characteristics such as severi

and

complexity of an ilness that may affect the quality of care from the provider

Many studies in the demand for health care emphasize that the non-monetary
j (T.

cost of access to provider

has to be modeled into the budget constraint in the

same way as if it were monetary cost (Acton , 1975; Dor et aI. , 1987; Puig- Junoy et aI.
1998). However, we do not have any variable relating to direct measurement of nonmonetary cost of accessibility

provider

such as travel time , waiting time , and distance to

A proxy of non-monetary

patients canot

cost to provider

j (T

in their residential area

obtain their care from alternative provider

comes into the utility fuction as

the probability that

a nuisance parameter,

representing the marginal

disutility of traveling to somewhere else when seeking care.

There are two components in the health production fuction
is the individual' s original health status

(H ij

The first one

defined as the expected health status

without any health care obtained from clinics or hospitals (hereafter simply referred

)'

*-

(j

(j

to as professional care). The second one is the health improvement obtained from
provider

depending on the individual' s characteristics. The coeffcients in

j (Qij

equation (4) differ by alternatives. Different intercepts measure the difference in the
quality of care

between professional care and self-care

characteristics ,

while different slopes indicate that the effectiveness of professional

regardless of individual'

care may be different for each alternative given an individual' s characteristics such as
age , sex , education, perceived health status , etc. The individual's decision to choose
is

care from provider

U ij )0

for any

meaning that only a difference in

k,

utilities matters. Since the individual' s original health status

alternatives ,

is the same across

it does not infuence which alternative is selected and therefore is

ignored. Substituting equation (2)-(4) into equation (1),

the conditional

utility

fuction can be specified as follows:

U=V+8
1J 1J 1J
where the indirect utility fuction
Pli ij +a (r; -

(6) V,i

Since Taiwan

V,i

is given by

)+a (r; - P)Z

s NHI divides

+

the health care providers into four levels: local

clinics , district hospitals , regional hospitals , and academic medical centers , and since

it also gives patients complete freedom to choose providers , the individual' s feasible
alternative set has five alternatives

plus a self-care option. In the case of self-care option

reduced to

;o

4J ), four professional care alternatives

= 0), the indirect utility is

= a r; + a r;z + 8 iO because no improvement of health status is

obtained from professional care and the costs of self-care option (such as price and

non-monetary cost for self-care) are normalized to zero.

The discrete choice demand for health care is characterized by selecting

a

provider that maximizes the individual' s utility. Hence , the estimate of demand for
one alternative is the probability that the alternative chosen by the individual yields

the highest utility among all alternatives. Under the assumption of the joint
and

distribution of random component
ij

being type
ij

extreme value distribution

the demand for each alternative is the nested multinomial logit (NMNL) model
(McFadden , 1981). One advantage of this specification is to avoid the IIA assumption

that underlies the multinomiallogit (MNL) modeL The IIA assumption states that the
ratio of the probabilities of

choosing any two alternatives

is

independent of the

attributes of any other alternatives in the feasible alternative set , implying that 8

ij

T ij

is independent across alternatives and individuals. In fact , previous studies often find
that

is correlated within

rofessional care alternatives but not with the self-care

alternative.

Since the user fees of first contact in local clinics and district hospitals were the
same (NT$150)

3 and were slightly different between regional hospitals and academic

medical centers (NT$290 vs. NT$360) before July 15 , 2005 , we specify a NMNL
model with two nests: one is classified as local providers including local clinics and
district hospitals and the other

is

classified as the national providers including

regional hospitals and academic medical centers. Therefore , the demand for health
3 1 US

dollar =31. 5NT dollars.

))

)))
)))

)))

care delivered from providerj ()

*- 0) to

)))

be chosen is
o"'

exp(

V,k

xp(

) * exp
k=l

if ) = 1

(7) 7i
1J

0"1

exp( V,k

exp(V,o ) + exp

0"2

exp( V,k

+ exp

k=l

0" 2

k=3

0"2

) * exp Lexp(

exp(

k=3
(8)

tiq

if ) = 3
1J

0"2

exp(V,o ) + eXP

+ eXP
l B exp(

l t; exp(

and the demand for self-care ()

= 0 ) is

exp(V,o

(9) 7i
iO

0"1

exp(

exp(V,o ) + exp
k=l

where

V,k

))1

0"2

exp(

+ exp
k=3

are given by equation (6), ) = 1

V,k

V,k

))1

0" 2

3,4 corresponds to the choices of

local clinics , district hospitals , regional hospitals , and academic medical centers and
S = 1

2, called inclusive coeffcients , is the measure of substitutability of grouped

alternatives introduced by

T ij

. The log likelihood fuction for the NMNL model is

N J+l

(10)

InL= LLDij *ln7i ij'
i=l i=O

where

, if individual
ij

chooses providerj;

otherwise.

The equation (10) is estimated by the full information maximum likelihood
estimation method rather than the two-step estimation techrque in order to gain more

must lie in

effciency of estimation (Hensher, 1986). McFadden (1981) shows that
the range between zero and one for

satisfying the utility maximization,

NMNL model reduces to the multinomial logit model if
the error terms in the conditional utility fuctions

and the

= 1. When

are highly correlated ,

implying that

the individual regards two providers within the same group as close substitutes. In
serves as a guide to seeing whether the model specification is

general , the value of

1), the data reject either the distributional assumptions

suitable for our data. If

or the functional form of the utility fuction.

The estimation of the NML model can be used to calculate the compensating

variation associated with different user- fee policies. The estimate of compensating
variation allows us to understand the impact of various user- fees policies on the social
welfare. The individual i' s compensating variation
o (po ,
(11)

VJ(p\Z\r;

CV,)

V,i

Zo

(CV,)

is defined as

r;),
(po , Zo

Given that a policy changes prices and other attributes from

the compensating

variation is the change of

income

to

(pi

that would recover

the

individual' s initial utility from the utility after policy change (Deaton and Muelbaur

1980). Following Small and Rosen (1981), in the case of a NMNL model , the Cv,
can be computed by

! *

)+

0"2

O"l

exp(V

exp(

exp(
cr I

(12) CV

cr 2

exp(V

Iexp(
J=I

where

0"2

O"l

and

v,J

are evaluated at

+ Iexp( cr 2
J=3

(po , zo

and

(P1,

), respectively, and

the marginal utility of income. 4

3 Data description
Our data were obtained from the BNHI's Out-of- pocket Project (Identification
Number- DOH92- HH- I006)

in 2004.

Through a probability proportional to size of

clusters sampling, a total of 1 500 individuals was selected in the middle of Taiwan.
Face-to- face interviews were conducted from Februar 1 st to March 31 st in 2004. The
effective sample size is 1063 individuals , among whom 265 observations

reported

ilness during the surey period. The completed questionnaire included answers to
questions about a wide range of micro- level information , such as socioeconomic

characteristics and variables on health care utilization as well as variables on health
conditions. More detailed information on the data collection procedure is reported by
Lee et ai. (2005).

Our focus of this paper is to analyze the factors affecting an individual' s
4 In order to obtain an exact value of CV,

initial

is required to be
) is not
A=8U!8Y=a +2a (Y,
independent of price. Gertler et al. (1987) propose that each individual' s average marginal utilty
the marginal utilty of

income

(A.)

independent of price (Small and Rosen , 1981). However

income over alternatives of health care has little variation since the prices are very small relative to
income. They suggest that the average marginal utility income is a good proxy to approximate

A. .

decision for seeking care. The first consultation (visit) reported in our dataset is
selected for our analysis. Since the expenditue on ambulatory care constitutes the
largest proportion of the NHI's cost , our interest is on ambulatory care. Hence , two
observations identified as inpatient patients are deleted. The final sample size for our
analysis is 263.

(1) The choice decision sets

The dependent variable is a polychotomous variable from a choice decision set

that consists of five alternatives with two nests grouping the choices of professional
care , and a single alternative which is the self-care. The first nest designates local

providers , including local clinics and district hospitals , and the second nest designates
national providers , including regional hospitals , and academic medical centers. The

self-care option is selected as a

comparison group in order to understand the

determinants of the individual'

professional care. The individual's
distribution of

decision of whether to choose self-care
decision to choose their

alternatives and the

choices are described in Figure 3. 1. As indicated

approximately seventeen percent of individuals choose self-care ,

individuals go to local

or

in Figure 3.1

sixty percent of

providers , and the remaining twenty- three percent of

individuals seek their care from national providers.

Professional Care
National Providers

Local
Clinic
50. 95%

Self- Care
16. 73%

District
Hospital
51%

Regional
Hospital
84%

Academic
Medical
Centers
15. 97%

Figure 3.1 : Decision Tree

(2) Variable definitions

(a) Attributes of the choice
The variables , which can var across alternatives and across individuals as well
are called the

attributes of the choice.

included in this

Three varables used in our analyses are

category. The first two variables

are net

consumption and net

consumption square constructed by the individual i' s income minus the price of health
care provided by the provider

We now describe the income and price variables as

follows:

The original dataset only contains an ordinal income variable dividing the
monthly household income into a varable with four intervals: less than NT$1O 000
NT$1O

001

NT$30 000 , NT$30

001

NT$50 000 , and over NT$50

model specification , the cardinal measure of income is needed , and ,

000. In our

therefore ,

we

convert the ordinal income variable into a cardinal income variable. We have not

imputed values using the midpoint of the interval because of the open ended interval
for the highest

income group, and the skewed distribution of income. Instead , we

assigned the average monthly household income in that income range from the

Surey of 2004

Family Income and Expenditue

(Directorate General of Budget

Accounting and Statistics, 2005). For those who did not report their income , the mean

of average monthly household income based on the

household head' s age and

education from the same surey is assigned to them. The same method for converting

the ordinal income variable

into a

cardinal income variable

is applied by

Maning et ai. (1995). To satisfy our model specification of the individual' s budget
constraint , the household income is converted to the per capita income per month.
Therefore , the monthly household income divided by the numbers of persons in a
household is used to measure the individual i' s monthly income.

The price of health

care includes co- payment

fees plus registration

fees.

Registration fees are levied per contact with the provider. They are set by the relevant
providers ' associations with ceilings imposed by NHI

law. In general ,

patients are

charged NT$150 registration fees at regional hospitals and academic medical centers
and NT$1 00 at district hospitals and local clinics for each visit. Co-payment fees are

placed differently depending on different levels of hospitals. Before July 15 , 2005

(our data were collected

during this period), the co-

payment fees for outpatients

seeking their care at local clinics and district hospitals were NT$50. Those who seek
their care at regional hospitals and academic medical centers have to make co-

payments of NT$140 , and NT$21 0 , respectively. Therefore , the prices of ambulatory

care at local clinics ,

district hospitals , regional hospitals ,

and academic medical

centers are set at NT$150 (100+50), NT$150 (100+50), NT$290 (140+150),

and

NT$360 (210+150), respectively for the first contact with physicians. Note that a
well- defined utility fuction has to be concave in consumption (Varian , 1992 , Sarma

2003), implying that the diminishing marginal utility should
expected that the coeffcient of net

be hold. Hence ,

we

consumption is positive but the coeffcient of its

square term is negative.

e third variable for the attribute of choice is non-monetary cost of accessing
care from each alternative provider. The direct measurement of non-monetar cost to
(such as travel time , waiting time , and the travel distance) is not

access provider

available in our data

set. However,

we can utilize the community

surey data

provided by the Department of Health (2005c) to calculate the density of alternative
provider

(per milion population basis) in an individual' s residential area.

the higher the density of alternative provider

lower value of the

of

residential area (i. , the

reciprocal of the density of each alternative provider), the less

travel cost to access health care from

The density

in a patient' s

5 Intuitively,

alternative provider

in terms of travel time.

alternative per milion population (its reciprocal)

(positively) associated with the non-monetary

cost of

is negatively

accessibility. Thus ,

the

reciprocal of the density of each alternative provider in a patient's residential area is a
proxy for measuring the non-monetary cost of accessibility.
5 The density of each alternative provider in an individual' s residential area is computed by dividing

the total number of health care providers (local clinics for example) by the total population
corresponding to his/her residential area. The value of the density for each alternative is converted to
one milion population basis.

Note that our samples contain some patients whose residential areas do not have

academic medical centers and/or regional hospitals , implying an undefined value of a

reciprocal for these observations. To avoid this problem , all values of density of each
alternative provider are added to one before the reciprocals are taken. Thus ,
reciprocal of the density of alternative providers in a

the

patient's residential area is

normalized to 1 if the density is zero.
No suffcient information is available to identify the price as' well as

the travel

time for self-care , so we normalize the price and the non-monetar cost for self-care
to zero. This treatment , adopted by many previous studies such as Gelter et ai. (1987)
and Mwabu et aI.(1993), is relevant because the individual' s initial decision for self-

care is usually costless (for example , one may stay at home getting some rest). Since
the non-monetary cost of accessibility represents a disutility parameter of seeking

care , the negative impacts of the non-monetary cost of accessibility on the choice of

professional care is expected.

(b) Characteristics of the individual

The variables that vary across individuals but stay the same for all alternatives
are the individual characteristics. The variables in this category are health status , age
gender, education , income , and paricipation in a supplemental health insurance plan

(private medical insurance plan). Health status is measured by the 36- item short- form
health surey (SF- 36). The reliability and the validity of measuring general health

status using this tool have been established (McDowell and Newell , 1996). The SF-

score ranges from 0 to 100 which are converted from the Likert method of sumated

ratings of SF- 36.
Thus ,

the SF- 36

A higher SF- 36

score indicates a better health status , vice versa.

score is expected to be negatively correlated with the choice of

professional care.
Gender and age are also included to capture
morbidity for individuals of

imperfect measurements of

different ages or sexes. Gender is represented by a

dumy variable for male (Male=l , Female=O). Rather than impose a functional form
for age on the demand for health care ,

a dumy variable

is constructed to indicate

different needs of health care due to different ages. The age dumy variable is set at
one if the individual' s age is above 65 or below 15 (i. , indicating the elderly and
children). 6 Previous studies on the demand for health care identify a convex impact of

age on health care utilization (Pohlmerier and Ulrich, 1995). Namely, children and the

elderly wil need professional care more than those who are of intermediate age , so a
positive impact of age on the choice of professional care is expected.

Some individuals purchase supplemental health insurance. For these individuals
the insurance plan may reimburse out-of-pocket payments to them. In our empirical

model ,

a dUIY variable for supplemental health insurance (SHI) is included in our

analysis to capture the influence of this payment method. If a person paricipates in a

supplemental health insurance during the observed period then SHI=I ,

and if not

SHI=O. Paricipation in a supplemental health insurance is expected to have a positive

impact on the choice of professional care.
6 Gerdtham (1997) also uses a dummy variable to avoid the choice of functional form on age variable.
In addition , the NMNL model estimated in this paper includes five options. Adding an additional
variable into our model increases additional four estimated parameters. It is reasonable to make our
model parsimonious in order to obtain higher effciency in our estimation.

Education , measured by years
individual' s human

capital that

of formal schooling, is used to measure an

wil influence his/her health production

(Grossman 1972). The impact of education on the choice of health care depends on

the patient's preference affected by the education level and it is ambiguous a priori.

The definitions of all variables used in this study are summarized in Table 3.
and the sample descriptive statistics are shown in Table 3. 2. As indicated in Table 3.2
forty-seven percent of observations are males. Sixty- four percent of observations

have supplemental health insurance in addition to NHI. Approximately thirt-one
percent of observations are the elderly and children. Average education is 8.30 years
suggesting that , on average ,

a respondent's education level is at about the eighth

grade. The mean of SF- 36 scores is 56. 64 (against 100). The mean of per capita

income is NT$ 17 567 per month. The price of health care is from NT$O (self-care) to

NT$360 (academic medical center). The proxy of non-monetary cost ranges between
o (self-care option) and 0. 72 (academic medical center).

Table 3. 1: Variables Description

Variables
Dependent variable

Description
A polychotomous variable from a choice decision set
that consists of five alternatives: self-care , local clinics
district hospitals , regional hospitals , and academic
medical centers.

Price of Health Care for
the first contact (P)

Non-monetary cost of
accessibility(T)
Health Status (SF- 36)
Age

Sex
Education (ED)
Supplemental Health

Insurance(SHI)
Per Capita Income (M)
(Per Month)

IUS$=31. 5 NT$

Co- payment fees plus registration fees.
Clinics= NT$150 * ; District hospitals= NT$150;
Regional hospitals= NT$290; Academic medical
centers= NT$360.
The reciprocal of the density of each alternative provider
in a patient's residential area. Self-care option is
normalized to zero.
SF- 36 Score ranging from 0 to 100 (converted from the
Likert method of summated ratings ofSF- 36)
Age=1 if one s age is above 65 or below 15; Age=O if
others.
Male= 1; F emale=O
Years of formal schooling
Supplemental health insurance participation during
observed period; Yes=1 ; No=O

The monthly household income is divided by the
number of persons in a household.

Table 3.2: Descriptive Statistics
Variables
Attributes of the Choice
Price of Health Care (P)
Self- Care
Clinics
District Hospitals

Mean
(N= 263)

Standard Deviation
(N= 263)

150
150

290
360

Regional Hospitals

Academic Medical Centers

Non-monetary cost of
accessibility
Self-care
Clinics
District Hospitals

000000
001191
057171
0.458274
723590

Regional Hospitals

Academic Medical Centers
Characteristics of the
Individual
SFAge

56.

Sex (Male=l , Female=O)

0.47

000000
000269
011274
321263
320107

18.

0.46

Education (ED)

Supplemental Health
Insurance(SHI)
Per Capita Income (M)

0.48

NT$17 567

NT$15 921

* 1 US$=31. 5NT$

3.4 Empirical Results
Table 3. 3 presents the estimated results of the NMNL modeL As indicated in
Table 3. , the inclusive values (crl =0.4972 and cr =0.2695) are within a unit interval

implying that our model specification is consistent with utility maximization. The LR
statistic , used to test the hypothesis that
model

(cr

*- 1

, s=1 or/and s=2), is 12.

H a

: MNL model (

= cr 2 = 1) vs.

, indicating that the MNL model (cr

: NMNL
= 1)

j.

should be rejected in favor of the NMNL model at the 1 % significance leveL The
coeffcients of

consumption and consumption square are significant at the 1 % and

10% significance level , respectively, showing that price and income are important

determinants for discrete choice demand for health care. In addition , the coeffcient of

net consumption is positive and the coeffcient of net consumption square is negative
identifying a concave conditional utility function, and hence , the model specification
posited in section 3.2 is well- behaved.

The reciprocal

of the density of each alternative provider in a

patient's
The

residential area is used as a proxy of the non-monetary cost to access provider

negative impact of non-monetary cost of accessibility on the demand for health care

is consistent with many previous studies (e. , Gelter et aI. , 1987); however,
coeffcient is not significant. The non-monetar cost of accessibility

the

is an attribute

that is disliked by everyone in the population. It is reasonable to assume that some

individuals are wiling to

sacrifice

non-monetary cost ,

such as traveling time or

waiting time for improved quality of care. Hence, the impact disutility generated from

the non-monetar cost of accessibility is negated so as to result in an insignificant
impact of the non-monetary cost of accessibility on the discrete choice demand for
health care.

Table 3.3: NMNL Estimation Result

Local Providers

Consumption

Consumption
Square
Non-monetary
Cost
SF-

Age
Sex

Education
SHI

Constant

Sigmal
Sigma2

Log- Likelihood
Samples

National Providers

Local

District

Regional

Academic

Clinic (2)

Hospital (3)
987964E-

Hospital (4)
987964E-

(3. 04)***

(3. 04)***

908005E-

908005E-

Center (5)
987964E(3. 04)***
0. 908005E77)*
0.369910
53)
042439
56)**
1.06971
(1.80)*
300261
63)
022205
(0.44)
1.24546
(2.33)**
1.02930
(0. 86)
0.497187
(0.45)
269507
(0. 53)
317.244

987964E(3. 04)***
908005E1.77)*

369910
53)
019287
1.07)
781855
(1.46)
929241
1.92)*
019528
0.45)
1.73051
(3.12)***
865843
(0. 66)
0.497187
(0.45)
0.269507
(0. 53)
317. 244
263

1. 77)*

1.77)*

0.369910
53)
038443
1.15)
746188
(1.29)
0.348859
0.32)
0050756
09)
958600
(0. 68)
1.21843
(1.26)
0.497187
(0.45)
0.269507
(0. 53)
317.244

0.369910
53)
035269

153921
(0. 09)
0.497187
(0.45)
269507
(0. 53)
317. 244

263

263

1.84)*

07983
(1.42)
339754
69)
026743
(0.44)
1.42617
(1.91)*

263

The asymptotic Z score is in the parenthesis , and asterisks indicate significance at 1% level (***
5% level (** ), and 10% level (*
LR statistic= 1 2.37)0 %( , 1%) = 9.21;

Reject

: cr = cr

= 1. The estimation result for the MNL

model is presented in the Appendix 3.

The estimated coeffcients of individual characteristics are all consistent with
expectations. The estimated effects pertaining to SF- 36 for an individual' s

health status are negatively associated with the choice of professional

general

care across

alternatives , meaning that individuals with poor health status tend to have a higher

probability of utilizing professional care. The negative relationship between health
status and professional care utilization are more significant in the choice of national

providers (regional hospitals and academic medical centers) because a person is not

likely to choose national providers which has a higher opportity

cost (including

monetary cost and non-monetary cost) unless his/her health status force him/er

to

choose them.
In addition ,

we found a positive relationship between age and the demand for

professional care. Even though the estimated coeffcients for age are only significant

at academic medical centers ,

they stil indicate that the elderly

and children are in

greater need of professional care than their intermediate age counterpars. The gender

coeffcient reveals a negative relationship in the choice of professional care , meaning
that the probability of choosing professional care is lower for males than for females.

The negative impact of gender on the choice of professional care may result from the
possibility that the female in Taiwan stil takes larger responsibility for the care of

children , and therefore may have more opportunity to reach professional care. The

significantly negative impact of gender on professional care appears at local clinics

level because the accessibility of local clinics is higher than other professional care
alternatives.
Although the estimated coefficients of education are not significant , they stil

reveal some interesting results. The relationship between education and the choices of

local providers (local clinics and district hospitals) is negative but it is positive in the

choices of national providers (regional hospitals and academic medical centers). The

former result indicates that education decreases the productivity of health care from

local clinics and district hospitals compared to that from self-care , while the latter
result shows that education increases the productivity of health care from regional

hospitals and academ

c research centers compared to that

from self-care. 7 The

interpretation for these two results is that more educated individuals may be able to
implement more complicated treatments recommended by the national providers

(regional hospitals and academic medical centers) but be more likely to ignore some

basic medical care such as preventive care suggested by the local providers (local
clinics and district hospitals).

The estimated effects of supplemental health insurance (SHI) are significant
except for the alternative of district hospitals. The positive relationship between the

SHI and the choice of professional care means that those who have supplemental
health insurance have a higher probability of utilizing professional care since the
supplemental health insurance (SHI) is likely to reimburse out-of-pocket

This result

is

consistent with moral hazard behavior.

coeffcients of the constant terms are positive

payments.

Finally, the estimated

for all alternative providers. Although

they are not significant , they roughly show that the quality of care obtained from
professional care is higher than

that obtained from self-care regardless of an

individual' s characteristics (see equation (4)).

7 The interpretation for the change of productivity of health care varied by education is obtained from

the health production that is established in equations (3)-(4) in section 3.

5 Price elasticities and Income effects

Since price and income enter our model specification in a nonlinear form , we

canot evaluate the impact of these two variables directly by looking at the coeffcient
values. In order to gather some insight into the effects of price and income on the
choice of health care , three types of price elasticities are calculated and displayed in
Table 3.4.

Table 3.4: Own , Cross , and Net Price Elasticities

Alternatives
Self-care
Local Clinics
District Hospitals
Regional Hospitals

Academic Med Ctrs
Net Price Elasticity(NE) *
* NE

ln

ln

P;

, where

hospitals , regional hospitals ,

Own and Cross Elasticities
Local Providers
National Providers
Local
District
AcademiC
Regional
Clinics
Hospitals
Hospitals
Medical Ctrs
00496
00378
00108
00129
00724
00320
00129
00378
01302
00378
01707
00129
00496
00108
05437
04869
00496
04154
00108
01818
00097
00026
00090
00034
is the probabilty of professional care (including clinics , district
and academic medical centers);

P;

is the price of alternative i.

The first type of price elasticities is the own price elasticity for each alternative

of health care which represents the percentage change in demand with respect to 1 %
change of the price in that alternative. The own price elasticities are negative over all

alternatives of health care , indicating negative sloping demand curves. The price
elasticities for each alternative of health care are relatively inelastic (ranging from
054 to - 007), meanng that there is a potential increase in revenue if higher user

fees are imposed on each alternative of health care. This result is consistent with the

fact that historically most providers

in

Taiwan increased user fees (by increasing

registration fees or balance biling) in order to obtain more benefit , especially when
their revenues are restricted by the global budget payment system (Cheng 2005).
The second type of elasticities is the net price elasticities , which examine the

percentage of demand that wil

leave the

professional care with respect to . 1 % change

in the price of an alternative. The net price elasticity is important in terms of policy

interest since it reflects the relative magnitude of the pricing-out effect due to a 1 %
change of user fees. For example , if the price of health care provided by local clinics
increases by 1 % , then the

demand for the professional care wil

00097%. When the prices

of all

decrease by

alternatives of health care increase by

simultaneously, the demand for professional care decreases by 0. 00247% (i. , the

sum of the last row in Table 3.4). The percentage of the pricing-out effect seems
rather smalL However, the magnitude of the pricing-out effect could be huge in terms

of total ambulatory visits per year. This is particularly the case in Taiwan s NHI
health care system since over twenty-two milion people are covered under the NHI
plan (Bureau of National Health Insurance ,

ambulatory visits are around 14- 16

2005b), and on average , the number of

per person each year in Taiwan (Bureau of

National Health Insurance , 2005c).

The third type of elasticities is the cross price elasticity. All the cross price
elasticities in Table 3.4 have the expected positive signs , showing that all alternatives
of health care

(including the self-care) are substitutes. When the price of

alternative increases by 1 % ,

the

substitution effect will be stronger

an

between

alternatives within the same nest (i.

, local provider or national provider) than

between alternatives across nests. For example , when the price of regional hospitals
increases by 1 % , the demand for academic medical centers (within the same nest of

national providers) increase by 0. 01818% , which is much higher than a 0. 00129%
increase in the demand for other alternatives. Although the substitution effects are the

same in percentage for these alternatives across nests , their absolute magnitudes are
different.

Table 3. 5: Change in probability of a choice with respect to 1 % change in price
National Providers

Local
District Regional Academic
Clinics Hospitals Hospitals Med Ctrs
Local Providers

rice Change
Alternatives
Self-care
Local Clinics
District Hospitals
Regional Hospitals

Academic Med Ctrs

Table 3. 5
respect to 1 %

00067 0. 00021 0. 00018 0. 00059
00286 0. 00113 0. 00070 0. 00169
00113 - 00162 0. 00012 0. 00052
00036 0. 00006 - 00330 0. 00287
00070 0. 00022 0. 00230 - 00567

reports the absolute

change of probability for all alternatives with

change of price in a specific alternative. The first row of Table 3.

indicates the increase of probability of the

self-care option (i.

magnitude of the pricing-out effect) due to a 1 % increase

, the absolute

of the price for a specific

alternative. As indicated in Table 3. , placing a higher price on local clinics generates
the highest pricing-out effect (0.067%) compared to placing a higher user- fee on other

alternatives. The pricing-out effects due to higher prices imposed on hospitals may

exceed the substitution effects diverting demand to professional care alternatives. For
example , a higher price imposed on academic medical centers leads to a 0. 059%

pricing-out effect which is greater than the substitution effect diverting demand to
district hospitals (0. 052%). If a higher price is imposed on regional hospitals , the

pricing-out effect also exceeds the substitution effect diverting demand to district
hospitals (0. 018% V. s.

0.

012%). In addition , the imposition of a higher price on the

district hospitals results in a 0. 021% pricing-out effect which is greater

than the

006% substitution effect diverting demand to regional hospitals.

The policy implications obtained from Table 3. 5

are especially important in

light of the fact that many prior studies strongly recommend that the BNHI should
increase user fees on hospitals in order to reduce health care utilization in hospital
sector (Su , 1999 , Liu and Wu , 2001 , and Chaing et aI. , 2002). Our results caution that

a reduction of health care utilization due to higher user fees could result from some
patients being left behind without professional care because the pricing-out effects , in
some cases , could be higher than the substitution effects diverting demand to other
professional care alternatives.
To incorporate the income effect into our analysis of the price elasticities , we
also examine the impact of price on

discrete choice demand in different income

groups. Table 3. 6 displays the own price elasticities by different income groups. It is

apparent from Table 3. 6 that people in the low income group are more responsive to
price than people in the high income group. Specifically, the absolute values of own

price elasticities for the lowest income group are approximately 2- 4 times larger than

the elasticities for the highest income group. This result suggests

that the user fees

have a regressive impact that does not allow all income groups to have an equal
access to health

care. The regressive impact wil become more significant if we

consider the absolute impact of user fees on

discrete choice demand in different

income groups. Table 3. 7 presents the change in probability of an alternative with
respect to 1

change in price by income group. The probability change

alternative due to user fees for the lowest income group is approximately 3- 9

of an
times

larger than that for the highest income group. Our results are consistent with many
previous studies on the

discrete choice demand for health

care (Borah , 2005;

Sah et aI. , 2003; Gertler et aI. , 1987 , among others).

Table 3. 6: Own Price Elasticities by Income groups
NT$O-

Alternatives
Local Clinics
District Hospitals
Regional Hospitals

Academic Med Ctr

OOO

NT$10 000-

000

NT$30 000-

000

NT$SO OOO and

above

01449
02179
08153
05359

00784
01987
06276
04686

01169
02137
07843
04728

00405
01291
03517
03462

Table 3. 7: Change in probability of a choice w. r. t 1 % change in own price by Incomes
NT$O-

Alternatives
Local Clinics
District Hospitals
Regional Hospitals

Academic Med Ctr

OOO

NT$10 000-

000

NT$30 000-

000

NT$SO OOO and

above

00135
00061
00039
00149

00110
00045
00023
00118

00078
00018
00020
00061

00034
00007
00012
00021

6 Policy Simulation
(1) User fee (Price) settings

Four user- fee policies , corresponding to different insurance coverage plans , are

simulated in this section. The first one is the new co-payment policy, referring to a

universal coverage NHI plan along with higher user fees imposed on the hospitals
sector. The second one is an extreme case hypothesizing that the NHI collapses due to

banptcy. In this
registration fees

case

, people have to pay full price (including

co- payment

fees

, and reimbursement payments) for their health care. The other two

policies belong to parial

coverage plans ,

meaning that the NHI only covers either

primary care or catastrophic ilness. In these two cases , people need to pay the full
price for any health care excluded under the NHI and pay user fees (co- payment fees
plus registration fees) for any health care covered under the NHI. Since our data

collection period is in 2004 , we take the user fees in 2004 as the benchmark. The user

fees for the first contact in 2004 are set at NT$150 at local clinics and district
hospitals , and NT$290 and NT$360 at regional hospitals and academic medical
centers , respectively (see Table 3.2 for details). We describe the price setting for four
user- fee policies as follows:
In order to

change people s care seeking behavior , the BNHI implemented a

new co-payment policy on July 15 , 2005 to promote

the referral system and

strengthen medical cost controL This new policy was designed to entice patients to

choose their care at local clinics for their first ambulatory visit instead of hospitals
thus reducing medical expenditues for ambulatory care. Specifically, this new policy

increased co payment fees for outpatients at district hospitals , regional hospitals , and

academic medical centers to NT$80 , NT$240 and NT$360, from NT$50 , NT$140
and NT$210 ,

respectively.

The co- payment fees for outpatients

at local

clinics

remained NT$50. Patients who are referred to the hospital pay a NT$50 co- payment

at local clinics in addition to the hospital co- payments , which are NT$50 , NT$140
and NT$210 at district hospitals , regional hospitals , and academic medical centers
respectively.
In Chapter 2 , we show

that this policy actually yields an anti-referral

phenomenon due to insuffcient incentives for patients to paricipate in the referral
system. The fault in the design of the new co-payment comes from not including the
registration fees as par of

user fees. Recall that a patient seeking his/her care at

regional hospitals and academic medical centers pays NT$150 registration fees and a
NT$100 registration fees are charged if a patient seeks his/her care at district hospitals

and local clinics. Since this policy is unikely to promote a referral system , after July
, 2005 , the user fees of ambulatory care for the first contact without considering of

the case of referral are NT$150 , NT$180 (80+ 100), NT$390 (240+ 150), and NT$51 0
(360+ 150) at local

clinics and district hospitals , regional hospitals and academic

medical centers , respectively.

In case of an NHl's banptcy,

full pnces , including user fees and

reimbursement payments , are paid by patients. In 2004 , the average reimbursement
payments per ambulatory visit were NT$479 , NT$I 006 , NT$1 375 , and NT$I 770 to
local clinics ,

district hospitals , regional hospitals

, and academic medical centers

respectively (Deparment of Health , 2005a). Combining the reimbursement payments
with user fees for various providers , the full prices are NT$629 (150+479), NT$1 156
(150+1 006), NT$I 665 (290+1 375), and NT$2 130 (360+1 770) at local clinics

district hospitals , regional hospitals , and academic medical centers , respectively.
The parial coverage plan was

proposed during the NHI's planing years. The

aim ofthis plan is to protect Taiwan residents from a huge loss in case of catastrophic
ilnesses. The primary care is reliant on the private sectors (either on supplemental
health insurances or on out-of- pocket

payments). The partial coverage plan was not

adopted since approximately 59% of population in Taiwan already had a universal
coverage health insurance plan before the NHI was launch in 1995 (Cheng, 2003). It

is not possible to ask Taiwan residents to accept an NHI plan with only partial
coverage. Due to the severe financial problems of the NHI in recent years , the partial
coverage plan has recured in the suite of proposed health care reform.

In order to simulate the partial coverage plan , we adopt the two- level delivery
system (clinics and hospitals) proposed by Yeh (2002) to simplify the current four-

level delivery system (local

clinics , district hospitals , regional hospitals , and.

academic medical centers) in Taiwan. The two- level delivery system requires that
clinics focus on primar care , and hospitals focus on catastrophic

ilness , so the

workload in hospitals is reduced and the- excess capacity of primary care in local

providers can be used. The quality of care delivered by the NHI can be improved.
According to the two- level delivery system , the parial coverage

plan can be

divided into two hypothetical policies. First , the NHI covers clinics only (namely, the

NHI covers only primary care). We define this case as the Under- Insured Policy (UIP)

since this policy does not meet the spirit of health insurance designed to protect from

a financial loss and ensure

access to appropriate health care in the event of a

catastrophic ilness. The second policy, in which the NHI covers hospitals only

(namely, the NHI covers only catastrophic ilness), was the primitive design of the
parial coverage plan proposed during the

which NHI only covers

NHI planing years. We term the case in

catastrophic ilness as the Catastrophic Insurance Policy

(CIP). For each hypothetical policy (UIP or CIP), the full prices based on user fees
and reimbursement payments in 2004 are assigned to these alternatives, which are not
covered under the NHI. "We impute user fees (co- payment fees plus registration fees)

to these alternatives that are included in the coverage of the NHI. Therefore , under the
CIP , full price and user fee are assigned to the clinic sector and the hospital

sector

respectively. Contrarily, under the UIP , full price and user fee are assigned to the

hospital sector and the clinic sector , respectively. The prices of health care (user fees

or full prices) corresponding
Table 3.

to the various user- fee

policies are summarized in

Table 3. 8: Prices of health care with various policies (NT$) *

Policies
User fees in 2004 (Benchmark)
Reimbursement Payment in 2004
(a) New Co- payment Policy
(b) Full- Price (without NHI)
(c) Parial Coverage Plan
(c- l) NHI covers Hospital Only
Catastrophic Insurance Policy
(CIP)
(c- 2) NHI covers Clinics Only
Under- Insured Policy (UIP)

Local
Clinics

District
Hospitals

150

150

Regional
Hospitals
290

479

006
180
156

375
390
665

150

Hospitals
290

150

629
Clinics
629

150

156

665

Academic
Med. Ctrs
360
770
510
130

360

130

* 1 US$=31. 5NT$

The prices are set based on the user fees and reimbursement payment in 2004 because our data were
collected in that period.

(2) Policy simulations for Pricing- Out

effect

In Chapter 2 , we point out that user fees may have a possible pricing-out effect

that forces patients to leave the NHI health care system (i.e. , leave ' professional

care

to choose the self-care). We also expect that the pricing-out effect impacts the poor
more significantly than the rich. In this section , the pricing-out effects generated by
four user- fee

policies in Table 3. 8 are evaluated. Table 3. 9 represents the results of

policy simulations for pricing-out effects. As indicated in Table 3. , the pricing-out
effect due to user fees for the lowest income group is approximately 4- 9 times larger
than that for the highest income group under the various user- fee policies. As a result

the lower income group is more likely to be shifted out of the health care system than

is its counterpars in all user- fee policies. The new co-payment policy wil force an
average 0. 04%

of the NHI beneficiares , who are currently using professional care , to

choose self-care. In 2004 , approximately 20 904 430 people in Taiwan had utilized

professional care (Department of Health , 2005a). Thus ,

a 0.

04% pricing-out effect

means that approximately 8 362 (=0. 04%*20 904 430) people wil be shifted out of

the NHI health care system. Our result indicates that the BNHI may fail to
accomplish the NHI's goal of providing equal access to health care for all Taiwan
residents as a consequence of implementing the new co- payment policy. In addition

we also examine the possible pricing-out effect for the extreme case that the NHI
goes bankpt. In this case , on average , approximately 0. 73%
(approximately 152 603 people=0. 73%*20

professional care.

of the population

904 430) wil be left behind

without any

OOO ,

1.35

1.76.

0.21

0.46

0.25

0.40

0.21

100

54.

45.

100

54.

45.

NT$30 000), M3 E (NT$30 000 , NT$50 000), M4 E (NT$50 000 , (0).

0.49

0.48

1.00

1.32

0.43

hypothetical policies.

The reductions in ambulatory care spending as percentage of total ambulatory care expenditue are computed ITom
Chapter 2 for the new co-payment policy and ITom Bureau of National Health Insurance (2005b) for the other

M1 E (O, NT$lO OOO), M2 E (NT$IO

Pay Full- Price (without NHI) +
Increase PMI by 12%

UIP+ Increase PMI by 12%

NHI covers Hospitals Only
Catastrophic Insurance Policy (CIP)
NHI covers Clinics Only
Under- Insured Policy (UIP)
Pay Full- Price
(without NHI)
New Co-payment Policy+ Increase
PMI by 12%
CIP+ Increase PMI by 12%

Policies
New Co-payment Policy

care expense

100

For our hypothetical

policies in the partial

coverage plan , on average ,

pricing-out effect for the UIP (NHI covers clinics only) is approximately 2. 5

the

times

higher than that for the CIP (NHI covers hospitals only). We rule out the UIP as an
adequate policy due to a

more severe pricing-out effect. In 2004 ,

approximately

54. 37% of ambulatory care expenditure reimbursed the claims from hospitals and the

remaining 45. 63% of ambulatory care expenditure went to clinics (Deparment
Health 2005a). Therefore ,

the CIP (NHI covers hospitals only) is considered more

effective policy for reducing the financial burden of the NHI than is the new co-

payment policy. The reduction of ambulatory care expenditure in the catastrophic
insurance policy (CIP) is 45. 63% of total ambulatory care expenditue in contrast to
16% of total ambulatory care expenditue in the case of the new co- payment policy

(See Chapter 2).

Even though the CIP (NHI covers hospitals only) is effective in reducing the
NHI's financial burden , the pricing-out effect produced by this policy is stil
enough so as to

leave approximately 0.21% of population

(43

strong

900 people

=0.21 %*20 904 430) who may choose self-care instead of professional care. Since
health care is declared a basic

residents '

human right in the WHO constitution ,

access to health care needs to be carefully considered ,

proposing the CIP (NHI covers hospitals only) as futue

Taiwan

especially when

health care reform.
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sector into the NHI health care system was achieved

in France. In 2000 , the

(CMU), a trial health care program introduced by the

Couverture maladie universelle

French governent , was used to supplement the health insurance coverage provided
by the Social Security system (the same as NHI system). The CMU provides free
supplemental health insurance for the low income household to reduce out-of-pocket
payments and hence ,

decreases the inequity of access to health care under the Social

Security system (Buchmueller et aI. , 2004). Learning from the experience of France

the supplemental insurance of Taiwan might playa

complementary

role with respect

to the NHI. For example , if the CIP (NHI covers hospitals only) were implemented

the governent could encourage people to purchase supplemental health insurance
from the private insurance sector, by a tax reduction or by a direct subsidy to the

policy holder of a supplemental health insurance.

Approximately 64% of respondents in our sample purchase supplemental health

insurance. In order to shed light on whether the supplemental health insurance can be
a policy instruent to reduce the possible pricing-out effects , we simulate the pricingout effects for all user-

fee policies through increasing the participation rate of the

supplemental health insurance by 12% (namely from 64% to 72%). The figure 12% is
chosen numerically in occurence of
author in the next

welfare

improvement (as calculated by the

section when a negative compensating variation is found).

Surrisingly, the pricing-out

effects in all user- fee

policies are significantly alleviated

across income groups. Even with the extreme case of non-existence of the NHI , our
simulation result , on average , stil reveals a 0. 1 % pricing- in effect rather than pricing-
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out effect. This result suggests that the financing mechanism of a health care system

combined with the private insurance sector and the public sector, is more likely to

distribute the health care resources effciently in terms of decreasing the financial
burden and reducing the possible pricing-out effect from various user- fee

policies.

(3) Policy simulations for Welfare effect

The welfare effects for various user- fee policies are examined in this section.
The welfare effects are measured by the compensating variation (CV). We adjust the
CV by the probability of contacting a physician and average monthly visits in order to

measure true welfare effect per month.

In addition

, the CV can be interpreted

as a

concept of wilingness to pay for the NHI , meaning the amount of money that a
consumer wil ask the governent to compensate him/er to be as well off as before

if a new policy were implemented. If a positive compensation is required , welfare
after the change must be lower than in the original situation (Deaton and Muellbauer
1980). In order to understand the burden of welfare loss to various income groups , the
CV is converted into the percentage of monthly household income.

Table 3. 10 presents the welfare effects resulting from the vanous user- fee
policies. As expected ,

all user-

fee policies result in a welfare loss since consumers

have to pay more if any user- fee policy is implemented. The CV in the case of nonexistence of the NHI (paying full price) represents the wilingness to pay for the NHI.

Our estimate of wilingness to pay converted to the percentage of monthly household

8 The probability of contacting a physician within a two-month period is 263/1 063 based on our sample

and average monthly visits are 15. 012/12 (See Chapter 2).
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Income is the wilingness to

Table 3.

pay rate (WTP rate) per month. As indicated in

, the amount of the willngness to pay is NT$1

157 per person/month

which represents 4. 14%- 53. 13% WTP rates per month in the various income groups.
Note that the WTP rate has a very important policy implication , especially as the

second generation NHI (G2-NHI) is going to be implemented in the near futue.
The G2-NHI

policy is the most recent health care reform aiming to change the

NHI's premium collection mechanism on the basis of
based on an individual' s salary. This new policy wil

household income ,

increase

not just

the premium collection

base so that the financial problems could be solved completely. The new premium
rate proposed by the G2-NHI planing committee is 2. 4% of monthly household

income. The new premium rate is a concept of " has to pay rate , computed by the
community rating based on the probability that an individual wil
In contrast , our

encounter an

ilness.

WTP rate provides a different standpoint to formulate the new

premium rate of the G2-NHI. The WTP rate is 6. 59% on average , which is much
higher than the proposed

premium rate of the G2-NHI (2. 5%- 4%). This result

suggests that Taiwan s governent stil has room to set a higher premium rate in
order to pull out of the NHl's financial problems.

The other interesting finding in our policy simulation is that the UIP (NHI
covers clinics only) generates a NT$I 102 welfare loss , very close to the amount of

CV in the case of no NHI (NT$I 157). This result indicates that the under- insured

health policy may create a welfare loss as huge as the case of no insurance. Our
findings highlight the need for policy attention to insurance design that considers an
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adequacy of coverage. In addition ,

we find that the parial coverage policy is not

necessarily inferior to the universal coverage policy from the social welfare

perspective. The welfare loss produced by the new co- payment policy, referring to the
universal coverage NHI plan along with higher user fees imposed on hospitals , is over

twice that obtained from the Catastrophic Insurance Policy (NT$95 vs. NT$43). This
result shows that the imposition of higher user fees on the NHI makes the NHI lose its

spirit of unversal coverage , and also burdens the beneficiaries with a higher welfare

loss than does in the CIP (NHI covers hospitals only). The BNHI has changed the
NHI's co- payment policies every two years on average since the NHI was launched

in 1995. The change of co-payment policy has always led to a higher user fee. Our
simulation result suggests that if the user fee is increased continuously, sticking to a
universal coverage insurance plan may not be the optimal health policy from a social
welfare perspective.

Finally, we also simulate the welfare effects on all the user- fee policies with an

increase in the paricipation of supplemental health insurance. In fact , the welfare loss

resulting from all of the user- fee policies wil decline if the paricipation rate of the
supplemental health insurance goes up. In

our simulation

exercise

shown in

Table 3.

, when the participation rate of the supplemental health insurance increases

by 12% ,

the welfare losses generated by the various user- fee

eliminated completely, and thus ,

policies wil be

yielding a welfare improvement outcome (namely

the CV turs negative). These results again address that it wil

benefit our

the private insurance sector is integrated as par of the NHI program.

society if

20.
22.

54.
57.

176

242
1.13

4.44

20.

53.

157

10.

4.20

19.

50.

102

1.68

Ml E (O

NT$IO OOO), M2 E (NUIO

1 US$=31.NT$
OOO ,

NT$30 000), M3 E (NT$30 000 , NT$50 000), M4 E (NT$50 000 , 00 ).

CV is adjusted by the probability of illness (263/1063) and average monthly visit (15. 012/12) in 2004.

Pay Full- Price (without NHI) +
Increase PMI by 12%

UIP+ Increase PMI by 12%

NHI covers Hospitals Only
Catastrophic Insurance Policy (CIP)
NHI covers Clinics Only
Under- Insured Policy (UIP)
Pay Full- Price
(without NHI)
New Co- payment Policy+ Increase
PMI by 12%
CIP+ Increase PMI by 12%

New Co- payment Policy
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Summary
Taiwan s health care system delivers health care through four levels of providers:
local clinics , district hospitals , regional hospitals , and academic medical centers. We

utilized the NMNL model with five options (four levels of providers plus a self-care
option) to investigate the determinants associated with the choice of health care under
Taiwan s NHI. The NMNL model is chosen because it not only avoids the restriction
of IIA in the

MNL model by incorporating the potential correlation between the

choices of health care but it also allows us to bypass the computational diffculties
appearing in other discrete choice models such as the multinomial probit model.

Our empirical results show that all factors have the expected signs on the choice
of health care. The non-monetar cost of accessibility has a negative impact on the

choice of health care. Price and income are important determinants associated with
the choice of health
health care ,

care. The price elasticities are inelastic across all choices of

coinciding with the fact that most providers in Taiwan have tended to

increase their prices in order to gain higher revenues in recent years. The substitution

effects are significant between local clinics and district hospitals as well as between

regional hospitals and academic medical centers. As in previous studies , we found
that the lower income group is more sensitive to price than the higher income group.
Therefore , the user fee has a regressive effect that does not allow all income groups to
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the new co-payment

policy implemented on July 15 ,

2005 in Taiwan , represents a

higher user fee imposed on the NHI with a universal coverage. The second policy,
hypothesizing that the NHI were banpt , implies that patients have to pay the full
price of health care. The other two policies are in the middle of spectrm
first two policies , a

between

the

NHI with parial coverage where either primary care or

catastrophic ilness is covered. If the NHI only covers primary care (the NHI covers
local clinics only), we classify this policy as the Under- Insured Policy (UIP) since it
cannot prevent people from the loss of catastrophic ilnesses. On the contrar, if the

NHI only covers catastrophic ilness (the NHI covers hospitals only), we refer to this
policy as the Catastrophic Insurance Policy (CIP).

Policy simulations for four user- fee policies start with pricing-out effects , and
then welfare effects follow. On average , pricing-out effects are 0. 04% , 0.21 % , 0. 52%
and 0. 73% with respect to the new co-payment policy, the CIP (the NHI covers

hospitals only), the UIP (the NHI covers local clinics only), and the case of no NHI

respectively. Note that pricing-out effects placed on the low income group are more
significant than that on the high income group. The pricing-out effect due to user fees
for the lowest income group is 4- 9 times larger than that for the highest income group.
Many previous studies on the discrete choice demand for health care in Taiwan are

not satisfactory in the sense that they fail to include the self-care option in their model
and therefore ignore the potential pricing-out effect due to user fees (Chen et ai , 2005

Liu and Wu , 2002 , and Chiang et aI. , 2002). The ignorance .of

the potential pricing-

out effect biases their suggestion that the BNHI should implement a higher user- fee
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policy to reduce health care utilization. Since health care is claimed as a human right

in the WHO constitution, our results strongly suggest that policy makers have to be

concerned with the pricing-out effect especially on the low income group when any
user- fee policy is designed or implemented.

The estimation of CV in the case of no NHI can be interpreted

as the

consumer s willngness to pay for the NHI. The representative consumer is willng to

pay NT$I 157 per month for the NHI with universal coverage. The figure NT$I 157
can be converted to an average of 6. 59% WTP rate measured by the amount of

wilingness to pay as percentage of montWy household income. The figure 6. 59% is
much higher than the new premium rate of the G2-NHI (2. 5%- 4% of montWy
household income) proposed by the

BNHI. This result suggests

that the

Taiwan

governent stil has room to lift the new premium rate for the G2-NHI.
The welfare loss in the UIP (NHI covers clinics only) is almost the same as in

the case of no NHI (NT$I 102 vs. NT$I 157). If the under insured (including
uninsured) problem exists in a health care system , that wil result in a welfare loss at

almost the same level as the case of no insurance. This result addresses the need for

policy attention to insurance design that considers an adequacy

of

coverage. In

addition , the parial coverage plan is not necessarily inferior to the universal coverage

plan from a social welfare perspective. In our simulation result , the new co-payment

policy, imposing higher user fees on the NHI with universal coverage , wil generate

the amount of welfare loss over twice higher than that in the CIP (NHI covers
hospitals only). Moreover, comparing the effectiveness of cost control , the new co-
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payment policy is less effective than the CIP (NHI covers hospitals only). The new
co- payment policy only reduces about 6. 18% of the total ambulatory care expenditue
(See Chapter 2), which is far less than a 45. 63%

of the total ambulatory care

expenditure saved by the implementation of the CIP (NHI covers hospitals only).
Finally, we found that the incorporation of the private insurance sector into a

NHI program actually improves the social welfare. In our simulation exercise , when
the paricipation rate of supplemental health insurance increases by 12% , there wil be
a pricing- in

effect rather than a pricing-out effect

even with the case of no NHI.

Meanwhile , the CV yields a negative sign (welfare improvement) across all user- fee

policies. The increase of the paricipation rate of supplemental health insurance could

be achieved by a tax reduction or by a direct subsidy to the consumer. We conclude
that integration of the public and private sectors to finance a health care system may
be a possible strategy for futue health care reform in Taiwan.
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4. Hospital Competition under the Global Budget Payment System
1 Introduction
. Given a continual upward trend in medical expenditures and limited health care
budgets , it is important to design a reimbursement mechanism that distributes health

care resources effciently and effectively. There are three reimbursement payment
systems to remunerate hospital for health care services. The first is the Retrospective
Payment System (RPS). This mechanism refers to a cost-based reimbursement system

meaning that hospitals are paid for all reasonable expenditures incured from treating

patients. The second is the Prospective Payment System (PPS), usually connected
with payments to hospitals that depend on complex predetermined prices based on the

diagnosis-related groups (DRGs). In general , hospitals are paid a fixed price per case

within the DRGs. The third is the Global Budget Payment System (GBPS), referrng

to a fixed total budget for all health care services durng a given period (usually one
year) with hospitals being paid on the fee- for-service basis.

Since the RPS provides no incentive for hospitals to attempt cost savings , the
PPS and the GBPS have become policies of interest for the purose of cost control

in

the health care sector. Until the 1980s , the RPS was the main form of reimbursement
to hospitals in the US , and in most developed countries. In order to limit the growth

of health care expenditues , the US Medicare program shifted the RPS to the PPS in
1983 (Feldstein , 2005), while many European countries adopted the GBPS during the

same period (Wolfe & Moran , 1993).
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There is a substantial body of literatue
PPS. For example ,

that explores hospital

behavior under the

some studies model the PPS as a " supply-side

cost-sharing

mechanism that provides hospitals incentive to supply health care services at minimal

cost (Ells & McGuire ,

1986 , 1988 ,

1993 and McGuire , 2000); other studies show

how the PPS results in the first-best allocation in terms of optimal quality-enhancing

and cost-reducing efforts. (Ellis & McGuire ,

1986 ,

Pope ,

1989 ,

Ma 1994; Chalkley

and Malcomson , 1998); In addition , there is research concentrating on hospital

behavior with respect to cream skimming, skimping and dumping patients under the
PPS (Ma, 1994 and Ells , 1998), among others.

In contrast to the studies that model hospital behavior under the PPS , there is a

limited research that investigates hospital behavior under the GBPS. Feldman and

Lobo (1997) observe that the almost free hospital care , provided under the GBPS
results in an excess demand for hospital care. They show that an increase in the health

care budget may result in a substantial increase
more patients and ,

in the quality of care ,

which attracts

in tu , causes excess demand to increase. Fan et al.(1998) analyze

two reimbursement policies for controllng medical cost: the expenditure target policy,

which involves a fixed price and quantity

control ,

and the expenditure cap policy,

which is a fixed budget for all health care services with no fixed prices. Although
their study focuses on physician behavior, their results can directly apply to the case
of hospitals if profit maximization is the hospital' s objective. Fan et al. (1998) show

and test that a higher volume of health care services are provided under the
expenditue cap policy than under the expenditure target policy. Their results are
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quite intuitive. Under the expenditure target policy, hospitals

can independently

maximize their profits due to no limitation of total medical expenditue.

The

expenditue cap policy, however , introduces competition into the health care market

through fixing total medical expenditues. Therefore , the optimal quantity of health
care chosen without restriction (under the expenditure target policy) is more likely to
be less than that chosen with restriction (under the expenditure cap policy).

Even though Fan et al. (1998) consider the expenditure cap policy (which is
referred as to the

GBPS in the literature) a better reimbursement policy than the

expenditue target policy in terms of more quantity of health care services provided
by providers ,

the PPS ,

the GBPS is criticized in two ways: First , the GBPS could be inferior to

because given the same medical expenditue ,

the

GBPS would fail to

achieve the first best allocation (in terms of optimal quality-enhancing and costreducing efforts that allow the governent to maximize social welfare) that can be
achieved by the PPS. Second , the GBPS could sacrifice the quality of care due to the

inverse relationship between price and quantity created

by the nature of a fixed

budget. Intuitively, unit reimbursement payment is automatically reduced if hospitals

provide more quantity of health care services under a fixed budget. In response to a
decreasing unit reimbursement payment as quantity of health care services increases
hospitals would possibly lower quality of care ,

and in tu , reduce their cost to satisfy

their target income or profit restriction.

Mougeot and Naegelen (2005) explore the first criticism by using a two-stage
model to

characterize the optimal expenditure cap policy (optimal GBPS) taking
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hospital response into account. They conclude that the PPS can reach the first best

outcome (which is the maximal social welfare generated by the first best allocation)
as long as a monetary transfer between hospitals and the governent

is possible , but

the GBPS will never induce hospitals to reach the first best outcome even if the
global budget is set at the first best level of total expenditure. The main reason for
their conclusion is that when we consider hospital' s aggregate welfare (benefits), all

hospitals ,

facing an expenditure cap,

would coordinate to choose a lower quality,

decreasing demand and increasing reimbursement price. Hence , no matter how the

governent designs the GBPS , the quality of care generated by this system will be
lower than the first best allocation , and in turn , induces a lower level of welfare than

the first best outcome. As a corollary of this condition , the PPS is superior to the
GBPS.

Benstetter and Wambach (2006) explore the second criticism by modeling the

treadmil effect ,

describing a

phenomenon whereby health care providers provide

more health care services with the lower reimbursement payments under the GBPS.
Although Benstetter and Wambach' s study emphasizes the treadmil effect faced by
physicians under GBPS , their results can also directly apply to the case of profit

maximizing hospitals. According to their study, treadmil effect often leads hospitals

to provide a lower quality of care under the GBPS. The cause of the treadmil effect
under the

GBPS is that this system creates the need for hospitals to collectively

coordinate total quantities but also provides an incentive for each hospital

not to

cooperate since a hospital gain the most by increasing its volume of health care
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service while all others do not (Hurley & Card , 1996; Hurley et aI. , 1997). Benstetter

and Wambach suggest that a price control policy (guarantee reimbursement price)
and a quantity control policy (quota for each provider) could be used to mitigate the

treadmil effect , and hence , the possible low quality outcome can be avoided.
Although Mougeot and Naegelen (2005) and Benstetter and Wambach (2006)
provide theoretical foundations that predict a lower quality of care under the GBPS

evidence from recent empirical studies provides some basis for skepticism towards

their predictions. For example Globerman et al. (2002) show that there is little
difference in quality of care between the US health care system (a typical PPS health
care system) and the Canadian health care system (a typical GBPS health care
system). Moreover , evidence from Chen (2002) and Lai (2005)

indicates that the

quality of care increased after the implementation of the GBPS in Taiwan.
Leonard et al. (2003) compare two different reimbursement systems for hospital care

the PPS in Austria versus the GBPS in Canada. They suggest that hospitals are more

likely to deliver all health care services at high quality and follow up with the
inpatient less under the GBPS because this strategy can reduce costs without
jeopardizing the health and welfare of inpatients.

Based on the findings in these empirical studies , the purose of this paper is
twofold: First ,

in contrast to the policy implication

obtained from Mougeot and

Naegelen (2005), we provide theoretical analyses showing that the GBPS does not

necessarily induce a lower quality of care than the PPS. Second ,

in contrast to the

policy implication obtained from Benstetter and Wambach (2006), we show that the
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treadmil effect generated by the GBPS could be a sign of welfare improvement. To
this end , we conduct welfare analyses not only for the comparison between the PPS
and the GBPS , but also for the treadmil effect under the GBPS using a model

developed by Pope (1989). In Pope s model , the hospital objective fuction

both profit and managerial slack as arguments. Managerial slack ,
inefficiency and consumption at workplace (such as non- business

contains

including pure

telephone usage

and internet surfing for self- interest during the business hours) yields positive utility

since medical staffs value a slower pace of work or having extra supplies on hand.
Following Pope (1989), our model is able
competition on quality of care and

to investigate the effect of

market

inefficiency (measured as managerial slack)

simultaneously under the GBPS.

In order to facilitate our analysis , we define the GBPS as the expenditue cap
policy with a fixed budget (expenditure cap) assigned by the governent.

1 The PPS is

referred to as the case payment policy (fixed price per case within a DRG) since it is a
simplified form of the PPS. In addition , the two other reimbursement policies used to
avoid the treadmil effect , the reasonable quota policy (involving quantity control)

and the expenditue target policy (involving price- quantity control), are also analyzed
from the beneficiar welfare perspective for the

purose of demonstrating

a lower

welfare outcome in contrast to the expenditure cap policy. The formal definitions of
these four reimbursement policies , the expenditure cap policy (GBPS), the reasonable

1 The GBPS and the expenditure cap policy are used interchangeable throughout this paper.

2 The PPS and the case payment cap policy are used interchangeable throughout this paper.
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quota policy, the case payment policy (PPS), and the expenditure target policy wil

be

given in Section 4.2 and Section 4.

Previous theoretical studies in hospital behavior under the GBPS assume that
the hospital' s objective is to maximize its profit , implying that cost minimization is

operated. However , this assumption has been questioned in the analyses of hospital
behavior since non- for- profit hospitals dominate the world health market. For

example , in the US , approximately 60% of hospitals are non- for- profit , and 28%

hospitals are operated by the governent

(Sloan ,

2000). In some countries such as

Netherlands and Taiwan , private for- profit hospitals are prohibited by law (Sloan

2000 , Lu and Hsieh ,

2000).

Even for-profit

hospitals , the assumption of

profit

maximization may not be appropriate in modeling hospital behavior because internal
organizations in hospitals are so

complicated that each internal group (such as

physicians , administrators , and owners) may have distinct and conflicting objectives.

In contrast to previous theoretical studies in hospital behavior under the GBPS
we assume that the hospital is a utility maximizer rather than a profit maximizer. This

assumption implies that hospitals may not operate at minimum cost ,

and hence

technical ineffciency may exist. This means that hospitals may not be getting
maximum output from a given input combination. Our assumption stems from the
behavioral theory of firm suggesting that the goals of owners and managers do not
coincide (Cyert and March ,
behavioral theories of

1963). Our

assumption is also consistent with other

hospitals. For example , Haris (1977) proposes that the

hospital' s internal organizational structure includes two separate firms (one represents
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physicians and the other represents hospital administrators) interacting in a complex
way. Because of physicians '

ethical

commitment to patients , physicians are most

likely to do everyhing that is scientifically indicated for their patients without
reference to price. Consequently, the physician s behavior usually conflicts with the
hospital administrator s objective of profit maximization or cost minimization.
In our study, the emphases are to compare optimal levels of
managerial slack

among four different reimbursement

quality and

policies given the

same

expenditure level , and identify whether the treadmil effect is necessarily related to a

lower quality outcome. We show that market competition , measured by the number of

hospitals and the mobility of patients , plays an important role in ensuring that the
GBPS can performs just as well as the PPS in terms of optimal levels of quality and

managerial slack. In addition , we prove that the treadmil effect could be a desirable

result of competition that leads hospitals to induce a higher quality of care , but less
managerial slack. In contrast to the policy implications obtained from Mougeot and
Naegelen (2005) and

Benstetter and Wambach (2006), our results provide

a

theoretical foundation to suggest that the GBPS does not necessarily generate a worse
welfare outcome if competition is strong enough in the health market.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 4. 2

benchmark model that analyzes

quality competition

introduces a

among hospitals under the

expenditue cap policy. Social welfare analysis for the treadmil effect

is also

performed in this section; Section 4.3 presents the quality-slack analysis focusing on

the comparison of optimal levels of quality and managerial slack for a given level of
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medical expenditure among four reimbursement policies; Section 4.4 presents policy
implications and a welfare analysis comparing the PPS and the GBPS; Section 4.

concludes with a sumary of the findings derived in this chapter.

2 Benchmark Model- Expenditure Cap Policy
(1) Demand

Consider a health care system with three agents , the governent , patients , and
hospitals. The patients are assumed to be fully insured , so price has a minor influence

on health care demand. Hospitals tend to compete with quality of care in the way of
Coumot competition. Due to the hospital' s capacity, asymetry of information about

quality of care and a possible limitation of patient' s

mobility, the hospitals offering

the highest quality of care canot serve the whole market and each hospital obtains a
market share determined by its perceived quality relative to the quality of competing

hospitals. Using the functional form from the study of non-price competition among
hospitals developed by Pope (1989)

, the patient'

s demand for the

hospital

characterized by equation (1)-(2):

(1)

2,,,,

x;

(2)

is the overall demand for health car

(t

3 Pope (1989) adopts the fuctional fonn from Douglas and Miler (1974) and Schmalensee
(1977),
which is originally used to study non- price competition in the airline industr.
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The notations

qi

, represent the

and

overall demand for health care , respectively.
i.

the hospital

i. A

mobility

0 means

to denote the quality of
E (0

+ is the total population.

among hospitals according

and the

hospital

is the perceived quality of care from

By a slight abuse of notation , we also use

care at the hospital

patients '

demand for the

1/ 13)

is the degree of

to their perceived quality of

that hospitals are farher apar by either

care.

geographical area or

information on quality of care. In this case , the increase of admissions in a hospital
due to a higher quality of care relative to its rivals , is small.

13

E (0

1) is the elasticity

of the overall demand with respect to the average perceived quality of care in the
is the number of hospitals in the market.

health care market.

Since we assume that hospitals act as Coumot competitors , the quality elasticity
(17 ) for the demand of hospitals

qi

with respect to the perceived quality of care

can be written as equation (3) under the symetric equilibrium

(qi

x). 4

and

(3) 17=a(IThe mobility of patients

(a)

and the number of hospitals in the market

(n

) are

two indicators of competition in our model. Equation (3) shows that the quality
elasticity (17) increases as the mobility of patients

in the market

but 17 is

(n)

bounded by

and/or the number of hospitals

becomes arbitrarily large , 17 approaches infnity,

increase. As

if

(a)

goes to infinity.

4 See Appendix 4. 1 for detailed derivation.
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(2) Price
The governent imposes

a fixed budget (

) on the health care sector ,

from

which hospitals derive their revenue on a fee- for-service basis. The reimbursement

for each hospital is determined

(P)

payment per admission

by the fixed budget

divided by total health care quantity. Hence , we have

(4) P=

where

is the expenditure cap imposed on the health care system.

Iq)
)=1

The natue of the fixed budget and reimbursement with fee- for-service

create

an incentive for each hospital to non-cooperatively increase its quantity of health care

services in an attempt to acquire a sufficient share of budget. However ,

by the

equation (4), if one hospital increases its quantity of health care service sharly,

all hospitals wil suffer a lower reimbursement

price. The design of the

then

GBPS

highlights the importance of coordination among hospitals , and offers the potential
for cost savings from all hospitals.
(3)

Hospital' s problem

Whether a firm

objective is cost minimization , or

equivalently profit

maximization , has been questioned by the behavioral theory of firm (Cyert and March

1963). The new theory

of firm

introduces managerial slack (including b

consumption at the workplace such as internet surfing during the business hours and

pure inefficiency) as a key variable in the analysis of firm behavior. This suggests
that a firm may maximize a utility fuction that

profits (Stiglitz and Mathewson ,

includes

1986). Following

components other than

this line of research to model
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hospital behavior ,

can be written as:

hospital

(5) MC
(6) 7r

and the profit of

the hospital' s marginal cost of an admission

C(X

=(P-

qi =(P- C(XJis the unt cost of treating a patient when the

The notation

and managerial slack (s i )' The cost

chooses quality

care

C(X

is defined by

)0

i'

meaning that

is the reimbursement payment per

cost of slack is less than the expense of quality.

admission. The notation

fuction for the quality of
C(X

k)o O. We assume that

hospital

denotes the profit of hospital

policy. The superscript G here

and in

under the expenditure cap

equations (7)-(8) below indicates

the

expenditue cap policy (GBPS). We normalize fixed cost to zero for the purose

mathematical tractability.

Hospitals maximize profits plus utility from managerial slack. Utility depends

on total slack , which is the product of per

and the number of

(qi The objective fuction of hospital

admissions

(7) Max U/7r
The notion

We assume that

F(S

admission slack (s

Thus

F(S

= 7r

F(S

is the utility obtained from total slack

)0 0

F(SJ

' (S

) S. t.

)0 0

total slack. In order to

) where

= Si

*

qi'

, VS )0 O. The assumption of concavity is imposed on

, and

" (S

.( 0 , imply a diminishing marginal utility of

ensure per admission slack

to be positive

)0 0),

the

)'
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(0) )0 1 is

condition

F(S

also imposed on

Equation (7) is a

standard Kuh-

which can be presented as maximizing the Lagrangian

Tucker problem ,

fuction

below.
(8)

= (1 +

A)7r

F(SJ,

Solving the

/BX

0 is the Lagrange multiplier.

where

first-order conditions for the utility maximization ,
/Bs

= 0 and

= 0

, the symetric equilibrium

which are

of quality of care and

managerial slack is given by:
(9)

c(x

(1 +

1 + 17

afJ

(10) x

(1 +

(1 +
1+17

1+17 \

were,= =

J= BP

(11)

) = 1 +

qi

Bqi P
G'

A*k

Wit Imposmg symmetnc eqUll num 0 quantIty.

where

The subscript G in equations (9)-( 11)

as well as in the

discussion below

indicates the symmetric equilibrium of equation (7) (or equation (8)). There are two
implications of equations

(9)-(11). First , the slack level is restricted by the profit

constraint (see equation (11)). This result

is reasonable

because the hospital's

administrator may not care about the managerial slack as long as the hospital' s profit

is positive. Contrarily, if the hospital' s profit is so low that it may fail to meet zero5 The second order condition is assumed to be satisfied throughout this paper. The same assumption
has been used in Pope (1989). More detailed derivation for the solution is presented in Appendix 4.
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profit restriction regulated by owners , the hospital' s administrator is more likely to
take some aggressive management strategies to reduce managerial slack. Second , the

quality of care provided by hospitals

is

independent of the slack level and profit

constraint (see equations (9)-(10)). This condition does not mean that slack and profit

constraint do not have any impact on the choice of quality level , but implies that the

slack and profit constraint influence the choice of quality through other mechanism
which is the change of marginal cost per admission in accordance with the change of

slack and the binding of profit constraint. For example , when market competition
drives the hospital's profit to zero ,

marginal cost (slack plus quality expense per

admission) equals price so that the

quality can be determined

by the slack

that

depends upon profit constraint (see equation (11)). Therefore , we have to discuss the
profit constraint in the following two cases:
Case 1: Jr~ )0 0

) = 1.

= 0

We know that S G

)0 0 (i.

, s G )0

0),

since

(0) )0 1 and

(SJ -( O. The

= 1 implies that total slack (S ) is independent of quality of care

condition

Hence , we can define the equation (12) to present the fact that total slack is
unaffected as long as the hospital' s profit is positive:

(12)

Case 2:

= S

O *
qG

= 0

, where S
)0 0

O is the

slack level under a positive-profit condition.

) = 1 +

The slack level under a zero-profit condition (s

so the equilbrium slack per admission is

) can be solved by Jr~ = 0 ,
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.o
(13)

)1 +
YG

= ll-(

1 :17

where s o is the slack level under a zero-profit condition.
The marginal cost under a positive-profit condition is the same as equation (5),

while marginal cost under a zero- profit condition is reduced to
(14) MC

c(x

+ sG =

Given equations (10), (12), and (13), as well as equation (5) and (14), we are ready
to prove the following proposition:
Proposition

1:

Treadmil Effect

Under the Global Budget Payment System (the expenditure cap policy), the following
conditions hold.

(1-A) Competition in the health care market is measured by the mobilty of patients
a) and the

(either a

number of hospitals in the market (n). If competition is increasing
or n

t),

hospitals wil increase their quality of care . (x

decrease theIr managerial slack (s

and

G -.). Namely,

ax
ax
aa an
)0 0

)o 0,

t)

but

0( 0

0( o.

(1-B) Total slack is independent of quality of care as long as profit

is positive.

(I- C) When the hospital operates at a positive-profit status, the marginal cost is
upward sloping. However, the marginal cost is downward sloping if the hospital
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profit status. Namely, If Jr

operates at a zero-

t (8MC

MC

Proof: See

)0 0).

However, if Jr

= 0

then x

)o

8MC

then x

MC.J

.( 0).

Appendix 4.

Proposition 1 shows that an increase in competition measured by increases in
either mobility of patients

(a)

or number of

hospitals

(n)

under the GBPS wil

increase quality, but decrease slack (see Proposition I- A). In addition , total slack wil
not be affected by any level of quality if hospitals have excess profits under the GBPS

(see Proposition I- B). However, profits will be

driven to zero

eventually if

competition among hospitals becomes more intense. With zero profit ,
increase of

or

will result in a higher level of quality, and hence ,

either an

generate a

higher level of quantity. The unit price to reimburse hospitals for admissions wil
decrease due to the nature of the fixed budget. As reimbursement payments become
lower , hospitals have to increase their quality level in order to increase demand (i.

attract more patients) that allow them to maintain their income level (zero profit). In

, the price of reimbursement decreases further due to a higher quantity of health

care services generated. The phenomenon mentioned above describes a possible
downward sloping supply curve under the GBPS. Benstetter and Wambach (2006)

term it the treadmil effect. They suggest that the treadmil effect is an undesirable
outcome for hospitals (the physician is used in their study) because hospitals are more
likely to lower quality of care in response to the treadmil effect.
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Benstetter and Wambach' s argument would be true under the assumption that

hospitals pursue profit maximization or cost minimization , since the way to maintain
hospitals ' target income at a lower reimbursement price is to increase quantity of

health care services and reduce cost by decreasing quality of care. However , we argue
that it is unlikely that hospitals

minimize cost (i.

, slack equals to zero) due to

conflcting goals between physicians and administrators

within a

hospital. The

ineffciency hypothesis for hospital operation has been supported by many previous
studies (Pope ,

1989 ,

Zweifel and Breyer ,

1997 ,

and Sloan , 2000). Hence , the fixed

budget imposed under the GBPS actually introduces an environment of competition

that makes it possible to increase quality of care and decrease managerial slack
which is a welfare improving outcome.

Proposition l- C shows that , with zero profit , a negative sloping marginal cost

cure will be induced as quality of care increases. The implications of Proposition
C can be ilustrated clearly by Figure 4. 1. The hyperbolic cure

is a fixed budget

cure representing the underlying inverse relationship between price and quantity.
Note that quantity is positively associated with quality in our model , so it is relevant
to present the fixed budget cure in a geometric space generated by quality and price.
DB

The marginal cost curve is ilustrated as the bold lines

and

BC.

Suppose that a

hospital initially has positive profits so that it is operated at point A and its marginal
cost is positive sloping at segment

DB

in Figure 4.
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Figure 4.

1: Illustration

Quality
of Treadmil

Effect

It is possible that the hospital prefers to stay at point A since the profit level is
higher and so is the slack level. However , market competition (the increase of
or both) forces the

hospital into choosing a higher

level of

quality, say the

equilibrium at point B , the star point that could drive hospitals to a zero-profit

status

if market competition is increasing continuously. With zero profits , the increase of
or

also decreases the slack level (Proposition I- A). In order to maintain zero profits

the cost-saving effect from the reduction

of slack should be able to

overcome the

cost- increasing effect from quality enhancement and price- decreasing effect resulting

from the nature of the fixed budget. Therefore , the negative slope of marginal cost
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cure at

segment

BC

is induced by competition , and the new equilibrium appears at

point C. In contrast to the argument made by Benstetter and Wambach (2006), the

treadmil effect actually forces hospitals to put more effort into quality-enhancement
(higher quality) and effciency improvement (lower managerial slack).
In fact , there is a stronger

result that shows the treadmil effect to have

a

positive impact on social welfare. To ilustrate this point , note that positive profit and
zero profit equilibria are at point B , and point C , respectively in Figure 4. 1. The static
in an exogenous

variable to show how equilbrium

changes from point B towards point C , so we consider

as the maximum number of

model here needs a change

hospitals such that the positive profit equilibrium at point B can be satisfied. Let the
new entry

+ 1) cause a shift in the positive profit equilibrium (at point B) to the

zero profit equilibrium (at point C). Since patients are fully insured , their demand is

price inelastic and depends on the perceived quality of care. However , when the

governent places an expenditure cap on the health care sector, hospitals actually
face a constant price elasticity demand (with price elasticity = - 1), generated by a
hyperbolic fuction

showing that total medical

expenditure equals the product of

price and quantity. It follows that patients ' price inelastic demand could be replaced

by a pseudo price elastic demand. This condition allows us to incorporate price into

health care demand even without a price component in the model for the demand of
hospital

(see equation (1)). Therefore , based on the pseudo price elastic demand and

hospital utility fuction , the social welfare fuctions
are given as follows:

conditional

upon the expenditure

)-

.=

))-
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Xc E
(15) SW

+l
= J

l)q

(n

+ lXlr c +

dx

F(S

dx+n lr +F(S

(16)SW

where , lr

, where ,

lr c

= 0

)oO

n q

Equation (15) represents the social welfare fuction
equation (16) represents the

with a

new entry, while

social welfare function without any new entry. The

difference between social welfare with and without the new entry is

dx-

(17) MW=SW

+1)F(S

(lr B +F(S

Now , we are ready to give the following proposition:

Proposition 2: Welfare improvement derived from the Treadmil Effect
Given a fixed budget,

the treadmil effect resulting from market entry could be

social welfare improvement outcome as long as both the mobilty of patients and the

number of hospitals are suffciently large.
long as a

and n

+1 Namely, MW

)0 0

is suffciently large.

Proof: See Appendix 4.4.

There exists asymetry of information between hospitals and patients in the

health market. The right of complete freedom for patients to choose their providers , in
fact , augments the patient' s mobility as well as increases the competitors in a given
geographical area that
Proposition 2 gives a

intensify the competition

in the health care market.

theoretical reason to support a health care policy that allows
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patients to choose their providers freely. When patients canot

choose

their providers

freely, the governent should provide access to information on hospital accreditation

and quality of care to increase the mobility of patients. The analysis of market entry

in Proposition 2 is consistent with the theory of slack-ridden imperfect competition
suggesting that free entry always

results in the welfare improvement

outcome

(Selten , 1986).

3 Quality- Slack Analysis
Several reimbursement policies have been discussed

to avoid the treadmil

effect. The maximal number of treatments policy (involving quantity control) and the
point value guarantee policy (involving reimbursement price control) are proposed by

Benstetter and Wambach (2006). The former involves setting a reasonable quota for
total health care quantity, so we call it the reasonable quota policy. The latter could be
referred to as the case payment policy, which is a simplified form of the PPS. A
hybrid case of the reasonable quota policy and the case

expenditure target policy, meanng that

payment policy is the

a fixed quota of health care

assigned to be performed by each hospital at a fixed reimbursement payment

the reimbursement payment

(yP

(P)

wil be reduced up to a

services is
(P),

but

specific proportion

E (0 1)) if health care quantities are provided above the quota (Fan et al. 1998).
In this section ,

we perform a quality-slack analysis to compare the optimal

levels of quality and slack under the expenditue cap policy with those under these
three different reimbursement policies mentioned above , given the same level of total
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medical expenditures. Our comparisons have two important policy implications. First

the comparison of the optimal quality levels between two reimbursement policies can
be used to determine the difference in the beneficiary welfare
consumer surlus between two reimbursement

expenditure. Second ,

(the change of

policies), at that level of medical

the comparison of optimal managerial

slacks between" two

reimbursement policies allows us to explore production inefficiencies between two

reimbursement policies. It is the most reasonable objective for the governent to
choose a reimbursement policy that generates highest beneficiary welfare and lowest

production ineffciency. The quality-slack analyses performed in this section serve as
a theoretical foundation for the choice of reimbursement

policies. We star our

analyses with the reasonable quota policy.

(1) Reasonable Quota Policy

The reasonable quota policy sets a quota for each hospital , so the number of
health care services beyond this predetermined quota wil
governent. Suppose that the
the hospital' s

(18)

governent

not be remunerated by the

sets the quota for each hospital as

objective function becomes

Max U (Jr

SJ =

F(SJ S.

t.

Jr~

Similar to equation (7), equation

0 and

qi

(18) is a standard Kuhn- Tucker problem

which can be presented as maximizing the Lagrangian function below.
(19) L

, and

=(1+/L)Jr~ +F(S

where , superscript

)+t5(q- qJ,
indicates the reasonable quota policy.
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If 8 = 0

, then equation (19) is the same as equation (8). Hence , the reasonable

quota policy is

indistinguishable from the expenditure cap policy. To avoid this

matter , we only consider the case that the optimal level of quantity is higher than the
)0

predetermined quota

implies 8 = O. Solving the first-

8)0 0) since

order conditions for the utility maximization , which are

/ax

= 0 and

/as

= 0

the symmetric equilibrium of quality of care and managerial slack is given by:

(20) c(x R

(21) F

(S

1 + 17
(1

= 1 +

R'

where

1 +

0 which is the same as equation (11)

The marginal cost under a positive-profit condition is the same as equation (5),

while marginal cost under a zero-profit condition is reduced to
(22) MC

C(X

The subscript

in equations (20)-(22) indicates the symmetric equilibrium of

equation (18) (or equation (19)). Given equations (5), (9), (11), (14), and (20)-(22), we
are ready to prove the following proposition:
Proposition 3: Reasonable quota policy

Under the reasonable quota policy, if the hospital' s optimal level of quantity is above
. the quota set by the government

)0

q), the following conditions hold.

(3-A) Given the same global budget, the quality level obtained under the reasonable

quota policy is lower than the quality level obtained under the expenditure cap

6 See Appendix 4. 5 for detailed derivation.

-(

-(

:;

-(

-(

q).

-(

-(-(

q).
q).
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policy, while the slack level obtained under the reasonable quota policy is
higher than the slack level obtained under the expenditure cap policy. Namely,
G' and S

(3-B) When the hospital operates at a positive-profit

status,

the marginal cost is

upward sloping while health care provisions are below the quota (qi
However, the slope of marginal cost is zero when health care provisions are not
q). In addition,

less than the quota (qi

the slope of marginal cost under the

reasonable quota policy is lower than that under the expenditure cap

Namely, ifJr
(3- C) When

policy.

8MC
Os--(8MC

:;0,

then

profit status, the marginal cost is

the hospital operates at a zero-

downward sloping while health care provisions are below the quota (qi

However, the slope of marginal cost is zero which is higher than that under the

expenditure cap policy when health care provisions are not less than the quota
(qi

q). In addition,

the slope of marginal cost under

the reasonable quota

policy is lower than that under the expenditure cap policy while health care

provisions are below
8MC

8MC
-( 0

qR

Proof: See

Appendix 4.

at segment of q

Jr~ = 0

Namely, if

the quota (qi

8MC
q, and

8MC
= 0

then

at segment of
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Proposition (3- A) shows that given the same medical expenditure , the optimal

quality level under the expenditure cap policy is higher than that under the reasonable

quota policy. This result indicates that the imposition of a reasonable quota on the
GBPS makes the beneficiar

worse-off because quality

of care goes down. This is the

case especially when there is a health care shock such as an unexpected wave of

infuenza. In the case of limited quota, some patients may not be able to access health
care , and in tur quality of care is lower. Proposition (3- A) also shows that slack level

under the expenditure cap policy is lower than that under the reasonable quota policy.

The imposition of a reasonable quota on the GBPS actually reduces the competition
that exacerbates the technical inefficiency among hospitals.

The implications of Pproposition (3- B)-(3- C) can be ilustrated clearly by
Figure 4.2. As ilustrated in Figure 4.2 ,

The dashed lines

DB

and

BC

the hyperbolic curve is the fixed budget cure.

represent the marginal cost cure

cap policy, while the bold lines

under

the expenditue

represent the marginal cost cure

and

under

the reasonable quota policy. Suppose that the hospital is initially regulated by the
expenditure cap policy. If the governent tries to set a reasonable quota so that the
hospital can ear positive profits , then the quota should be set at somewhere on the
segment

DB

of the marginal cost curve , say

,,;,0 . The equilibrium

of quality wil

be

shifted back to the quality level generated by the setting of the quota, namely from
point B to point A. With the existence of the positive profits in the health care market

the slope of marginal cost cure

under

the reasonable quota policy is flatter than that

under the expenditue cap policy, implying that the increase of quality generates a

---- --------- -------------------------

)-
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higher marginal cost under expenditue cap policy than that under

quota policy. The intuition behind this condition
quality is

much stronger

the reasonable

is that the incentive to increase

under the expenditure cap policy than that under the

reasonable quota policy. Each hospital needs to increase quality of care to obtain a

larger share of revenue under the expenditue cap policy since the demand of each
hospital depends on its quality relative to the quality of its competitors. However, the

incentive to increase quality of care does not exist under the reasonable quota policy

since the demand of each hospital is restricted by a quota. The hospitals under the
expenditue cap policy are wiling to pay a higher cost to increase an additional level
of quality, resulting in a higher marginal cost per admission.

71)00

q7l=0

7r:; 0

MC

- 7r=0
PQ=E
71)00 71)00

Rx

71=0

71=0

Quality

Figure 4. 2: Reasonable Quota Policy
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Now, suppose that the governent' s goal is to avoid the treadmil effect in the

case of hospitals with zero profit , so the quota should be set at somewhere on the
segment

BC

of the marginal cost cure

7r=0' The

, say

treadmil effect

actually

implies that the cost-saving effect from slack reduction can offset the cost-increasing
effect from quality enhancement and the price- decreasing effect from the nature of a

fixed budget. The reasonable quota policy that restricts the quantity level to be less
than the optimal

quantity under the expenditure cap policy introduces

a higher

reimbursement price under the reasonable quota policy than that under the

expenditure cap policy. With zero-profit condition (the marginal cost equals to the
reimbursement price), a higher reimbursement price implies that the price- decreasing

effect is less severe when hospitals increase

their quality of care that drives the

reimbursement price down from an initial reimbursement price level. The cost-saving

effect wil be more effective to overcome the price- decreasing

effect under the

reasonable quota policy than that under the expenditue cap policy. As a result , given
the same quality level , the slope of marginal cost under the reasonable quota policy is

steeper than that under the expenditue cap

policy (see

and

). A steeper

marginal cost under the reasonable quota policy compared to the expenditue cap
policy leads the increase of quality level under the reasonable quota policy to meet

zero profits before the case under the expenditure

cap policy. Therefore ,

a lower

equilibrium of quality outcome is generated under the reasonable quota policy, which

contradicts a higher quality outcome suggested by Benstetter and Wambach (2006) if
the reasonable quota policy is used to avoid the treadmil effect.
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(2) Case Payment Policy

The case payment policy is the simplified form of the PPS where hospitals are
(P)

reimbursed by a fixed price

per case. Under the design of the case payment

policy, the profit of hospital

(23) Jrt =(

qi =(

C(X

is the fixed reimbursement price per admission.

where

in equation (23) as well as in equations (24)-(25) below indicates

Superscript

the case payment policy. The hospital's problem is to maximize its utility subject to
the positive profit constraint ,

which can be expressed

by equation (24) or the

Lagrangian fuction in the equation (25).

Jrt +F(S )

(24) Max U (Jrt ,

(25) L

Jrt

A)Jrt +F(S

= (1 +

Solving the

/ax

S. t.

first-order conditions for the utility maximization,

/as

= 0 and

= 0

, the symetric equilibrium

of

which are

quality of care and

managerial slack is given by:
(26) c(x F
1 + 17

(27) F ' (S

= 1 +

F'

where

0 which is the same as equation (11).

The marginal cost under positive profit condition is the same as equation (5),
while marginal cost under zero profit condition is reduced to

7 See Appendix 4. 7 for detailed derivation.
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(28) MC

in equations (26)-(28) indicates the symmetric equilibrium of

The subscript

equation (24) (or equation (25)). Given equations (5), (9), (11), (14), and (26)-(28), we
are ready to prove the following proposition:
Case

Proposition 4:

Payment Policy

(4-A) Given the same global budget,

the quality level obtained under the case

payment policy is higher than the quality level obtained under the expenditure

cap policy, while the slack level obtained under the case payment policy is
lower than the slack level obtained under the expenditure cap policy. However

the levels of quality and slack obtained under the expenditure cap policy wil

approach those obtained under the case payment policy when the number of

hospitals is large enough. Namely,
F ,:s G

and

x

)o x G and x

and

if n

F ifn

(4-B) When the hospital operates at a positive-profit status, the slope of marginal cost

curve under the case payment policy is positive and is higher than that under
BMC
the expenditure cap policy. Namely, If

7r; )0 0 ,

BMC
)0

then

)0 O.

(4- C) When the hospital operates at a zero-profit status, the slope of marginal cost

curve under the case payment policy is zero which is higher than that under the
expenditure cap policy. Namely, If trt
Proof: See Appendix 4.

BMC
= 0 ,

then

BMC
= 0)0
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There are two implications of Proposition (4- A). First , it shows that given the
same medical expenditure , the optimal quality level under the case payment policy is

higher than that under the expenditure cap policy, while slack level under the case
payment policy is lower than that under the expenditure cap. These conditions imply

that the PPS is superior to the GBPS in terms of quality enhancement and efficiency
improvement. These results are consistent with the findings from Mougeot and

Nagelen (2005), in which the PPS can reach the first- best allocation in terms of

optimal quality-enhancing and cost reducing efforts , but the GBPS can never induce

the first best allocation even if the global budget is set at the expenditure level that
generates the first- best

allocation.

Second , it indicates that the expenditue cap policy can actually induce hospitals

to achieve the same optimal quality level as the case payment policy as long as the
number of

hospitals becomes large. This condition indicates

that the

market

competition can serve as a mechanism that leads the performance of the GBPS (in
terms of optimal levels of quality and slack) to be as good as that of the PPS. Even

though our analyses (based on a fixed budget assigned by the governent) are not
necessarily comparable to the results

from Mougeot and Nagelen (based on the

general equilibrium model), our findings provide a possibility that the GBPS does not
necessarily result in a low quality of care compared to the PPS. We wil discuss this

point in Section 4.4.

The implications of Proposition (4- B)-( 4- C)
once again ,

are ilustrated in Figure 4. 3

the hyperbolic curve is the fixed budget cure.

The dashed

where

lines drawn in
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represent the marginal cost cure

AB andBC

for the marginal cost cure

under

the expenditure cap policy. As
is the

under case payment policy, the bold line

marginal cost if hospitals operate at a positive profit condition , while the bold line

is the marginal cost if hospitals operate at a zero profit condition. We assume

that the hospital is initially regulated

by the expenditure cap policy, and the

governent tries to implement the case payment policy. Given the same medical
expenditure between two policies , if there are excess profits in the health care market
under the

expenditure cap policy, hospitals wil operate somewhere on the
of the marginal cost cure.

segmentAB

However , the hospital' s

marginal cost cure

is steeper under the case payment policy than that under the expenditue cap policy
(see

and

B).

This condition is reasonable because the case payment policy

fully internalizes the admission cost so that hospitals wil

have an

incentive to treat a

patient at least cost , given any quality level. As a result , the hospital can provide a
higher quality of care at any fixed price level higher than the marginal cost under the

expenditue cap policy. If the number of hospitals is large ,

then the quality levels

between these two policies are not different where the equilibrium appears at point B.
The triangular shaded area

ABA in Figure 4. 3 describes this situation.

:: ' \/
'

...............
.. ............ ..............................
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Figure 4. 3: Case Payment Policy

Suppose that there is no excess profit in the health care market so

the

equilibrium under the expenditure cap policy appears at point C. With zero profit , the

marginal cost (sum of quality expense and slack) equals to the fixed price per case
under the case payment policy, showing that slack is reduced one- for-one to support a

higher level of quality under the case payment policy. As a result, a fixed price below

point C could be sustained under the case payment policy. The case payment policy

induces a higher level of quality than that under the expenditue cap policy. Now
consider that the market competition become more intense in the sense that the
number of hospitals becomes large. Under the expenditue cap policy, the market

*q+(y

(q)

q)
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competition may be able to force hospitals to leave the equilibrium point C towards
point C' (the equilibrium under the case

payment policy). Consequently, the cost-

saving effect from the reduction of slack dominates the cost- increasing effect from
the increase of quality and the pricing- decreasing effect from a fixed budget , resulting
in a positive profit

, and in tu , the upward sloping marginal cost appears again and

the new equilibrium wil

appear along the budget curve (hyperbolic curve).

process wil continue on to reach the

This

equilibrium C' (the equilibrium under the case

payment policy), describing that the GBPS wil

perform

just as well as the PPS in

terms of quality enhancement as long as the market competition is sufficiently high.

(3) Expenditure Target Policy
The expenditue target policy assigns a quota of health care services
which to reimburse hospitals at a fixed price

(say,

E (0

When the volume of health care

(P).

services exceeds the quota,

the price wil be

reduced for a certain proportion

1)). Under the design ofthis policy, the profit of hospital
lVi'

qi'

qi

-c

=(P- MCJ* q+(yPSuperscript

expenditue target policy. If

(qi -

here as well as in

qi

, if

Formally, the profit of hospital

= (1-

)oq

equations (29)-(31) below indicates

the

, the expenditure target policy is the same as the

case payment policy, to avoid this matter, we then

(29) Jrr

for

focus on the case of

is defined by
qi

M +(y

MCJ*

)o q .
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where

y)P

= (1-

and

E (0

The hospital' s problem is to maximize its utility subject

to the positive profit

constraint , which can be defined as equation (30) or the Lagrangian fuction in the
equation (31).
Jrr

(30) Max U;(Jrr

(31) L

= (1 +

T )Jrr

F(S

) S. t.

Jrr

F(SJ

Again , solving the first-order conditions for utility maximization
= 0,

and

/aX

= 0

the symmetric equilibrium of quality of care and managerial slack is

given by:

(32) C(X
1 + 17

(33) F ' (S

= 1 +

T'

where

0 is the same as equation (11).

The marginal cost under a positive-profit condition is the same as equation (5),

while marginal cost under a zero- profit condition is reduced to
(34) MC

- M
yP+-

The subscript

in equations (32)-(34) indicates the symmetric equilbrium of

equation (30) (or equation (31)). Given equations (5), (9), (11), (14), and (32)-(34), we
are ready to prove the following proposition:

8 See Appendix 4.

9 for detailed derivation.
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Proposition 5: Expenditure target policy

Under the expenditure target policy with a suffciently large number of

hospitals in

the health care market, if the hospital' s optimal level of quantity is above the quota

q), the following conditions hold

set by the government

(5-A) Given the same global budget, the quality level obtained under the expenditure

target policy is lower than the quality level obtained under the expenditure cap

policy, while the slack level obtained under the expenditure target policy is
higher than the slack level obtained under the expenditure cap policy. Namely,

and s

T as n

(5-B) When the hospital operates at a positive-profit

status,

the slope of marginal

cost curve under the expenditure target policy is positive and is lower than that

under the expenditure cap policy. Namely, If

8MC
7r; :; 0 ,

then

8MC

0..

as n

(5- C) When the hospital operates at a zero-profit

status

, the slope of marginal cost

curve under the expenditure target policy is negative but it is lower than that
under the expenditure cap policy as long as the share of expenditure beyond the

quota with respect to total budget is small enough.
8MC

8MC

r P( q T
.. 0

if
(E

Proof: See Appendix 4. 10.

is small constant.

Namely, if

7r; = 0 ,

then
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There are two implications from Proposition (5- A) in the case that market
competition is strong enough (the number of hospitals is large). First , the slack level

under the expenditue cap policy is lower than that under the expenditue target
policy. This condition indicates that the expenditue target policy will exacerbate the
technical inefficiency among hospitals. Second , given the same medical expenditure

the optimal quality level under the expenditure cap policy is higher than that under
the expenditue target policy. This condition implies that if the governent switches
their reimbursement mechanism from the expenditue cap policy

to the expenditure

target policy, the beneficiary welfare will be lower due to a lower quality of care
generated by the expenditue target policy.
Intuition behind these two implications is obvious. Under the expenditue target

policy, hospitals can independently choose quality and slack to maximize their utilty
due to no

limitation of total medical expenditure. The expenditure cap policy,

however , introduces competition into the health care market through fixing the total

medical expenditure. Therefore , the optimal quality level under the expenditure target

policy is more likely to be lower than that under the expenditure cap policy, while the

optimal slack level under the expenditure target policy is more likely to be higher
than that under the expenditure cap policy. Since the quantity depends on the quality

of care in the demand function (see equation (1)), the higher quality level generated

by the expenditue cap policy compared to the expenditure target policy implies that
the expenditue cap policy wil induce

hospitals to provide a higher quantity of care.

This finding is consistent with Fan et al. (1998) in which they prove that the optimal
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quantity under the expenditue cap policy is higher than the expenditue target policy

as long as number of providers is suffciently

high.

The implications of Propositions (5- B)-(5- C) can be ilustrated clearly by
Figure 4.4. As in the previous analyses , the hyperbolic curve is the fixed budget curve.
The dashed lines

AB

and

BC

represent the marginal cost curve under the expenditue

cap policy, while the bold linesA

' and

represent the marginal cost cure

under

the expenditue target policy. We assume that the hospital is initially regulated by the

expenditure cap policy, and the governent tries to implement the expenditure target

policy. If there are excess profits under the expenditure cap policy, hospitals wil
AB

operate somewhere on the segment

of the marginal cost cure , say equilibrium at

point B. However, the expenditue target policy yields a flatter marginal cost curve
'B

shown by the bold line

. This condition is reasonable since there is no incentive

for hospitals to increase quality to attract patients due to no limitation on the medical
expenditue. It follows that the hospital' s positive profit equilibrium appears at point

B' which is not restricted by the target expenditure level , determined by the quantity
level

"",0 . Hence ,

given the same medical expenditure , a lower quality of care is

generated under the expenditure target policy than under the expenditue cap

policy

(compare point B' with point B).

Now, suppose that the zero-profit equilibrium under the expenditue cap policy
appears at p ointC , and the governent attempts to use the expenditure target policy
to avoid the treadmil

effect. To make this policy effective ,

the price control

":: ''

'\'''''

:,

........ ................"\' ''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''

....
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implemented by the expenditue target policy should include the equilibrium price at

point C. This condition means that the target expenditure determined by the quantity
level (

,,=0 )

is lower than the quantity level provided under the expenditue cap policy.

q7Z:;O

7Z:;O """

r P

q7Z=O
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8"'''''''''''''''''''''''''''
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Figure 4. 4: Expenditure Target Policy

Let the penalty pnce

condition (i.

(r P

7Z=o )

be the price at point C. With zero- profit

, price equals to marginal

cost), the equilibrium price under the

expenditue target policy is higher than that under the expenditure cap policy. This

condition is shown by equation (34). A higher reimbursement price implies that the
price- decreasing effect is less severe when hospitals increase their quality of care that

drives the reimbursement price down from an initial reimbursement price level. As a

;:

;:
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result , the cost-saving effect from slack reduction wil

be more

effective to overcome

the price- decreasing effect from a fixed budget under the expenditure target policy

than that under the expenditure cap policy. Thus , given the same quality level , the

slope of marginal cost under the expenditure target policy is steeper than that under

). A steeper marginal cost under the

and

the expenditure cap policy (see

expenditure target policy compared to the expenditue cap policy leads the increase of

quality level under the expenditure target policy to meet zero profits before the case
under the expenditue cap policy. Therefore , a lower equilibrium of quality outcome

is generated under the expenditure target policy.

4.4 Policy implications

In order to obtain a full pictue for the choice of policy, we sumarize our
results of Propositions 2- 4 in Table 4.

Table 4. 1: Policy Implications

Beneficiary Welfare
(Quality of Care)

Reasonable Quota

Policy

Case Payment
Policy

Expenditue Target
Policy
Expenditure Cap
Policy

x F

Production Effciency
(Managerial Slack)

R ..x

R ;:s

Patients are worse-off.

Efficiency deterioration

G; x

X F

as

Patients are better-off.
as

Patients are worse-off
Benchmark (

F ..S

as

Efficiency improvement
G ..

as

Effciency deterioration
Benchmark ( s G )

Subscripts
, T and G in this table represent the Reasonable Quota Policy, the Case Payment
Policy, the Expenditue Target Policy, and the Expenditure Cap Policy, respectively.
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According to Table 4. , the expenditure cap policy is superior to the reasonable

quota policy and the expenditure target policy in term of higher quality of care and
lower production inefficiency. This result is obvious. The expenditure cap policy

introduces a competitive environment through a fixed budget , from which hospitals

derive their revenues based on the fee- for-service. However , the reasonable quota
policy hinders this competitive environment by distributing the same share of revenue

to each hospital due to a predetermined quota. As for the expenditure target policy, it

does not restrict the medical expenditue even though its design
price- quantity

control. Therefore ,

is involved with

hospitals can independently perform their utility

maximization under the expenditure target policy. A lower quality of care and a

higher managerial slack are chosen to obtain a higher level of hospital utility.

Suppose that the governent's

concern

is to maximize the beneficiary welfare

and the hospital production efficiency for a given medical expenditue. The case

payment policy should be the choice to satisfy this requirement since it generates the
highest quality and lowest slack among these four reimbursement policies. However

health economists have become aware of some unintended consequences following

the US Medicare launch of the PPS (case payment policy) during the 1980s. For
instance , the phenomena of cream skimming (over-provision of services to low-cost

patients), skimping (the under-provision

of service to high-cost

patients), and

dumping (the explicit avoidance of high- cost patients) under the case payment policy,

are well documented in the literature (Ells and McGuire ,
Donaldson and Gerard ,

1988 ,

Ells ,

1998 , and

2005 for an overall review). To avoid these adverse effects

))-
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under the case payment policy, detailed knowledge of each hospital' s practice is
required , which may result in an extremely high monitoring cost. In addition , if we
consider a

dynamic setting

of hospital behavior , hospitals

may fear fallng

reimbursement price (fixed price) in the future period. As a result, the case payment

policy may induce hospitals to increase their quantity of health care services

in the

present period in order to hedge against decreased payment in the future.
Compared to the case payment policy, the expenditure

cap policy has the

advantage of lower administration cost because the governent mainly manages the

total health care spending rather than numerous hospital practices. In addition , the
expenditure cap (budget) is adjusted by an appropriate negotiation with health care
professionals , providers , and the governent. The inverse relationship between price
and quantity implemented by a fixed budget avoids the hospital' s adverse- dynamic

behavior. Most important of all , our model shows that the expenditure cap policy can

approach any level of quality obtained under the case payment policy as long as the

number of hospitals is large enough (see Proposition 4). In fact , we can establish a
stronger result that there is no difference in social welfare level between the PPS and

the GBPS if the number of hospitals is suffciently large. To show this point, the
social welfare fuctions conditional upon the expenditure

for the GBPS and the

PPS are defined as follows:
XG E

(35JSW

dx+n(7Z G +F(S

(Expenditure cap policy)

))-
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FE
(36) SW

dx

n(n F

(Case payment policy)

F(S F

Note that the integration par in

equations (35)-(36) represents the beneficiary

welfare. This is relevant because patients '

price inelastic demand is replaced by a

pseudo price elastic demand once the governent assigns an expenditue cap on the
hospital sector. The difference of social welfare between these two policies is

(37) MW

dx- n(n G +F(S

=SW

F -

F(S

Now , we are ready to give the following proposition:

Proposition 6: Social welfare difference between PPS and GBPS
Given the same global budget,

the expenditure cap policy induces the same social

welfare outcome as the case payment policy as long as the number of hospitals are
sufciently large. Namely,

MW FG

SW F

~ 0

as long as n

00.

Proof: See Appendix 4. 11.

Many theoretical studies indicate that the PPS (the case payment policy) can
achieve the first- best outcome which is the maximal social welfare level determined
by the first-best allocation in terms of optimal quality-enhancing

and cost-reducing

efforts. For example , Ma (1994) and Chalkley and Malcomson (1998) prove that the
first best outcome can be reached by the PPS as long as a lump-sum transfer between

hospitals and the governent is allowable. Building their model based on Ma (1994)

and Chalkley and Malcomson (1998), Mougeot and Naegelen (2005) show that the
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PPS can induce hospitals to reach the first best allocation but hospitals wil never
choose the first best allocation under the GBPS (expenditure cap policy), even if the

budget is set at first best level of expenditue. The policy implication from this result
is that the GBPS involves an inefficient allocation and a level of welfare lower than in

the case of the PPS. This implication is reasonable because Mougeot and Naegelen
utilize a general equilibrium model to analyze hospital behavior. Under the GBPS , the

hospital sector (all hospitals as a whole) wil benefit most by a decrease in the quality

of care that reduces the demand and increases the reimbursement payment. Since
hospitals have dominant information of quality of care , the beneficiary (patients) only

can choose a lower quality level, given hospital indifferent utility cure with a higher
hospital utility level , which causes a lower social welfare outcome.
Although Mougeot and Naegelen

s theoretical analyses are thoughtful and

logical , it is diffcult for us to understand why there is no mechansm that allows the

GBPS to reach the social optimal outcome if the global budget is optimally designed.

The welfare analysis in Proposition 6 shows that the GBPS wil perform just as well
as the PPS due to no difference in social welfare level when the number of hospitals

is large enough. Therefore , market competition is the mechanism that enables the
GBPS to reach the welfare level generated by the PPS. Note that our welfare analysis
in Proposition 6 belongs to a parial

equilibrium model in the sense that the

beneficiary welfare (social welfare) is conditional on a fixed budget assigned by the
governent. Our model ,

however , is relevant to address whether the GBPS can reach

the social optimal outcome because choosing an expenditure cap is equivalent to
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choosing a

peculiar patient utility fuction in

the sense

that the governent's

objective usually coincide with the beneficiar (patients). In addition , our model is

closer to the real world since

the most reasonable goal for the

governent is to

maximize the social welfare based on its spending. Therefore , we conclude that if the

PPS can reach the social optimal welfare level at a certain expenditure level , then the
GBPS can approach that welfare level at the same expenditue according

model. The policy implication from our model suggests

that the

to our

GBPS is not

necessarily inferior to the PPS from a social welfare perspective.

5. Summary
The Global Budget Payment System (GBPS) is a reimbursement system which

fixes medical expenditure for a given period. Many European countries

as well as

Canada and Taiwan have adopted this payment system to reimburse hospitals for the

purose of controllng medical cost as well as increasing competition in the health
care market. Although it is widely used around the world to

regulate hospital

reimbursement , theoretical analyses to model hospital behavior under the GBPS are
rare in the literature.

Fan et al. (1998) compare the quantity of health care services between the
expenditure cap policy and the expenditure target policy. They show that the quantity

of health care services under the expenditure cap policy is higher than that under the

expenditue target policy, and that price wil approach marginal cost as the number of

hospitals becomes larger under the expenditure cap policy. Mougeot and
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Naegelen (2005) utilize a two-stage model to characterize the optimal expenditue

cap policy from a social welfare prospective. They conclude that the first-best
outcome that can be reached by the PPS , wil never be achieved under the GBPS even

if the global budget is set at first best level

of expenditure.

The treadmil effect

describing that the physician wil provide more service in response to the decline of
price due to the nature of the fixed budget , is modeled by Benstetter and

Wambach (2006). They suggest that the treadmil effect wil

cause a lower

quality of

care , and that some coordination mechanisms are necessary to avoid this potential

adverse effect. The conclusions derived from these studies are based on the implicit

assumptions that hospitals operate at technical effciency and that their objective is
profit maximization.

The assumptions

that

hospitals seek profit maximization and operate at

technical efficiency have been challenged in the literatue

(Lee , 1971 ,

Frech , 1976

Pope , 1989 , Zweifel and Breyer, 1997). Following doubt cast upon such assumptions

by the literature , we investigate hospital behavior by incorporating technical
inefficiency (measured by managerial slack) into our model. Our study is in the line
with Pope (1989) and is also supported by the behavioral theory of firms in the field
of industry organization

(Stiglitz and Mathewson ,

behavior in the aspects of the optimal

1986).

We analyze hospital

levels of quality and slack under the four

reimbursement policies , which are the expenditue cap policy, the reasonable quota
policy, the case payment policy, and the expenditure target policy.
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Our model shows that the case payment policy induces the highest quality of
care and the lowest managerial slack. This result is consistent" with the result

in

Mougeot and Naegelen (2005) that the PPS can reach the first- best allocation.

addition , the expenditure cap policy is superior to the expenditure target policy as
well as the reasonable quota policy in terms of higher

quality level and lower

managerial slack. Based on our model , the quantity is positively related to the quality
level. With the number of hospitals being sufficiently large in the market , our finding,
higher quality level under the expenditue cap policy compared to the expenditue

target policy, equates with higher quantities under the expenditure cap policy than

that under the expenditue target policy. This finding coincides

with the prediction

from Fan et al. (1998).

Mougeot and Naegelen (2005) prove that the expenditure cap policy is inferior
to the ca,se payment policy due to a failure of obtaining the first best outcome even if

the budget is set at the first- best level of expenditue. We argue that there must be a

mechansm , leading the expenditure cap policy to reach the first best outcome. To
elucidate our argument , two indicators of competition , the number of hospitals and
the mobility of patients , are introduced in our model. We show that if the number of

hospitals becomes sufficiently large , the expenditure cap policy can approach

any

levels of quality and slack generated by the case payment policy, and in turn the
social welfare level obtained from the expenditue cap policy is indistinguishable

from that obtained from the case payment policy. Policy implication obtained from
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our model suggests that the GBPS is not necessarily inferior to the PPS , which is in
contrast with the policy implication obtained from Mougeot and Naegelen (2005).

Furhermore , we investigate whether the treadmil effect is

an adverse effect

that sacrifices the quality of care when it appears. We show that the treadmil effect

not only results in quality enhancement and efficiency improvement, but also could
generate an outcome of social welfare improvement as long as both the number of

hospitals and the mobility of patients are suffciently large. Our result serves as a
counter-example in contrast with Benstetter and Wambach (2006) who suggest that
the treadmil effect very often leads to a lower quality of care.
Many studies put forward skeptical views on whether the GBPS could control

medical cost without sacrificing the quality of care within a health

care system.

Nevertheless , the theoretical analyses performed in this chapter provide a theoretical

foundation that responds to two recent criticisms of the GBPS in the literature: First

the GBPS is inferior to the PPS (Mougeot and Naegelen , 2005); Second , the GBPS

results in a lower quality of care (Benstetter and Wambach , 2006). Based on our
theoretical analyses , we find those criticisms to be unfounded. Since the predictions

in our model are quite different from those in the existing literature , it leaves open an
interesting subject on empirically testing whether the GBPS is inferior to the PPS in

terms of quality of care and production efficiency.
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5. Conclusion and Discussion

The main objective of this dissertation is to evaluate various types of health
care policies corresponding to

three different underlying relationships:

(1) the

relationship between consumers and providers , (2) the relationship between

consumers and payers (the governent in the NHI system), and (3) the relationship
between providers and payers (the governent in the NHI system). Based on this

framework , the major contributions of this disserttion are sumarized as follows:
In Chapter 2 ,

we utilize the hurdle count

data models to investigate the

underlying relationship between consumers and providers. The most recent

co-

payment policy under Taiwan s National Health Insurance (NHI) is evaluated from a

social welfare perspective. This is the first attempt to estimate the potential welfare

loss due to the implementation of the NHI as well as the first trial to evaluate

co-

payment policy from a social welfare perspective. We demonstrate that the new co-

payment policy is unikely to change the patient' s care seeking behavior , and then
estimate the potential welfare loss. Our empirical results suggest that the co-payment

policy is effective in reducing the financial burden ofNHI in the short ru,

but

it may

have a potentially harmful effect on social welfare in the long run.
In Chapter 3 ,

we utilize the nested multinomial logit model to investigate

the

impact of the user fees on the choice of health care under Taiwan s National Health
Insurance (NHI). The policy

simulations of welfare effects and pricing-out effects

include two of the most recent health care policies in Taiwan , the new co- payment
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policy (enacted on July, 15 ,

2005), and the new premium policy for the second

generation NHI (stil in the planing stage). This is the first research done on these
policies. Policy implications obtained from our simulation results address the need for

attention to the NHI design that considers an adequacy of insurance coverage and an
incorporation ofthe private insurance sector into Taiwan s health care system.
In Chapter 4 ,

we analyze hospital competition under the Global

Budget

Payment System. The emphasis in this chapter is to compare optimal levels of quality

and managerial slack among four different reimbursement policies at the same level

of medical expenditues , which are the expenditure cap policy, the reasonable quota

policy, the case payment policy, and the expenditure target policy. The theoretical

model derived from this chapter shows that the case payment policy induces the
highest quality of care and the lowest managerial slack , and that quality of care and
managerial slack determined by the expenditure cap policy can approach the optimal

levels. of quality and slack generated by the case payment policy if the number of
hospitals becomes large. Therefore , we conclude that there is little difference between

the case payment policy and the expenditure cap policy in terms of social welfare if
competition among hospitals is sufficiently high.

In addition , the treadmil effect , meaning that the hospitals wil

provide

more

health care services with a lower reimbursement payment due to a fixed budget , is
also analyzed from a social welfare perspective. We show that market competition
measured by the number of hospitals , and the mobility of patients , is the mechanism
that leads hospitals to increase quality of care and to decrease managerial slack under
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the Global Budget Payment System. It follows that the treadmil effect is the social

welfare improvement outcome. Two policy implications are obtained from the
theoretical analyses in this chapter. First , the Global Budget Payment System (the
expenditue cap policy) can perform just as well as the Prospective Payment System
(the case payment policy). Second , the Global Budget Payment
expenditure cap policy) is not

results are in

System (the

necessarily related to a lower quality of care. Our

contrast with two recent theoretical

studies ,

Mougeot and

Naegelen (2005), and Benstetter and Wambach (2006) modeling health care provider
behavior under the Global Budget Payment System.

The research in this dissertation can be extended in three ways. First ,

the

empirical studies in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 are based on a cross-sectional data set

that does not allow us to observe the preference of patients and the preference of
providers over time. Lacking information on both patients ' and providers ' preferences
over time , our empirical studies are not able to measure the hidden actions such as
adverse selection , and physician- induced demand. Hidden actions by

moral hazard ,

either patients or providers wil have a great impact on health care utilization , and
hence ,
Chapter 3.

have a significant influence on our welfare
In

futue research ,

analyses in Chapter 2

and

panel data analyses based on cross-sectional and time

series data would help us not only to identify the change of demand for health care
due to hidden actions but also to estimate the long term impact of hidden actions on
social welfare.
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Second , the predictions derived from our theoretical model in Chapter 4 depar

from existing literature that models hospital behavior

under the Global Budget

Payment System. Our results leave open the possibility of empirically testing whether

the Global Budget Payment System is inferior to the Prospective Payment System in

terms of quality of care and production efficiency. This can be done either by
applying the Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) together with some truncated types

of regression analyses or by directly implementing the Stochastic Frontier Analysis
(SFA) based on the estimation of a stochastic frontier of production fuction.

Finally, the theoretical model presented in Chapter

4

concentrates on hospital

competition under the Global Budget Payment System. The competition among

physicians is not included in our analyses. Modeling physician behavior with the socalled target income hypothesis under the Global Budget Payment System is the

possible research area in the future.
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Appendices
Appendix 2. 1: Lemma
in Figure

Lemma: price elasticity at point B equals to price elasticity at pint

Proof:
lemma

To prove this

we first show that Price elasticity at point B equals

Suppose that a consumer faces the demand as shown by Figure 2. A.l.
(Pc!

equilibrium be at point B

and

Q(:).

BPc!

R.Pc! Pc! P

p,f

E B

OPc!

Q::

Q(:

Q(:

r Qo

Pc! P

Pc! P

r P

o ------------

Q(:
Fgure 2. A.l:

and then

Suppose that price goes up to

quantity goes down to QI . The price elasticity at point B is defined as

Q(:

Let the original

Elasticity of

Demand (1)

Pc! P
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In

order to show this

lemma we modified Figure 2. 3 as shown by Figure 2. A.2

below.
Since

implies that the price elasticity at point C to be

an c -

Note that

Qi:

Qi:

Therefore

Qi:

c. QED.

Qi:
Figure 2. A.2: Elasticity of Demand (2)
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Appendix 2. 2: Additional Tables

Visit Frequency
843
79.
101
9.
44
4.
31
2.
9
0.
14
7 0.
Over
9
1063
Total
Mean 0.

Table 2. A.l: Sample Frequency Distribution of Number of Ambulatory Visits
Percent (%)

1.32
0.38

0.47
0.47
100

Variance

5.23
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Table 2. A.2:Estimation Results for Four count data models(Equations (6) and (9))
Variable

Poisson Model
Poisson

Constant

Negbin Model
Negbin
0.278082
0.39)

584954
(0.43) c

Price

VSQ

000211
(0. 96)
010217

(1.9)
SF-

Age
Sex

026414
94)**
002896
(0. 68)
0.460389
14)*

Family Size

050328

Education

076132
4.16)**
266634
(1.20)
533774
(1.68)
040588

1.9)
SHI

Income

11)

Dispersion
Sample

LogL

Hurdle Model

Probit Model
(1)
39220
3.46)**

1063
1366.

LR test

Truncated Poisson
(2)
3.27904
(13. 51)**

Truncated
Negbin (3)

00988

(-.41)
000161

000148

000075
(0.44)
010806
(1.23)
023045
08)**
010994
(2. 33)*
0.423681
2.42)*
060383
1.23)
069345
4.14)**
0.440440
(2. 20)*
806098
(3. 65)**
0.315566
(0. 94)
5.31881
(9. 35)

000017
0.11)
013048
(2. 76)**
009008
08)**
006412
(2. 72)**
0.151715
1.68)
025798
1.04)
033208
83)**
0.381918
(3. 83)**
290616
(2. 63)**
248201

(1.1)

(1.82)
0.482816
63)**

1063
892. 742
946. 58**

1063
509. 754

220
498.297

14)*

(0. 80)

010020
97)**
017008
83)**
003363
06)*
391893
17)**
034131
10)*

030200
82)**
0.324988
52)**
156541

07%

019755
(1.97)*
024184
31)**
016335
(3. 16)**

042979
23)
058838
1.06)
042026
69)**
0.448668
(2. 08)*
804186
(3. 83)**
1.03701
(3.15)**
26084
(12. 76)**
220
358. 024
280. 55**
162. 82**

87.43**

Wald test
LR test
g Hausman

715. 96**

49. 93**

951.09**

668. 00**

(1)+(2) is the estimation results for Poisson hurdle model , and (1)+(3) is the estimated results for Negbin
hurdle model.
Sample mean of price is used to correct missing price data.
asymptotic Z score is in the parenthesis , and asterisks indicate significance at 1% level (** ), and 5%

C The

level (*
LR tests for testing

Wald tests for testing

LR test for testing

g Hausma,n test for testing

H 0

: Poisson Type Model

vs

H A

Negbin Type Model.

Poisson Type Model vs Negbin Type Model.
Non- Hurdle

Model vs

: Hurdle Model.

Negbin (Poisson) Model vs Trucated Negbin (Poisson) Model.
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Table 2. A.3: Calculation for Parameters Identification

Price
Ex ante
Policy

Quantity
Q;: =15. 012

=257.

This figure is obtained by our sample.

This figure is computed by using statistics
data from governent statistics.
In 2004 , the total of number ambulatory
visits is 332 282 090 (Deparent of
Health , 2005b). At the same time , around
134 270 persons were covered by the

Ex post

Policy

NHI (Bureau of National Health Insurance
2005b). The average number of ambulatory
visits is 15. 012 (;:332 282 090/22 134 270).
=14. 930
O=293.
The price change due to the new coThis figure is obtained by our sample.
payment policy is defined as
jjo =
o =3 5 . , equivalent to a
The increase in co-payment fees due to this new
Policy
Ex ante
co-payment policy is added into the patient' s out- 13. 65 % increase in the
price.
of-pocket payment without considering the case
of referral. Based on our calculation , the average The quantity change due to the new coout-of-pocket payment per visit wil increase by payment policy is defined as
M.
L'Qo = Q;: 13. 65%= M

o
.
I - 16
pO

Thus

1+

: Ll
A

L'P *
j P

;:0
-

pO

(1.365)* 257. 95=293.

0398

and

M=

0I
M_

=13. 65%

Q;: =15. 012;

L'Qo = Q;: - Q
=0. 0398*13. 65% *15. 012=0. 082

Without
p! =1011.08
Insurance Full price=OOP+ reimbursement payment per

95

visit=257. 95+753. 13.
OPP=

=257.

Q;=13. 267
The price change due to the NHI is defmed
as

L'pR

a 291. 97
price.

pt=753.
% increase in the

equivalent to
Ex ante

Policy

Reimbursement payment=753. 13 is computed by

using statistics data from governent statistics. The quantity change due to the NHI is
defined as
In 2004 , around 22. 134 milion people were
L'QM
covered under NHI (Bureau of National Health
= Q;: - Q;
Insurance , 2005b), around NT $250. 25 bilion
L'p
M = ;:0
Q;,
were spent on ambulatory care (Bureau of
= Qi/ QM
National Health Insurance , 2005a), the average
outpatient visit number was 15. 012 for each
and
person per year (computed from Departent of
0398 LlpR =291.97 %
Health , 2005a and Bureau of National Health
Insurance , 2005b). Thus , the average
012
reimbursement payment for ambulatory care per Q;: =15.
L'rf =CZvisit was NT $753.
(;:50250/(22. 134* 15. 0 12)).
=0. 0398*291. 97%* 15. 012;:1. 745

p/
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Table 2. A.4: Calculation of Welfare Effects for Policy Simulation
Variable

Welfare Effects
All Population Covered

(1)= L1p

Individual Level
(per visit)
NT$753.13
(1011.08-257. 95)
=257.
Po' =1011.08;

Expected reduction of
ambulatory visits per

081578 visit
=0. 0398*13. 65% *15. 0121

Total ambulatory care
expenditure in 2004

o *

(2)= L1Qo

; =0. 0398;

pO

TP

=13. 65%

Apo

=15. 0121

Expected total expenditue saved
(3)= I1S =
I1pR
I1Qo

% of total reduction of
(4)=(3)7(1)
Welfare Loss Triangle
I1p

(5)= L

I1QM

% of Welfare Loss Triangle as
total ambulatory care
expenditure (6)= (5)7(1)
Expected reduction of Welfare

Loss Triangle
(7)=
!!L

!!Qo

!!Qo

- h *

Loss Triangle (8)=(7)7(5)
Gross Welfare Gain (9)= (3)+(7)
+ !!S

Gross Welfare Loss (Consumer
Surlus Loss)

ACS=

tJ

+ "Y

Welfare Ratio (11)=(10) 7(9)

(l1)=I1L 7!!W
Net Welfare (12)= (9)-(10)

(12)=
!!W

!!L

(61.44 *22 134 279* 15. 0 121)
(L1p *27 106 885)
16%
(20 414 876 561 250 250 000 000)

NT$218 331 164 803
(657. 07* TP

NT$60.

NT$19 937 657 487
(60. 00* TP

- 0. 5 *

!!po

!!Qo

(753. 13- 0.5*35. 21)*
081578

+ !!S -

!!CS

=(657.07*22 134 279* 15. 0 121)
87.25 %
(218 331 164 803 250 250 000 000)

(60. 00*22 134 279* 15. 0 121)

=35.21

13%
=(60.
657. 07)
NT$121.44
(61.44+60. 00)
NT$527.
+0. 5* A(t)
(tJ
=35.21 * (14. 930+0. 5*0. 081

(10)=

TP

NT$657.
(0. 5*753. 13*1.745)
=753. 13; I1QM =1.745
L1l!R
87.25 %
(657.
753.13)

L1p
% of total reduction of Welfare

(9)= !!L

(61.44*

(61.44 753. 13)

(!!pR

!!pR

=Total population covered
= 22 134 270 (BNHI , 2005b )
=15. 0121

(DoH , 2005a , BNHI , 2005b).
NT $20 414 876 561

NT $61.44
=(753. 13*0. 081578)

16%

ambulatory care expenditue

106 885 visits
(0. 081578*
TP

(0. 081578*22 134 270* 15. 0121)

year(L1Qo

L1p

NT$250 250 000 000
(BNHI , 2005a )

578)
=14. 930
4.34
(527.14 121.44)
NT$- 405.
(121.44- 527.14)

13%
(19 937 657 487 218 331 164 803)
NT$40 352 534 048
(20 414 876 561 + 19 937 657 487)
NT$175 160 119 318
(527. 14* TP

(527. 14 *22 134 279* 15. 0 121)

4.34
352 534 048)
(175 160 119 318
NT$- 134 807 585 270
(40 352 534 048- 175 160 119 318)
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Appendix 3. 1 Empirical Results for MNL Model
Table 3 . A.l : MNL Estimation Result

Consumption

Clinic
(2)
0.313986E-

Consumption

0.291209E-

(0.4 7)
Square -

Non-monetary
Cost
SF-

Age
Sex

Education
SHI

Constant
Log- Likelihood
Samples

(0. 18)
1.30218
2.16)**
020455
1.40)
573471
(1.04)
860040
2.14)**
015191

(0.35)
1.78014
(4. 09)***
916417
(0. 98)
323.427
263

District

Regional

Hospital (3)
0.313986E(0.47)
0.291209E(0. 18)
1.30218
16)**
050772
88)***
536268
(0. 75)
0.330810
60)
00554915
(0. 09)
1.09458
(1.80)*
1.22619
(1.22)
323.427
263

Hospital (4)

313986E(0.47)
0.291209E(0. 18)
1.30218
16)**
038225
1.70)*
1.19943
(0. 98)
0.278590
0.43)
026637
(0.29)
1.47130
(1. 29)
187111
(0. 09)
323.427
263

Academic
Center (5)
0.313986E(0.4 7)

291209E(0.18)
1.30218
16)**

030606
1.94)*
1.21015
(2. 06)**

222686
0.46)
023854
(0.49)
1.34722
(2. 59)***
799965
(0. 73)
323.427
263

The asymptotic Z score is in the parenthesis , and asterisks indicate significance at 1% level (*** ), 5%
level (** ), and 10% level(*

)-

) !!
= +
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Appendix 4. 1: The quality elasticity of demand
This section derives equation (3) in the text.

From equations (1) and (2) in the text , we have

In(A/n)

(AI) lnq, ~

:qi

(A2)

In

i=

(13

1)1n(t,X; J

(P

i =a 1+(13-

1)

1)

j=1

j=1

= 0).

where , we assume Coumot competition among hospitals

At a symmetric equilibrium (

(A3)

17 =

for all

and)), we have

which is the equation (3) in the text.

a(l-

Appendix 4. 2: Kuhn- Tucker conditions for the Expenditure Cap Policy
The hospital' s problem:

F(SJ S.

Max UJ!r

t.

The Lagrangian for this problem is equation (8) in the text.
= (1 +

A)((P - C(X

ax

)* qi

)+ F(S

8x

8qi

8L

. 8x

-=(1+A) P- C(XJ- i -+qi --- C (X
8L

=(I+A)

8P
P+

8qi

qi -C(XJ-

8P 8qi

) +F

(SJS

8q

)qi +F (S

ax;

8qi

;=_

+.;)

,"

)q;
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(XJ-

=(1+..)((P(1+

8P

where

.P

(I+

8x

; =x

qG, andVs

Vq;

(S

)h- c(x

c(x

/7;

.x

, and 17; =

Ata symmetric equilibrium

(A4)

7i -c(xJ)+F (SJ

1-

G17

1+..

The complementary slackness condition for

c(x

8L

(AS)

(l

t(P

)n -c(x

G'7(I-

JJ=0

-=-(1+..)q; +F (S

(S G

(A6J

" is imposed due to the assumption S G ;: 0 .

where

1 +

The complementar slackness

condition for s G

is

)-(1+..))=O

(A7)

This condition implies that either s G = 0 or
any ofthese cases ,

that wil eliminate s

' (S

= 1 +

or both , at an equilibrium. In

G'

G from equation (A4) for

Thus , (A4) can be

written as

c(x

(A8)

(1 +

1 + 17

= 0 is infeasible since " " wil not hold. Thus , we have equation (9) in the text.
Equation (A 7) implies that
' (S

= 1

, if

7Z( ;: 0

G ;: 0 since we assume that

(0)

1 and

" (S

186

= 0 for s G .

= 0 , we solve

If 7r

c(x

((P

Namely,

:: s G

17c;

c(x

=

:; 0 which is the equation (13) in the text.

1 + 17

" (S

(0) 2: 1 and

:: 0 ensure s G :; 0

Appendix 4. 3: Proof for Proposition 1

- :;08a
- 8n 8a
8a:;0;8n

(I-A) To prove -

(l-

an

:; 0;

I)

1 +

17

17

1+17

8a

:; 0

, we have

Differentiate equation (10) with respect to

1+17

G 8qG ax
8qG 8x G 8a

After doing some algebra , we reach

8a

I+c;

17
8a

1 + 17

8P
-( 0 ;

8qG
8a

J/(

1+17

17

817

8q
817 1 + 17

:; 0 ::

8qG ax

1+17

1-

1-

fJ

:; 0 :: G :; 0

= (1 + 17 Y

G :; 0

:; 0

QED.
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(I-

II)

Differentiate equation (10) with respect to

an
(I-

(1 +
afJ

Ak

+ 1

:; 0

we have

afJ

c;)17

1 + 17 1 + 17

Ak

c;)e

a(l- fJXl

c;2

:; 0

QED.

(1 + 17 Y

aa

III)

,0;

Take natue log on both sides of equation (12), we have

(A9) ln

o +

= lns

lnqG
and

Total differentiate equation (A9) with respect to

After doing some algebra , we have

aa
(l- IV)

!S

aa an

aqG ax

,0.

qG ax

!S

aqG ax

qG ax

-,0
as

we have

Differentiate equation (13) with respect to

G aqG
aa

aa

Smceaa

1 + 17

l-

17

1 + 17

1 + 17

,0
aqG

(1 + 17 )2

0;

1-1 -

- 1
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fJ

)J(
- 1
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::G

ax

0 :: G

,0 ::

,0

QED.
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-,0
~=o

(I- V) (e)

as

we have

Differentiate equation (13) with respect to

aS~=

G aqG aX

an

an

fJ)
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n n

Since
an

1 + 17

,0
aqG
(I-

B)

0;

:: G
1 + 17

(1 + 17 Y

an
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0 :: G 6 ' 0 ::

,0
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(l- C) To prove
(I-

)J( aqG ax an f

1 + 17

1 + 17
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G aX

aMC
I)

QED.

is done directly from equation (12).

qG

0 if

aMC

:; 0

if 7r i

=0.

:; 0

Prom equation (12), we have the following relation
afJ

G - sG

-

Take natue log on both sides , we have

In(S ) = In(s ) + In

Thus

aMC

as

afJ In(x

as c(x
ac(x

afJ:;

ac(x

, smce

C(X

G ac(x )

c(x

1=G

1/13).

:; -

aMC

(Y

c(x

(l-

G s

-1S
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aMC
II)

aMC

1 ::

(Y

:;1

Since
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c(x
(Y:;--

+(Y

C(X

f (Y

))

:; ::

C(X
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E Q =

))-

:; -

:; 0

QED.

E Q.

= 0

,0 if

Prom equations (14), we have
MC

Hence
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ac(x

aMC

aqG

aqG ax

,0
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aqG
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,0 and

:; O.
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Appendix 4.4: Proof for Proposition 2
According to equation (17), we define the following equation.
= x
MW

SWn

+l

a/3

c E
Let

f--

Let

dx

(7r

1-

* (7r

By Taylor expansion

(S

F(S)

F(S B ))- (n

+ 1)F(S )J = H

l-a/3

be the welfare change faced by consumer.

* + 1

)F(S J be the welfare change faced by hospitals.

F(S B ))- (n

(7r

3 =

(7r B

afJ
(n

F(S B

Note that

where

dx

:/3

+ 1)F(S

)J,

(7r

F(S B

(S c ) )

F(S

(SJ(S

SJ, where

let S

F(S

))-

::

:;
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F(S

F(S

F(S
=(S

Hence

3 ,n

where

)(S B

SJ- (I+AXS
(7r B

SJ- F(S
SJ,S

)(S

E=H

1+17,

l-

1+17,

l-

Now , we compare H
-afJ

x1-

Namely,

with

afJ

Let h

17

1- l.

l-

and

1 + 17 '

afJ

1 -

If

+S

-

~ 00 , then 17 ,

1-

~ l.

l-

00 ::

l-

1+17,

Now, let
Since h

~0

(7r B

F(S

' 0 as

Therefore , if

and

SWn

:: Treadmil

00

00 and

as

Note that

MW

~ o.

* be sufficiently large::

+1 -

F(S

+F(S
00 and

c'

F(S

see equation (10) and

)=H F(S )~H

F(S

00 sinceF(S ) is assumed to be positive.

are sufficiently large , then
:; 0

effect is a sign of social welfare improvement.

QED.
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Appendix 4. 5: Kuhn-Tucker conditions for the Reasonable Quota Policy
The hospital's problem:

Max V (tr

F(S,) S. t.

S,) =

qi

i 2: 0 and

The Lagrangian for this problem is equation (19) in the text.
= (1 +

A)((P

S,)* qi

c(x,)

ax

ap
=(1+A) P+

aqi

At a symmetric equilibrium \ix

q)-C(X

(1

. ax ax

ap aqi

+qi

aqi

C(X,)-

(I+A)((P(I+c;i )-c(x

lAlO)

5(q

ax

aqi

(1+A) (P-C(X

aL

)+ F(S

C(X

hi - c(x

x R'

)JJ - C(X

qi

aqi

aqi

aqi
)qi

517i +F

q R'

and V S i

+F(S,)S

17i

aqi

::O

= S

C:

The complementary slackness condition for

(1 +q)

aL

(All)

-C(X )JJ-C(X

t(P

A)qi

-(1 +

(A 12)

(S

F (S

:: 1 +

)qi

(AI3)

)-(1+A))=

)+1-

:: 0

where

The complementary slackness condition for S

C: ,,

" is imposed due to the assumption S

:; 0 .

::0

::O
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(S

= 0 or

This condition implies that either S

In any ofthese cases , that wil eliminate

= 1 +

or both , at an equilibrium.

from equation (AI0) for

R'

Thus , (A1O)

can be written as
C(X

(AI4)

If 5 = 0

1+17
(I+c;)P

)2:

I+A

, equation (AI4) is the same as equation (A8) which reduce to the expenditue

cap policy, so we rule out this case.
We assume

:; 0 for comparing with

x R

G'

so we have equation (20) in the text.

Similar to discussion in the expenditue cap policy, equation (A13) implies that
(S

= 1 , if

If 7r~ = 0

(0) 2: 1 and

:; 0 since we assume that

= 0 for

, we solve

((P

Namely,

7r~ :; O:: S

C(X

17c;

1+17

C(X

" (S

(0) 2: 1 and

I+A

1+17

:: 0 ensure

:; O.

:; 0

Appendix 4. 6: Proof for Proposition 3
(3-

R ,x

I) is to prove

By equations (9) and (20), we have
c(x

C(X
~(I+c;)=

(1+c;)1 + 17

)afJ+l

,(X

(1 +

tfJ+l

R ,x

A)

1 + 17

QED.
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:: 0 .
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G,
II) is to prove

= 0

:; 0 then

R ,x

(S

q R

= S G *

G=SG.

R :;s

qR ,qG

If 7r~ = 0

= S

= 1 :: S

can be solved by 7r~ = o.

Therefore , the equilibrium slack per admission is

~(I+c;)
1+17

R =P

R P
Let -=-+-

I+A

1+17

where

17

I+A

1+17

R ,x

SinceR

qR ,qG

I s G :; 0 ,

:; s
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(3- B) is to prove that if 7r~ :; 0 , then 0::

7r~ :; 0

aMC

QED.
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)afJ

' (S
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Take nature log on both sides , we have

In( S
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= In( S
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*-B

afJ
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c( X R ) + S

-afJ,

1 +)
as R

aC(X

a:; 0

0 smce
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13:;

, 1

qR
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8MC

=c(x )+s

=k I+CY
G 8c(x ) c(x
=k

8MC

8MC
qR 'q,

G 8X

1+

R c(x )

c( X R ) + S

q, MC R

q R

- 8MC 8MC

Therefore

(3- C)

C(X )

k((1 +CY

8MC
If

= 0

QED.

8MC
at segment of

then

G 8X
8MC

7r~ = 0
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7r~ = 0
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8MC

8MC

= 0 at

segment of

8qG

Gx
-afJ

8q

8MC

8qR

R X
afJ

8qR 8X
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qR

8MC
, if

8MC
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qR

R X

QED
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G X

x
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+CY
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8MC
is to prove that if 7r~ = 0 ,
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Appendix 4. 7: Kuhn- Tucker conditions for the Case Payment Policy
The hospital' s problem:

Max V

,S

(7r;

F(S

) = 7r; +

where , 7r; =

MC,)

7r; 2: 0

) S. t.

c(x,)

qi

The Lagrangian for this problem is equation (24) in the text.

(I+A)((P- c(x

)+F(S

s,)*

ax ax(I+A)

hi - c(x,))+F

(1+A)((P- C(X

At a symmetric equilibrium 'Ix

(AI5)

c( X F

c( X F

1-

8qi

8qi

C(X

1 -

F' \iqi

I+A

(S,)S

17i

::O
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qF'

::0

\iS

F 17

The complementary slackness condition for

-C(X F )1-C(X

8L

(AI6J X

-(1 +

(A 17)

' (S

A)qi

where

The complementary slackness condition for

(AI8)

' (S

- (1 +

F~

:: 0

F (S,)qi

:: 1 +

)-(1-

A))=

" is imposed due to the assumption

0.
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= 0 or

This condition implies that either

= 1 +

equilbrium. In any ofthese cases , that will eliminate

or both , at an
from equation (AI5) for

Thus , (AI5) can be wrtten as
C(X

(AI9)

)2:
1 + 17

= 0 is infeasible since " 2: " wil never hold. Thus , we have equation (26) in the text.

X F

Similar to discussion in the expenditure cap policy, equation (AI8) implies that
' (S

= 1

If 7r; =O

(0) 2: 1 and

0 since we assume that

, if 7r; :; O::

" (S

wesolve 7r; =0 for

qF = 0

c(x F

Namely,

c( X F
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1 + 17

" (S

(0) 2: 1 and
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Appendix 4. 8: Proof for Proposition 4
(4-

I)

if

and

By equations (9) and (26), we have
(26) c(x F
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afJ
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F 2:X
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:; 0 then
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G if

(S
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G=SG.
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=
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+ In
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8MC 8c( X
F 8X
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8s
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:; 0 from the proof of

proposition I-
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k XF x

8c(X ) 8c(x
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!. - !s

afJ
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Appendix 4. 9: Kuhn- Tucker conditions for the Expenditure Target Policy
The profit of hospital

lV1'

=(PIf

qi'

qi

q+(yP-

if

qi'

the Expenditure Target Policy is the same as the Case payment policy, we rule

qi

out this case and we focus on the case of

qi

Max V

Therefore , the hospital' s problem is

(7r;

F(S

,S

) S. t.

The Lagrangian fuction for this problem is equation (29) in the text.
c(X

(I+A)(M +

ax
8L

= (1 +
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c(X

c(X
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c(X

(A20)

' (S T

c(X
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)

I+A

T17

The complementary slackness condition for

(A21) x

c(x ,

8L

~:S

)1- c(x
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-=-(I+A)qi +F (S )qi ::O

' (S
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:: 1 +

0.

" is imposed due to the assumption

The complementary slackness condition for

sAF

(A23)

)-(1+A))=O
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= 0 or
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= 1 +

or both, at an equilibrium. In

from equation (A20) for
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Thus , (A20) can

be written as

c(X

(A24)

) 2:

1 + 17

= 0 is infeasible since " 2:" wil never hold. Thus , we have equation (32) in the text.
Similar to discussion in the expenditure cap policy, equation (A23) implies that
' (S
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= 1

= 0

, if 7r; :;

T=

:; 0 since we assume that

= 0 for

, we solve
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Appendix 4. 10: Proof for Proposition 5
(5-

if

I)

, By equations (9) and (32), we have
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Appendix 4. 11:
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Proof for
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